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Ve teran 's Hospital , New Orlean s, La . Archt s.- Fav ro!, Reed , Mathes & Be rg
man, New Orlean s; Faullcner, King sbury & Stenhou se, Wa shi ngton , 0 . C.
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1an1rete pradu1ed with

POZZOLITH

~ ...
• greater durability

Pozzolith enables builders to obtain better quality concrete
-with maximum economy-because it:

1. Reduces unit water content-most important basic

• reduced shrinkage
• lower permeability
• minimized segregation
• increased b o nd to steel

factor affecting concrete quality*- by 15%.

2. Entrains the optimum amount of air.
3 . Fully complies with the water-cement ratio law- bas is
of ACI and ASTM procedures of design, specification
and production of concrete.

Full information on Pozzolith and "see-for-yourself" demonstration kit sent upon request.
* See Bureau of Reclamotion's current Concrete Manual, Pag e 130.
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Lectureships and research awards for academic year 1955-56, to be granted by the
Government under Fulbright Act, are now open for application. Information and
forms are obtainable from Conference Board of Associated Research Councils, Committee on International Exchange of Persons, 210 I Constitution Ave., Washington, D. C.
American Academy in Rome is also offering limited number of Fellowships in Architecture, to begin October I, 1955. Applications and submissions of work, in form
prescribed, must be received at Academy's New York office before January I. For
details, address Academy's Executive Secretary at I0 I Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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Neil A. Connor, partner in Boston firm of Bourne, Connor, Nichols & Whiting, has
been appointed Director of Architectural Standards, Federal Housing Administration.
Commissioner Norman P. Mason announced that Connor will assist in revision of
FHA minimum property requirements with following objectives: encouragement of
improvements in design of dwellings on which there are FHA-insured mortgages,
and recognition to quality construction and use of quality products in amounts of
FHA-insured mortgages.
First Award and $20,000 were won in Carson Pirie Scott & Co. Centennial Competition by a Pratt Institute team: four senior students and Bill Breger, their critic and
Associate Professor. Presentations from I 06 entrants were judged. Among cash winners were three other school groups, from North Carolina State, MIT, and Auburn
Polytechnic Institute. Prizewinners and Mentions are listed on page 218.
Producers' Council $I 00,000 traveling "Caravan of Quality Building Products" began
second half of nationwide tour last month. October show dates are: I st-Birmingham,
6th-Atlanta, I2th-Miami, I 5th-Jacksonville, I9th-Charlotte, 22nd-Washington,
D. C., 26th-28th-New York. Caravan's last showing of the year will be November 3rd
at Newark, N. J.
Omnibus Housing Revision Bill was signed in August by President Eisenhower, who
called it one of his major legislative victories. Bill liberalizes Government mortgage
insurance, allows smaller down payments and longer terms. It also provides for gradual
switchover of Federal National Mortgage Association from Federal to private capital.
Only setback to the President in bill was in public housing-compromise bill provided
authority for 35,000 units in the next year, rather than 140,000 units over the next
four years which had been asked.
For first seven months of this year, Labor and Commerce Departments estimated
construction expenditures at record $20.1-billions. Biggest dollar gains over like 1953
period were in offices, stores, and other commercial building; private residential
building; and private and public educational construction. Substantial decreases were
reported in 1954 spending for military facilities, both private and public industrial
building, public housing, farm construction, and conservation and development work.
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Frederick Gutheim

Washington Perspective

The dismal international outlook continues to affect all
Washington thinking, like radioactivity striking distant photographic emulsions. In previous columns I have suggested
that this is the fundamental background for all national
decisions on building legislation, programs, and moneyincluding the supply of mortgage credit. How much building, what kind, where and when-these are the direct or
indirect consequences of Congressional and Administration
action. National policy has created our present building
"boom" which appears likely to continue indefinitely, until
halted by some international factors. Only the need for
materials, manpower, or a diversion of national construction effort into more boldly defined channels of defense or
military effort, seems likely to stem the continuing high production of the homes, commercial buildings, schools, highways, utilities, and those other constructed essentials of our
dynamic, expanding nation which are now causing construction figures to rise.

that no new permanent construction for
offices should be erected within I0 miles
of an established urban target area. The
directive, in a redevelopment project in
ington, has shown it means business.

New faces have recently appeared in a large number o~
architecturally-important Washington offices. Retirements
and resignations have eliminated many familiars, and reorganizations and new legislation have created new posts and
many new assignments. At the Public Buildings Service,
Peter Strobel, the new Commissioner, is rapidly establishing
himself. PBS is minus the services of Alan S. Thorn, Supervising Architect, who retired last month, after serving for
five years in the Government's key architectural spot.
Thorn rounded out a career of 20 years in the Federal service. Much current PBS activity revolves around the LeasePurchase building program, now under the supervision of
Assistant Commissioner Harry Hunter. The first group of
these projects has now been processed and indicates there
will be little change in architectural character from the conventional public buildings and post offices. While it's still
too early to tell, the experience of the Atomic Energy Commission, with its headquarters building plans, indicates that
while PBS clings firmly to its idea of an all-purpose loft-type
office building, especially for dispersed sites, the agency
for which it is being designed can have a big say in what
is done to meet its needs. Dispersal is a big factor in
restoring the importance of agency requirements in the
design of public buildings; concentration, on the other
hand, allows more interchangeable office space among Federal departments.

One important change at FHA is the appointment of an
excellent New England architect, Neil Connor, to head a
new office of architectural standards. If Connor is allowed
to do a job, his contribution could be most important from
the standpoint of that most retarded area of FHA practice
-design. Powerful forces can be counted to resist any
effort to develop objective design criteria, especially any
which narrow the discretionary powers of the FHA evaluators. The activity is also trapped in a paradox: any effort
to tighten standards is apt to be a design straitjacket. A
substantial research program is needed to find the way out
of this dilemma, and that is the very door Congress
slammed last spring.

Dispersal got its biggest boost with the delayed publication of an April 15 circular directive from the Office of
Defense Mobilization. The Presidential order stated flatly
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vital government
of the perimeter
initial test of the
southwest Wash-

At the Office of Defense Mobilization, Tracy Augur, who
has been mainly responsible for dispersal policies in the
location of defense production and government facilities,
has been shifted to the Housing and Home Finance
Agency. It does not appear that Augur's former job will
be filled. At HHFA he will be in charge of a new program
of Federal aids to local planning authorized in Title VII of
the new housing act. A major change at HHFA was the ·
resignation of Carl Feiss, who had directed the design
aspects of the urban redevelopment program, now swallowed up in the more comprehensive "urban renewal"
activity initiated by the housing act.

State Department's Foreign Buildings Office has received
the resignation of Edward J. Kerrigan, who succeeded
Leland King last year. The splendid architectural appointments made by FBO's advisory committee (see P.S. column
in this issue) gave this activity a fresh impetus, which this
change at the top is not likely to endanger.
At the other end of Pennsylvania Avenue there is a new
Architect of the Capitol. This curiously named office has
little to do with architecture, and is concerned mainly with
management of buildings that house Congressional activity
-down to and including the number of beans in the Senate
restaurant's navy bean soup. The new Architect of the
Capitol is a former Congressman, builder, landscape contractor, and engineer, J. George Stewart, who takes over
from the indestructible David Lynn.
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Metals are the Best Insulators
Against Heat, Cold,
and Vapor in
Building Spaces
The surfaces of ordinary IRON have about 4 times
the reflectivity against heat rays that the surfaces
of asbestos, asphalt paper, brick, rockwool, plaster,
wood and other ordinary building materials have.
Brass, gold, silver and .ALUMINUM surfaces have
about TEN TIMES the reflectivity against heat rays
that these non-metallic materials have. Aluminum
surfaces, for example, have a 97 % reflectivity for
RADIATION whereas the surfaces of most building
materials, including ordinary insulations, have a
reflectivity of only 10 'fo .
RADIATION (heat rays) is responsible for 65 % to
80 of all heat flow sideways in building spaces;
55 7o to 75 7o upwards; and 93 % downwards.

ro

Air space has low density, therefore heat flow
by CONDUCTION through the spaces inside building
walls, roofs, attics or floors is slight. CONVECTION
can account for 15 'fo to 30 of the heat flow sideways in such spaces, and up to 45 'fo upwards. There
is NO convection downwards.

ro

AN EXCELLENT "INSULATING BLANKET"

Multiple sheets of metal, spaced apart, make an
excellent barrier to heat and vapor flow in any
direction. In Multiple Accordion Aluminum, as it
is installed in one simple operation, tough metallic
sheets are automatically expanded so as to form
alternating layers of aluminum, fiber and low density reflective air spaces. The fibrous and metallic
sheets retard inner and outer convection.
Its continuous metal sheets, up to 750 feet long,
have almost zero permeability to water vapor. Infiltration under flat stapled flanges is slight. Condensation formation on or within this t ype of insulation is minimized by its scientific construction.
More than 220 million square feet are in use today.
To obtain MAXIMUM, uniform-depth protection
against heat loss and condensation formation, it is
necessary to use the new edge-to-edge multiple
aluminum*, each sheet of which stretches from
joist to joist, and also all through the flanges for
further vapor protection as well as permanent attachment Of each Sheet.
•Pat ent appli ed for.

FREEi RADIATION TABLE AND ASHVE BOOKLET

A very interesting and useful "Radiation Table"
listing the Emissivity, Absorptivity, and Reflectivity of a long list of materials has been prepared by
Alexander Schwartz, president of Infra Insulation,
Inc. It is yours for the asking.
Also yours for the asking is a discussion of how
and why aluminum insulates, even under extreme
conditions. It will be found in the booklet, Thermal

Test Coefficients of Aluminum Insulation for
Buildings, published by th~ American Society of
Heating & Ventilating Engineers. A free copy and
samples of the new insulation sent by us on request.

COST OF EDGE-TO-EDGE INFRA

Multiple Aluminum Insulation
installed in new construction between
wood joists, material and labor
Type 6-S under 9Y2¢ sq ft.
Type 4-S under 7Y2¢ sq ft.

.---------------------,
I
I
I
I
I

I

INFRA INSULATION INC.
N.Y.C., Dept. PA-10

525 Broadway,

0 Please send FREE ASH VE booklet. ( Therm. Test, etc. )
0 Heat r a y reflectivity table. 0 Samples.

Name

I Fir
I
I Address

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

~---------------------~
INFRA INSULATION, INC., 525 Bway., New York, N. Y.
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A definite need will be met by the new
recreational building at the California
Air ational Guard Base at Van Nuys,
California. The rigorous training program for both flying and ground personnel requires the "Weekend Warriors" (as
they call themselves) to spend practically every Saturday and Sunday at the
Air Guard Base, which is charged with
the defense of the California coastline
in the event of enemy air attack.

recreation building for officers and airmen

Model photo: Douglas M. Simmonds

•
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The mess and recreational facilities afforded by this new building will be
open to airmen, their families, and all
others participating in Air Guard activi·
ties. Funds obtained through public
subscription and industrial contributions
will cover the costs. Architect for the
structure is Welton Becket, who has
contributed his services in support of
the project.
10
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The new structure will replace a worn
wooden one on the west side of the
airport. Built in a U form around an
open-air recreation area and swimming
pool, the building will include a central
mess hall, kitchen, a large indoor-outdoor barbecue, and lounges for officers
and airmen. For the families a snack
bar, guest dressing rooms, and showers
will be provided.

Designed for a steel frame, the walls
will be concrete block with brick and
tile panels. Provision for air conditioning has been made.
Attractive landscaping and indoor
planting, combined with colorful materials, will provide a cheerful and relaxing atmosphere for servicemen and their
families during off-duty hours.
R endering : Welton B eck et & Associates

THERE IS ONLY ONE LINE OF
CUSTOM-ENGINEERED STAGE LIGHTING CONTROL

ClASS 1 ST AGEBOAR D
Ingalls High School, Atchinson, Kansas
Joseph W. Radotinsky, Architect, Kansas City, Missouri
Paoli E. C. Massaglio, Engineer, Kansas City, Missouri
Beadnall Electric, Contractors, St. Joseph, Missouri

0

ClASS 3 MAGNAUTE" STAGEBOARD
Sisters of Mercy- Provincial House, O maha, Ne b raska
leo A . Daly, Architects & Engineers, O maha, N ebraska .
Evans Electric Company, Contractors, O maha, Nebraska
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offices and clinic

Two eye specialists own and share the
operation of this building, which will
house their eparate clinics. Now under
construction in one of Oklahoma City's
residential neighborhoods, it was designed by Joseph . Boaz, of Winkler,
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Reid & Boaz (the firm is now dissolved).
The structural frame is steel, entirely
independent of walls and partitions. Exterior wall material is face brick. Interior partitions are all plywood-walnut, birch, and fir-on redwood studs.

Air-conditioning controls automatically cut off compressors, leaving only
blowers in operation when outside air
reaches the proper temperature. A return air tunnel surrounds the entire
building.
Rendering: Joseph N. Boaz

p/a views

P/ A readers like to see how other architects detail

Dear Editor: Personally, I find your new
DETAILS
of considerable
value. We use them here for comparisons
in methods-and frequently for design
ideas. I hope the section is continued.
ARCHITECT'S

Dear Editor: I like your series, ARCH!·
TECT's DETAILS, direct from the original
sheets. This one (September) is a trifle
on the engineering side.
SEYMOUR SALTUS

Morristown, N.

WILLIAM l. PARR

Lewiston, Idaho

•
Dear Editor: I believe the idea is fine and,
if the details are properly selected, it
would be of great use to most of us.
ROBERT J. BENNETT

Morgantown, W. Va.

•
Dear Editor : We appreciate seeing details done by other Architects.

•
Dear Editor: This takes us back to the
early Pencil Points, which when considered, is what we like. Questions on "how
was it presented, worked out, detailed,"
etc. ; for the hard-pressed architect this
series should be quite valuable.
I would suggest vou manage somehow
to provide expendable "ads" on the
backs of these details for ease of filing.
LEONARD SCHEER

W. B. MC CALL

Tressler & McCall
Cody, Wyo.

•

Dear Editor: We think the presentation
of ARCHITECT'S DETAILS as a feature in
your magazine is very interesting and
helpful to the profession.
J. FRANKLIN CLARK, JR.

Kingstree, S. C.

New York, N. Y.

•
Dear Editor: We are all for details, but
the~ must be selected for the best in
architecture.
C. J. HAN NIK EN
Detroit, Mich.

•

Dear Editor: This is good-I would like
to see it continued.
RAYMOND S. ZIEGLER

•

Altadena, Calif.

Dear Editor: I feel it is of considerable
interest to see samples of the drafting
room methods of other offices. I favor a
continuation of ARCHITECT'S DETAILS in
future issues.
As long as this note is in the machine,
I would like to express my thanks for
your magazine. Have gone along with the
name changes and improvements in P /A
since 1940 and can't say there has been
a single issue which I haven't enjoyed
reading.
There are times when a new issue of
P /A must be just thumbed-through when
it arrives- and really absorbed at a later
date. But even when just thumbing
through your P.S. column is always read
-there is food for thought as well as a
laugh.
Again, I would like to see more ARCHITECT'S DETAILS.

J.

ROBERT C. DOUGLAS

Beaverton, Ore.

•
Dear Editor: I feel that a magazine, just
as an Architect, must continually look
for new and better methods of doing a
job. I believe that your feature, ARCHITECT'S DETAILS, will aid us all in this
search.
JAMES s. LIBERTY
Albuquerque, N. Mex.

•
Dear Editor: I certainly do appreciate
the feature, and the ones that have appeared in the past few issues of P /A
have been interesting. I must say, rather
critically, however, that I feel the (September) one on the Hackensack river
crossing, by Fellheimer & Wagner, is
of such limited application, and deals
with a circumstance that few architects
will ever have occasion to meet, that I,
for one, would feel that it falls far below
the previous selections.

The feature is good, the past selections have been excellent.
CORDON DICKSON ORR, JR.

Wallingford, Conn.

•
Dear Editor: As a long-time subscriber
to P /A and its forebears, I have always
been interested in your SELECTED DETAILS,
primarily because Caleb Hornbostel was
several years my senior at school, where
his father took a great interest in the
work. Accordingly, when I first conceived the current brochure series for the
Architectural Woodwork Institute, and
was drawing my preliminary plans, so to
speak, I interviewed Richard Bennett
here in Chicago, because, as you know,
Dick is one of Caleb's former partners,
and often serves on the juries of Producers Council for product literature.
We talked at considerable length about
the SELECTED DETAILS, and about details
in general. He made some very good
suggestions to me, some of which I have
tried to incorporate into the brochures
that are now being published by A WI.
We have been pleasantly surprised by
the reaction to the AWI details from
architects, and I think it is significant
that many of our readers are stimulated
by the reading matter which appears
in conjunction with the details. rather
than by the pictures themselves. Of
course, we are a long way from having
attained the ideal we are seeking, and
I need hardly tell you that it is sometimes difficult to obtain from architects
the information that will help to illuminate their own drawings. For what it
is worth, here is the critique as rendered
by Bennett, and as adapted by the AWI,
after six months of practice:
"The detail in its printed format can
mean more to the architect if it is accompanied by an underlying philosophy,
or raison d'etre. For example, information should be conveyed as to why the
particular detail was used in a particular
situation. Why were certain materials
(Continued on page 16)
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chosen, and other materials not selected?
What is the basic principle used in this
detail that could be applied to similar
details in other situations? (For example, is there any aspect of the detail
of the railing by F ellheimer & Wagner
that could be applied to a railing on the
balcony of a high apartment building?)
pecific data is likewise very helpful in

enhancing a detail, which is more often
than not an incomplete document without accurate specifications." (An example thereof is the flashing which appears on the wall sections, published on
pages 122 and 123 of your July issue.
A little story in print describing the
flashing, or an actual specification would
go a long way to make these details more

Old North Congregational Church.
Ipswich, Mass., erected in 1846, is
rare example of wood Goth ic. Old
North dates back to about 1634.

of
Wood
are inspiringly beauciful, traditionally revered, and readily adaptable
ro the. modern community"s need s for places of worship, religious
educarion and recreation.
Wood "s narural beauty is retained and its advantages increased
by three popular methods of engineered timber construction - the
TECO WEDGE-FIT connecror, glued laminated, and Lamella
systems. These are widely used in construcring churches, church
schools and assembly halls.

valuable to an architect too busy to read
the fine nomenclature.)
There is another principle which Dick
Bennett emphasized. He stressed the
fact that the hypothetical details should
carry some objective comment by the
architect or designer which would
answer the following questions:
"How did this installation endure after
several years? Did the materials succumb to the weather; and did the joints
leak? If this detail were to be done
over again today, could it be improved
upon or would it be drawn in a different
manner? What are the good features of
this detail which have endeared it to the
architect?"
I realize that some of the above comments may pertain to your SELECTED
DETAJLS as well as your ARCHITECT'S DETAILS . With reference to the new feature, I am sure that you will recall that
some of the architectural magazines back
in the '20s and early '30s used to publish details of this type; and I suppose
that the magazines eventually discontinued these features because of lack of
interest on the part of readers. The
architect who is concerned with working drawings in his own office every day
can easily be forgiven for developing
a blind spot with regard to more work·
ing drawings, when he sees them in a
magazine. Perhaps in this lone respect,
the pen is mightier than the T- quare;
and the printed word might be used in
conj unction with any worthwhile endeavor to find a new approach to the
problem of graphically presenting useful methods and ideas.
Yours for higher standards of architectural journalism.
JAMES ARKIN, Architectural Consultant
Architectural Woodwork Institute
Chicago, Ill.

Timber trusses and arches, ready ro erect, are avai lable from
experienced fabricarors in all areas of the country.

•

Many oucs canding American churches, built of wood,
are show n in the 32-page booklet, .. Churches... Send
TODAY for a FREE copy.

TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY
1319 18TH STREET , N . W., WASHINGTON 6 , D . C .
Chicago • New Orleans • In Canada: J. E. Goodman Sales, ltd ., Toronto
Please send copy of booklet, " Churches".
Name ...

Company ......................... ............. ... .... ........... ................ .. .... ............................•
Street . ...... . ........ .. ............................................................ ..............

City .......... .......... ..... ...................... ...... . Zone ...... State....................
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Dear Editor: One of the reasons I continue my subscription to P /A is because
of the SELECTED DETAILS and the accompanying photos, which I consider a
"must" to really comprehend them. They
help to explain in seconds to draftsmen
what it would take hours to do in freehand sketches.
If ARCHITECT'S DETAILS are to supplement the SELECTED DETAILS, that is fine,
but if they are to replace them I say
(Continued on page 19)

p/a views
emphatically-don't! And don't print
them back to back-it is difficult to file
them when two entirely different subjects appear on reverse sides.
A. R. MARTI

Wilmette, Ill.
definition doubted

Dear Editor: As a structural engineer
and a member of an architect-engineer
firm, I could not avoid reading the
article by Felix Candela (June 1954
P /A) and the discussions of the articl e
by the other members of our pro[es ionor to be more correct, reading them several times. The article and discussions,
ju t as the structures they write abou t,
are not entirely obviou at first glance.
It seem to me that the variou writers
have made a basic definition that is not
entirely correct. I am referring to the
apparent separation of intuitive analysis
and mathematical analysis. Ariy analysis
of a structure is only r elative as to being
exact or approximate. Take even the
ca e of the simple beam. The actual complete stress condition cannot be determined. True, we can make assumptions
based on experimentation and experience and apply these assumptions to
make an educated guess-with the help
of mathematical expressions, but at the
same time we can just go ahead and
guess the answer by intuition. If both
methods give the same results, who is to
say which is the correct way? I am by
no means attempting to say that structures should be designed without the aid
of mathematics. I am saying that any
method of analysis, even the most vigorous mathematical solution, is an approximation and that the exactness of the solutions is relative. How can we, then, separate the analysis of a structure into intuition or mathematics, when we must use
them together in any solution , and they
are a compatible as bending and direcl
stress.
Candela seems to be quite disturbed
by the majority of the structures that
are being designed today. He expresses
the idea that our vertical and horizontal
structures are uneconomical and unattractive. Just as a thought, I wonder
how a thin-shell structure would evolve
if the client demanded roof parking or
if it was necessary to obtain 50.000 sq
ft of floor space on a 10,000 sq ft lot. As
for being unattractive, I imagine Wall

(Continued from page 16)

treet becomes as boring as an Eskimo
village of igloos. But also, from Candela's viewpoint, I would feel qui te perplexed in trying to inflate a rectangular
balloon.
This sort of thinking can be carried
to the ridiculous in many directions.
However, it brings out a point I wi h to

make: that a structure should be deigned to serve best the purpose for
which it is to be used. Stereo-structures,
just as any other type structure, can become stereotyped tructures if they are
u ed without sincere purpose and if
buildings are forced into an enclosure
(Continued on page !10)

Ludington Junior Hi9h School,
Ludinqton, Mich.
Architect-Louis C . Kin9scott & Associates

Modern

As 10DAY's scHooLs!

~PORCELAIN

ENAMEL

~~~COPING AND CORNICE

FACIA

A modern answer to durable, low cost school construction is Erie's
Porock filled spandrels, coping and cornice facia. You are assured
of a solid, non-resonant panel of exceptional flatness ... permanent
beauty and lifetime durability. Porock adds minimum weight . . .
about equal to the panel alone.
Investigate Erie's new panel wall system, also ... laminated or box
type insulated pane~s for curtain walls, panel walls and window walls
of genuine porcelain enamel.

p/a views
{Continued from page 19)

rather than an enclosure being designed
around a function. There are, of course,
unlimited numbers of form for a solu·
tion to a given problem. The entire op·
eration that is to take place within a
building must be considered and from
this a proper form arrived at that can
be viewed with pleasure. No per on is
more aware of the advantages of pre ·
sure line structure than a structural engineer, nor is anyone more aware of
their limitations.
I am in complete sympathy with Candela's desire for new and exciting forms.
But at the same time, I am keenly aware
that it is often necessary to "wa te" material in order to save money, and a
building that shou ts solely for the purpose of making noise is not always a step
forward.
In my thinking, a structure that meets
all of the requirements of the society it
is to serve, esthetically and otherwise.
whether brand new or a thousand years
old, is a sign of progre
JOH

indirect office expense which cannot be
readily charged to an individual job is
applied against direct technical payroll.
This method does not take into account
a partner's or a principal's nonproductive time. The A I A method of accounting, however, does make provision for inclusion of this item. This, of necessity,

wculd raise the Overhead percentage
and, depending upon the amount of "general" time a partner spends, may tend to
distort the Overhead percentage figure.
Two of my articles (February 1954
P /A and March 1954 P /A) go into considerable detail with respect to Overhead.
IECMUND SPIEGEL

J. MILE

Seattle. Wash.

overhead percentage
Dear Editor: Siegmund Spiegel's article
in May 1954 P /A greatly interested me.
I would like to inquire about one of the
items listed in the Job Analysis. Under
Item o. 19 was listed Overhead on alaries (60 percent). Could you clarify the
meaning of this Item?
EARL R. WILSO
Wilson & Earnheart
Kan a City. Kan.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
for LCN Closer Concealed-in-Door, Shown on Opposite Page

Dear Mr. Wilson: With regard to your
question, I would like to clarify this
roughly as follows: first of all, the en 1 ire
Job Analysis Chart was taken as an example only, and the figure of 65 percen!
is not a realistic one. The percentage of
Overhead will vary Jrom office to office.
Overhead which incorporates all expense
items not chargeable directly to an individual job must be accounted for, however, in order to provide a productioncost picture as realistic as possible.
There are several methods of determining Overhead percentages. A great number of offices in the New York region
use a method by which the percentage of
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The LCN Series 302-303 Closer's Main Points:

1. An ideal closer for many interior wood doors
2. Mechanism concealed within door; flat arm not prominent, and provides high closing power
3. Door is hung on regular butts
4. Closer is simple to install and to adjust
5. Used with wood doors; wood or metal frames
6. Practically concealed control at little more than
exposed closer cost
Complete Catalog on Request-No Obligation
or See Sweet's 1954, Sec. 17e/ L

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS

office practice

how effective is copyright of plans ?

Probably every architect who has produced what he considers an original design has been frustrated and annoyed at
the copying of that design by others.
Often it happens that the same idea
bursts upon the architectural scene from
several sources at once-it is a logical
development from what has gone before,
and cannot be claimed as the exclusive
product of any one man's creative genius.
Other "ideas" are of such a general nature that they never could be kept as
proprietary designs, and soon become
common property. (Then we begin classifying them as cliches!) But the fact remains, especially in construction methods
and often in the design result of those
methods, that an architect or an engineer
may develOJ>, over a long period of time,
a design of his own which he believes
should remain his own; and be used by
others only with proper credit, and in
some cases proper royalties.
The Copyright Law has not protected
the architect too well in this regard. And
the architectural profession has not actively worked to find a solution as, for
instance, musicians have. A California
case at present in the Federal courts may
point a way to a solution. P /A believes
that it is of sufficient importance to the
whole profession to merit discussion, and
even support.
The situation is this: The firm of Cliff
May & Chris Choate, designers and consultants for low-cost housing (May is well
known for his "ranch house" designs;
Choate is an architect associated with
him) developed what is known as the
"Cliff May Home." They have licensed
50 dealers in California, and have distributors in eleven western states and Texas

at the present time. The design, May
says, "we have worked on for a long
period of time, devoting our entire effort
to experimenting and research, and have
spent large sums of money in drawing,
testing, etc.•.. " They feel that "its outward architectural appearance is the result of the system of construction that we
have created."
They are now disturbed because, "it is
the most copied house in California at the
present time," and this, they feel, "tears
down the work we have done and depreciates the product we have created."
Cliff May and Chris Choate feel so
strongly on the subject of copyright that
they have already pressed two cases: they
recently won an injunction against a
contractor and construction company preventing them from using, duplicating, or
disclosing copyrighted plans. A year ago,
May settled, by agreement, two cases of
infringement of copyright, receiving payment of back fees.
Now the new case: May & Choate and
their Ranch Home Supply Corporation
are asking $500,000 damages from the
defendants-William M. Bray, Los Angeles architect, the Bristol Development
Company, the Federated Construction
Company, and six individuals-for infringement of copyright plans, specifically
in a development known as Bristol Manor; and are seeking from the court an
mJunction prohibiting the systematic
copying of the appearance of the Cliff
May house. Photographs of the two
houses-the May & Choate "original" and
the Bristol Manor house, are shown
on the next page.

•
Can architectural plans be effectively

copyrighted? Some authorities have
said no, but Cliff May points out that
until Victor Herbert, Frank Buck, and
others proved that song writers could
have an effective copyright ("with only
seven notes to the scale, you can see
what a job they did!") and ASCAP was
formed, it had seemed impossible in that
field also.
The present copyright law of the United
States affords very little protection to the
intellectual productions of the architect.
The law protects only the plan or design
of the architect and not the building
ideas they contain. Further, the proprietor of a copyrighted plan does not have
the exclusive right to execute the structure it describes. Accordingly, the protection afforded a copyrighted architect's
plan is most elemental: It may not be
"copied," that is, there may be no unauthorized printing, reprinting, publishing, copying, or vending of the plan. Any
other use, no matter how unfair or dishonest, is not an infringement of copyright, although it may be the basis for a
suit in unfair competition.
Where does this leave the architect?
If his only protection is against copying
of plans, direct or indirect, this sounds
like a difficult thing to prove. If the
building cannot be copyrighted, but only
the plans, does this give an architect any
protection when someone erects a structure copied from his? Some recent studies of the subject indicate that there may
be an approach which has not yet been
explored in the courts.
This new approach proceeds from the
premise that no structure can be built
without plans. In some form, if only to
comply with requirements for building
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May & Choate house.

permits and building loans, there must
be plans. Hence it follows that if A
wishes to build a house identical with one
designed by B, he must have identical
plans. How does A get these ( unauthorized ) identical plans? By copying, in
some manner, the plans of B. And when
he copies, he infringes the copyright.
There are various ways of copying
plans. The direct method would be to
trace, photograph, or blueprint the original plans. An indirect method would
be to commit them to memory, and retrace them. Even more indirectly, a copy
would be made according to instructions
from a third party who had seen the original plans.
The new thinking on the subject goes
a step further and asks: If the copyist
makes his plans after having looked at,
studied, perhaps measured and photographed the original building (which is
not in itself eligible for copyright protection; only its plans are, we must remember), has he not, indeed, copied the
original plans?
If this interpretation should be de·
veloped and upheld, it is believed that a
complaining architect should be able to
obtain practical legal protection. Certainly no commercial builder can construct a building without plans which have
been put on paper. If the court orders
destruction of infringed copies and an
injunction against further copying, this
should indeed be "practical relief."
This is an interesting twist. It must be
borne in mind that the courts will not
enjoin the copyist from building copies-only from using plans which are copies.
The protection, actually, rests on the fact
that no one can build, today, without
plans.

•

Just what the argument will be in the
May v. Bristol case remains to be seen.
Up to now, other plaintiffs have failed in
the few suits there have been involving
architectural "copying," with arguments
based on imitation of the finished structure, or of an "idea."
A

Bristol Manor house.
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number ol nationally

prominent

architects have indicated "complete
sympathy" with May & Choate in the
fight on this alleged infringement, and
various AIA groups are following the
case with obvious interest. The outcome
can have important implications for the
entire profession.
T. H.C.

Bernard Tomson

In a previous column (September 1954
P /A) I discussed the status of the architect as a leader in the field of construction, pointing out the implications arising
in that respect from the failure of the
architectural profession to support the
adoption of Public Law 356. This statute provides as follows:
"That no provision of any contract entered
into by the U. S., relating to the finality or
conclusiveness of any decision of the head
of any department or agency or his duly
authorized representath-e or board in a dispute involving a question arising under such
contract, shall be pleaded in any suit now
filed or to be filed as limiting judicial review of any such decision to cases where
fraud by such official or hi5 "aid representative or board is alleged; provided, however,
that any such decision shall be final and
conclusive unless the same is fraudulent or
capricious or arbitrary or so grossly erroneous as necessanly to imply bad faith, or is
not supported by substantial evidence.
SECTION II

"No government contract shall contain a
provision making final on a question of law
the decision of any administrative official,
representative, or board."

The purpose of the statute was to protect those parties contracting with the
Federal Government from the effects of
two decisions of the United States Supreme Court (United States v. Moorman
and United States v. Wunderlich).
The decisions of the United States
Supreme Court in United State& v. Moorman and in United State& v. Wunderlich
and the importance of such decisions to
architects, contractors, engineers, and
owners were discussed in this column in
the March 1950, October 1951, November
1951, and February 1952 issues of PI A.
A review of that discussion, in the light
of the enactment of Public Law 356, is
of interest and significance.
In 1950, in the case of United States
v. Moorman, the United States Supreme
Court was called upon to construe a
"disputes clause" in a contract between
a Contractor and the Federal Government. The Court construed the clause to
provide that, in the event of a dispute,
the Government's Contracting Officer

it'S the law

could finally and conclusively determine

all questions of fact and law, with no
right of appeal to the courts. The Supreme Court upheld the validity of such
clause on the ground that the parties
freely entered into such a contract and
that they were, therefore, bound thereby.
In reaching this conclusion, the Court
noted that clauses in ·b uilding contracts
between Owner and Contractor which
provided for the arbitration of disputes
by the Architect were valid. The effect
of the Supreme Court's decision was to
make the Owner (here the Government)
the final arbiter of any dispute which
arose between itself and the Contractor,
unless the Contractor could show fraud
or bad faith.
After the Moorman case, some courts
tried to limit its harshness by holding
that only those disputes which arose
during the progress of the work were to
be finally arbitrated under the "disputes
clause." Other courts exainined very
closely into the impartiality and good
faith of the contracting officer and sought
to find had faith where his decision was
arbitrary or without foundation. Many
courts, however, strictly followed the
Moorman decision, re-emphasizing the
rights of the parties to make and rely
upon such mutual agreements as they
desired, refusing to upset any decision
of the contracting officer unless a clear·
cut case of fraud or bad faith was
established.
Subsequently, the United States Supreme Court, in the case of United
States v. Wunderlich, reaffirmed the position it had taken in the Moorman case.
In the Wunderlich case, the United
States Court of Claims had determined
that a decision of a Contracting Officer
was arbitrary, capricious, and grossly
erroneous. The Supreme Court, by a
vote of six to three, upheld the Contracting Officer's decision, on the ground
that there was no proof that such decision was fraudulent or made in bad

faith. The majority held that the Contractor had no recourse, even though the
decision of the Contracting Officer was
arbitrary and capricious. Three Justices
of the United States Supreme Court dissented in a strongly worded opinion.
which stated, in part:
"Law has reached its finest moments when
it has freed man from the unlimited discretion of some ruler, some civil or military
official, some bureaucrat. Where discretion
is absolute, man has always suffered....
"The instant case reveals only a minor
facet of the age.long struggle. . . . But the
rule we announce has wide application and
a devastating effect. It makes a tyrant out
of every contracting officer.... He has the
power of life and death over a private business even though his decision is grossly
erroneous. Power granted is seldom neglected. . . .
"The principle of checks and balances is
a healthy one. An official who is accountable
will act more prudently. A citizen who has
an appeal to a body independent of the
controversy has protection against passion,
obstinacy, irrational conduct, and incompetency of an official. ..• The rule we announce
makes government oppressive."
At the time of these decisions, it was my
recommendation that determined efforts
be made by architects, engineers, and
contractors to have the "disputes clau11e"
stricken out of government contracts, so
that federal agencies would cease ·being
judge and jury, as well as owner. Congress and the President recognized the
inherent dangers implicit in such a
clause, as construed by the United
States Supreme Court, by adopting Public Law 356. The law provides for judicial review of the decision of any governmental department or agency concerning
a question of law. It further provides
that a decision concerning any question
of fact shall be subject to judicial review if the decision is claimed to be
fraudulent, capnc1ous, arbitrary, so
grossly erroneous as necessarily to imply
bad faith, or is not supported by substantial evidence.
The statute, in permitting judiclal
review of many of the decisions of the
contracting officer, affords protection to
parties contracting with the government
which they were not in a position to
obtain for themselves through negotiating
with the government. In dealing with
the government, freedom to bargain is
largely illusory. The right of judicial
review should be an effective deterrent
to arbitrary, prejudicial, or capricious
acts on the part of an administrative
official.
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improved materials

In the construction of man's earliest cities the building materials used were
entirely indigenous-those found to be the most plentiful or workable in a
particular locality. Depending on the amount of woodland, the nature of
geologic formations, and the prevailing climatic conditions, either wood,
stone, clay, or cementious mixes-or some combination of these basic materials-would be utilized. As a civilization extended its lines of communication, however, materials from distant areas were imported, because of their
relative abundance or because they more readily fulfilled the community's
requirements for buildings. With these few fundamental materials (shaped,
cut, and molded in an infinite variety of ways) the great structures of the past
were erected: temples, baths, aqueducts, cathedrals, fortifications, villas, etc.
It was not until the 19th Century that man-produced, technological materials
were developed for use in construction (except for a few remarkable experiments). It was during the long period of evolution that the manner in which
materials were employed resulted in basic recognizable styles-as discussed
by Sibyl Moholy-N agy in "Style and Materials" ( acrosspage).
During the last 75 or more years, builders have been able to use new
materials and to integrate them in new systems that have no kinship with the
manner in which basic materials were traditionally assembled. That these
new materials have had an effect on architecture-changed its appearance
and made buildings more useful and comfortable for their occupants-is
abundantly evident. How these will ultimately affect architectural style cannot be answered today.
For this issue, the Editors have chosen structures that evidence the present effect of improved materials on architecture. Following the MoholyN agy discussion are presentations of two houses in which a new use of a
familiar structural material is employed for framework, a resume of numerous improved uses of porcelain enamel in architecture, and a group of four
schools in which the principal design problem was the study and selection
of materials that best fulfilled the requirements of the respective programs
and budgets.
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Style and Materials
by Sibyl Moholy-Nagy*

Felix Candela, Mexican architect, re- basic definitions of sty le as decoration
cently stated that the " essential purpose and as organic growth, style as idea,
of structure, that property which defines when he stated, "Architecture is abstract.
it as such, is to transform external loads Abstract form is the pattern of the esseninto internal tresses and to transmit tial. It is spirit in objectified form ...
these, distributed along the structural embodied in materials."
Valid as these definitions may be, they
members, to convenient locations." Had
represent
no more than an evolution of
he added that it is the specific purpose
personal
creeds.
For even the most irreverof architectural engineering to create enent
historian,
there
is something vastly
closed space by this structure, the nature
more
inclusive
expressed
in architectural
of structure and space would have been
styl
e-a
balanced
relationship
of purdefined. But we would still lack a full
interpretation of architecture, since struc- pose, material, and form, visibly interture and enclosed space alone do not preted through the excellence of the armake a building: the third ingredient is chitect. And here, at once, at the very root
of the definition, appears the basic divistyle.
ion of two concepts of style that have
What is style? It is very tempting to
parry with a paraphrase of Benedetto prevailed throughout history. "Excellence
Croce's laconic last verdict of esthetics, of the architect" can be an expression of
"Art is what everybody knows it is," sub- ideals shared by all. Through his inter·
stituting the word Style for Art; or to pretation of the common creed, the artake refuge in Walt Whitman's tongue- chitect unites each building with the rest.
in-cheek primitivism, "All architecture is Iktinos built that way, and so did di
what you do to it when you look upon Cambio and Robert Mills. "Excellence of
it!" But it would be too easy, it would the architect" can also be quite the opponot help to clarify an obvious concern site-an expression of convictions and
about architectural style in current build- esthetic concepts that are peculiarly his
ing design. To dispose of the cliches: own, distinguishing him and his buildmost of us were told at one time or an- ings from everything else. Brunelleschi
other in our training that if structure is belonged to this group, as well as Balththe anatomy of building, style is its fea- azar Neumann and Auguste Perret. But
tures; that John Ruskin made Victorian all of them-the fulfillers and the rebels
eclecticism respectable by defining ar- -are bound to available materials and
chitecture as "that part which impresses skills. Individual excellence masters maton a building certain characteristics, ter, but matter remains the stuff buildings
venerable and beautiful, but otherwise are made of. The help or tyranny of
unnecessary"; that the Art Nouveau materials decides, in the last analysis,
rebels of 1900 (in Victor Horta's words)
architectural style.
"voided the uncompromising rigidity of
The relationship of the builder to his
the right angle by substituting the organi- materials - seen historically - is very
cally curved for the straight, and the much like his relationship to his environbowed for the plane surface ..• in ani- ment. In the beginning of civilization,
mated colori stic fagades." And that Frank shelter design was subject to the unalterLloyd Wright, notwithstanding the agon- able properties of twig and reed, mud
ized groans each new design of his and stamped earth, Cyclopean rock and
arouses from IIT to Cambridge's Mount pebble. One cannot speak of architecAuburn Street, finally added to the two ture where construction adjusts to given
means without any conscious form-giving
•A ssistant Pro/ esior o/ Architecture, Pratt ln..uitute ,
effort; and one cannot speak of style
Brooklyn , N . Y.

where the primordial forces of magic
beliefs predetermine each detail of structure and decor.
From this aspect, architectural styleas so much else-starts with Greece. It
was during the astonishingly brief period
of some 160 years, from the earliest stone
temples at Olympia, just before 600 B.c.,
to the marble structure of the Parthenon,
begun in 447 B.c., that the first of our
two dominant style concepts emerged.

structural style
In the sixth book of the Laws Plato says :
"A new beginning is like a God, saving
all things." The beginning of freely interpreted style saved architecture from
the static building forms, derived solely
from the traditional application of material s to purpose. Our textbooks list a
Mesopotamian and an Egyptian style, but
it would be more precise to speak merely
of architectural form. Aloys Riegl, eminent pioneer of style history, was the first
to recognize that true style is the result
of a will-to-art in the builder, who selects
from alternative solutions the ideal synthesis of spiritual, material, and struc·
tural elements. A sufficiently wide range
of building interpretations and of materials and techniques must have been
obtained in a culture to create style as
a testimony of architectural excellence.
In Structural Style, the esthetic impact
derives from the structurally expressed
idea of the building. Since post-and-lintel
construction was the structural principle
of Greek architecture (Figure 1), the
large unit, varying from wood to stone
to marble, determined the stylistic features. Wood excels through the facility
of jointure and the divisibility into smallest units. It suggested the raking cornice,
the subdivisions of entahlature, abacus,
and flute. Sicilian limestone added
monumentality and texture: the archaic
simplicity and strength of the Doric order
seem always to conjure up the image of
Paestum rather than Athens. And there
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"In Structural Style the esthetic impact derives from th e

structurally expressed idea of the building." 1-Parthenon,
Athens; 2-Colosseum, Rome; 3-Castle Hedingham, Essex; 4--Pitti Palace, Florence; 5-First Leiter Building,
Chicago (photo: courtesy of Museum of Modern Art).

was the Pentelic marble: by virtue of
its density allowing the utmost linear
refinement, the minute balance of calculable proportions, and by virtue of its
hardness giving to Structural Style that
peculiar quality of finality, an imperviousness to weathering and aging. Column, architrave, and portico are sublimations of structure into formal equilibrium, testifying to the eternal, nontransient quality of the human mind.
They were appreciated at the date of their
creation through common standards of
rationality and taste.
The Greeks were supreme realists, deducing from observation of the physical
universe the laws by which to live and to
build. As in science, Greeks did not experiment in building. Structural and esthetic laws, distilled from observation
and reasoning, were implementations of
philosophical truth. They were as much
incarnations of the Logos as philosophy,
mathematics, and poetry. St. Paul, the
4 Pro resslve Architecture

Tarsian, spoke as the Greek native "of
no mean city," and not as a Jew, when
he postulated that "the invisible must
be understood by the visible." The accord between service and form is one
with the accord between ideal and reality.
Athens became the teacher of all
epochs in Western Civilization striving
for a visualization of universality and
collective progress through harmonious
form. For about 150 years, in the brief
post-Augustinian climax, Rome had a
Structural Style, expressive of the affirmative creed of the Pax Romana. The
Theater at Orange, the Colosseum, the
Pantheon, built between 50 and 150 A.D.
superbly used the concrete unit to achieve
an entity of structure and style. In the
Colosseum (Figure 2) , the diminishing
load is expressed not only in concrete
components of diminishing density (lava,
tufa, and pumice) but also in a subtle
transition from horizontal emphasis in
the squat Doric order of the lower arcade,

5

to intermediary Ionic orders, ending in
the emphasized verticality of Corinthian
pilaster strips which were (originally)
surmounted by masts, soaring over the
top cornice straight into the sky.
Structural Style vanished with the collective ideal of Rome, before the decadence. Almost a thousand years passed
until the Comacine stone masons and the
first cathedral builders in England and
Northern France again felt the affirmative wave that called for Structural Style.
In the 12th and 13th Centuries, Christianity had finally found its contact with the
world of man. Cathedrals and castles
were built to confirm St. Paul's demand
for a visible style signifying invisible
faith. The soaring walls of Hedingham
(Figure 3) and the Choir of Beauvais
share an intimate stylistic affinity. Verticality-the common ideal of man's unlimited faith in his alliance with a benevolent God-gave meaning beyond function to buttressing trip, tower, and pier.
Florentine architecture of the Quattrocento represents the last historical flowering of Structural Style as a pure expression of a common ideal through structural form. Palazzi such as Strozzi, Pitti
(Figure 4), and Riccardi used a new
structural unit- the rusticated stone
block-to testify to a new phase of affirmative communality through intellect
and taste. Variety within structural uniformity creates the severe rhythm of
alternating window pediments, while
story is marked off from story by horizontal moldings, acting as water tables.
Structural tyle was killed by the perversions of late Renaissance eclecticism.
The credit for its revival is due to America and the architects of the Chicago
School. Ca t iron, the ubiquitous symbol

of the Industrial Revolution, seemed at
first a stylistic embarrassment because
its adaptation to molded forms made it
the cheap means of every stylistic adultery. Such sleight-of-hand as Nash's
Brighton Pavilion, or Labrouste's superb
interior structure behind the Renaissance
replica of the Bibliotheque Sainte-Genevieve, had indicated no more than a
dreary continuation of neo-Renaissance.
From this chaos, architecture was saved
by the intelligence and taste of the Chicago pioneers. William LeBaron Jenney
liquidated the old "mill" architecture and
created the transparent bays of the First
Leiter Building (Figure 5). The first skyscraper was as much the visible expression of the invisible ideal of a worldwide
Industrial Revolution as the Hellenic
Temple had been of the harmony of mind
and body. The skeleton frame, visibly
expressed in horizontal-vertical rhythms,
stylistically emphasized by steel-rimmed
windows, was a new statement of Structural Style. Neither the advent of the
exposed steel frame nor the glass curtain
wall, 25 years later, surpass the revolutionary achievement of the Chicago
School. Through rationality and taste
arose a new stylistic variation as an impersonal statement of quality, conforming lo the highest standards of the group.
applied style
The second style concept, persisting
throughout the history of architecture, is
Applied Style. It is the antithesis of
Structural Style, and its definition is here
attempted with some jitters because the
reckless addiction of our age to the
catchword of functionality has muddled
the term "applied" into something dishonest and obsolete. Yet the ideological
as well as the architectural justifications

"Applied Style ... a conscious separation of architectural
structure from architectural ornament, and a conscious separation of rationality from taste." ~Mural from villa of
Lucretius Franta, Pompeii; 7-St. Peter's Hospital, Bristol.
(Photos: The Bettmann Archive.)
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of Applied Style are in no way inferior
to those of Structural Style. Applied
Style simply means that "the balanced
relation of purpose, material, and form,
visibly interpreted through the excellence
of the architect" (with apologies for the
rare pleasure of putting oneself between
quotation marks) is achieved through a
conscious separation of architectural
structure from architectural ornament,
and a conscious separation of rationality
from taste. Perhaps its earliest historical
appearance was in the Roman Villa. In
the First and Second Centuries A.o., the
plan and structure of the domus had
been standardized. The plan was determined by the atrium, enclosed on all
sides by a succession of cubicles, facing
the street with austerely plain walls. The
standard building material was brick,
covered with stucco; the roof construction was the open rafter-truss combination, covered with pan tiles. Style was
applied after the structure was finished ,
interpreting the meaning of the term on
a highly individual basis. There were
wall decorations (Figure 6) creating
(through the medium of perspective
rendering) arcades, colonnades, niches,
landscapes-endless spaces within one
space. Mosaic pavements conjured up
below the feet of the visitor a world of
depth as if he were diving into a new
dimension.
Presently, Applied Style carried over
into religious buildings which, for many
centuries, had lived upon the borrowed
vigor of the Greeks' Structural Style. The
basic plan of the circular temple, for
instance, remained unaltered and so did
the method of wall construction. But
roofs became pointed, domed, corbeled;
walls vanished behind peripteral , pseudo-
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''Liquefied stone, sculptured and gilded wood, and
molded stucco were applied to the structural background. . . ."
8-Molded stucco on dome of
baroque church. "Louis Sullivan wanted the ornament 'to grow from the wall like a flower grows
from a stem,' but it proved a difficult task . ..." 9M erchants' National Bank, Grinnell, Iowa (photo:

courtesy of Museum of Modern Art).
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peripteral, porticoed, and arcaded exteriors. The only element common to late
Hellenistic buildings was the concern for
the application of style beyond structure.
And with it, the main character of Applied Style was established. It is as individualistic as Structural Style is communal; as emotional as the other is intellectual. It is flux and does not aim at
finality. Its contact with the beholder
does not depend on shared ideals and
principles but on individual imagination
and interpretation. Most important of all:
Applied Style does not depend on the innate resistance and character of materials.
It achieves individual expres ion by
using the simplest known structural
method as a prop to display the variability of the small building unit and the
pliable mix.
After Rome fell, European man struggled through the oblivion of the Dark
Ages toward the victorious group-consciousness of the Gothic expressed in
Structural Style. By 1400 A.D. the separation of the individual from the masses by

means of wealth, education, and title had
been achieved, and again it was time for
the individual language of Applied Style.
In Flamboyant and Tudor, structure vanishes behind screens of stone lace-work,
terra-cotta facing, stucco pendants and
drops, and the delicately carved endbrackets of hammerbeam roofs that float
like visual illusions between the eyes and
the structural baldness of the roof construction. Tudor chimneys twist and curl
in endless variations, and each magpie
half-timber house proudly displays its
own unrepeatable ornamental pattern
(Figure 7 }. The Applied Style of the
Flamboyant Age was religious only in
name. Its most characteristic example is
Rouen's Butter Tower. Here a stylistic
extravaganza of pure ornamentatioR
proudly testifies to the wealth of the
burghers who could afford to trespass
religious laws at a scale that made such
a monument possible.
For a bare 150 years, Humanism and
Reformation disciplined this exuberance
by a new collectivism. With the 17th Cen-

tury, Applied Style was back as the supreme visualization of Enlightenment and
Absolutism. Baroque man had freed
himself from the tutelage of church and
imperium. He could dismiss ecumenical
canons. He had become conscious of himself as a creator, accountable to no one
but hi own genius. Liquefied stone,
culptured and gilded wood, and molded
stucco were applied to the structural
background as if this background were
a painter's canvas (Figure 8). Bernini
gave es ence to the whole concept of
pplied Style when he turned away in1ruders from his working table, exclaiming: "Don't talk to me. I am in love!"
alionalism and technology eventually
choked the creative individualism of the
Baroque, and Applied Style in its purest
form-conceiving of the house as a piece
of art-has never been revived. Its essential basis-the liberation of design from
commonly acknowledged principles of rationality and taste-had been destroyed.
But architecture, to quote one of its most
ti red definitions, persisted in being "an

art for all men." The primordial compulsion that changed piled sheltering
material into stylistic patterns refused
to die.
At the turn of the 20th Century the
two great antithetical principles-Structural Style and Applied Style-reappeared in new interpretations. Successive
attempts were made to achieve a workable synthesis between structure and
ornament. Louis Sullivan wanted the
ornament .. to grow from the wall like a
flower grows from the stem," but it
proved a difficult task, in spite of the
deceptive simplicity of the statement
(Figure 9). The concepts of structure and
decoration, separated for many centuries
in the minds of man, fused only unwillingly, as the many abortive attempts at
an equalization of structure and form
show. Art Nouveau degenerated into
Gaudi's Sagrada Chapel (Figure 10}; the
Werkbund idea eventually produced the
oddity of Roger's Chile House; and Sullivan's dedicated search has its last echo
in the labored decorative applications
of Wright's Oklahoma skyscraper.
The reason for so much stylistic confusion lay in the transitional character of
the early 20th Century. Mutually exclusive traditions fought for equal recogni-

Lion: Platonism and Materialism, Mass
Culture and Individualism, Welfare Housing and Real Estate Speculation. In direct relationship to architecture this is
the century of devotion to significant
form and devotion to functional efficiency.
Like Balaam's ass, the '30s and '40s
frustrated themselves by the assumed
need to choose between one or the other.
Now, in the '50s, there are indicationsfew still and far between-that it is the
specific task of our generation and of this
century to come to terms with the structural thesis and the applied antithesisthrough a reciprocal synthesis. Some of
the best among our architects start to
realize that by virtue of our late place
in history we are equally committed to
technology and Lo ideology. For the first
time in 3000 years of building history,
we are free from the limitations of wood,
stone, and brick, of natural supplies and
the principle of compression. We also
are free of the exclusive patronage of
church and state, nobleman and capitalist. Our range is limitless in all directions. The revolutionaries among 20th
Century architects have carried these reciprocal values into their own attitude.
They have resolved the age-old contrast
between conformer and individualist.

They build for common need with personal expression. There are the BreuerZehrfuss- ervi U ESCO Conference
Building (Figure 11), ervi's concrete
vaults for public assembly halls, and
Le Corbusier's roof sculpture on a modular structure (Figure 12);
iemeyer's
undulating apartment buildings and
Johnson's whimsical glass room on a
purely functional masonry foundation.
Schools in Vermont and small Bay Region houses show Bernini's "being in
love" fused with Gottfried Semper's
"Style as product of material and purpose." To be sure, the leftovers of structural paucity and tasteless application
are with us in appalling number. The
boredom of the skyscraper box, hardly
relieved by aluminum, and the gaunt
ugliness of the residential matchbox still
drive the emotionally unsatisfied masses
to applique fa~ades of true WilliamsburgBaroque. But a third epoch of Western
architecture is on the way, and we are
not only the witnesses but also the responsible makers of this new era, in
which a balanced relation hip of multiple
purposes, adequate use of technological
materials, and the forms of an underivative visual culture, are visibly set forth
through a Reciprocal Style.

II
10-Sagrada Chapel, Barcelona; 11-Plenary Session Hall of
UNESCO Conference Building, Paris; 12-Apartment house roof,
Marseilles. (Sketch by Breuer, Zehrfuss, and Nervi; photos: courtesy
of Museum of Modern Art.)
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trends in lightweight metal structure -

Very few building materials, if any, can truthfully
be called "new" (that word so often misapplied by
various publicity media). New uses of materials,
however, are almost always of interest-either when
these materials are used by themselves or in combination with others to answer specific building requirements. Attracting a great deal of attention today is the application of lightweight metal framing
systems to houses and smaller types of commercial
structures. Certainly one of the most promising of
them is the use of Unistrut steel-channel members
with patented bolt and spring-lock connections as
framing members of walls, partitions, and roofs in
schools and homes (pages 100 to 109) .
Another manufacturer with pilot installations already completed in this field is the Penn Metal
Company, Inc. Unusual examples of their framing system are to be found in a house at Hanover,
New Jersey, and a hospital (designed by James
Byron Bell, New York architect) now under construction at Boonton, New Jersey. Penn Metal partitions are shop-fabricated of lightweight structural
steel and, after placed in position at the job site,
anchor bolts or concrete nails are used to hold
them in position. Because erection of these partitions is accomplished in a minimum of time and
as they are made of a relatively indestructible material, this manufacturer has been able to compete
successfully with concrete in all of its forms and,
in a great many instances, with wood framing. Extending the use of light steel, it is perforated and
made nailable so that it is easy to tie metal lath
to it or to nail on plasterboard. Pipe and conduit
can he run through the perforations, thereby elimi-
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nating chipping and patching. Roof decks can be
precast-concrete panels (such as lnsulrock or
Porete), gypsum plank, or corrugated metals.
Macomber Inc. has developed an ingenious combination of nailable steel and a three point connection-called V-Lok-to anchor open-web trusses
to steel columns. An increasing use of this framing
method is noted in schools, commercial buildings,
industrial plants, and homes. Among the most recent
structures to use V-Lok are the Beverlee Drive In
(Columbus, Ohio) with its abundant use of cantilevered outriggers for roof overhangs and a new
50,000 sq ft building for the Diebold Safe and
Lock Company which was erected in five days.
The Haven-Busch Company reports that although
much of their interest in structural design has
recently been directed toward improved rigid-frame
construction and exposed girder construction with
a suspended type of purlin system, they have devoted most of their efforts to improving their longspan joists which for at least two years have been
offered in lengths up to 125 ft. Laclede Steel Company indicates there is an increasing use of open-web
steel joists with extended ends. So that architects
may achieve overhanging roofs with attendant construction and labor savings in school building design, they have recently developed a scheme for
framing three-bay standard roofs wherein two
joists with overhanging cantilever ends are used
to form classroom areas with end-connected cantilevers framing over the interior corridors. In this
way only two pieces are handled on the job to
complete a full three-bay frame.
Because they permit greatly reduced erection

time, prefab curtain-wall systems are gaining the
favor of many de igners. Pioneers in this type
of wall construction (Science and Pharmacy Buildings at Drake University, November 1950 P/A),
Hope's Windows Inc. offers two basic types of prefab window-wall installations. One is the single
story window-wall unit. This system uses a frame
unit of an easily-handled modular width which
extends from Boor slab to roof slab and includes
a steel sash ( u ually a projected type), insulated
panels at top and bottom, and, where required,
an opening for air-conditioning equipment. This
y tern has the following advantages: It is ea ily
and quickly erected, permitting a rapid closing-in
of the building; the design i flexible and almo t
any de ired arrangement and combination of ventilating ash, fixed glass, and insulating panels can
be accommodated; sill-high masonry and exterior
columns are eliminated and the weight of collateral
construction may be reduced accordingly; and,
where permitted by building codes, interior backup masonry may bP eliminated.
An outgrowth of research on this system might
be a standardization of component parts of the
unit uch a insulated panels, sash, air-conditioning louvers, etc. Another result could be standardization of collateral construction and equipment such
as under-sill air-conditioning equipment and sillhigh cabinet . ~helving, and bookcase for chools.
The second ystem is adapted to multistory building and is based on a pressed-metal frame or
grid which covers the entire face of the building
from grade to roof slab of the top story. Into thi
frame are placed sash, fixed glass, insulating panel ,

etc., as desired. All of the advantages listed for
the first system also apply. (Truscon Steel's prefab window wall is illustrated in "Porcelain Enamel Resume," page 110.)
Reynolds Metals Company recently announced
an insulated-aluminum-wall system which consists
of exterior aluminum skins and interior wall panels
attached to opposite sides of steel girts. The exterior wall is formed of ribbed or corrugated aluminum iding material; an interior insulating panel
con i ts of a honeycomb-paper core bonded between
two aluminum sheets. Interior panels are hung on
the steel building frame by means of continuous
aluminum extrusions, while the exterior skin may
be hung by clips, stud , or crews.
The Aluminum Company of America recently
used an easy-to-erect aluminum sandwich curtain
wall on their Heavy Pre s Plant at Cleveland. The
curtain wall is fabricated from two slices of corrugated aluminum sheet between which is a 1-in.
thick layer of glass fiber insulation. Its U factor
is .155. First one layer of .024-in. thick siding was
applied directly with self-tapping screws to the
siding girts of the structural steel framework. Insulation was then temporarily fastened to the .024in. sheet. In the last step, an outer layer of .032in. thick industrial siding was anchored to the structure with self-tapping screws that also permanently
hold the insulation in place. The average bid from
six contractors was $1.ll per sq ft.
In the two following features, "Two Unistrut
House " and "Porcelain Enamel Resume," two
special aspect of lightweight metal construction
are more fully documented.
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Unistrut used for house framing
Among characteristics that architects
look for in a structural material and
method, perhaps none is more desired
Lhan speed and ease of erection; flexibiHty; and the ability Lo expand the
structure with minimum change and
waste. The Unistrut system, utilizing
standard Unistrut steel-channel members and patented bolt and spring-lock
connections (along with various special
brackets and fittings), offers all of these
advantages-and many more. All that i
needed to assemble this large- cale
"Meccano set" are a hack saw and a
wrench-"so simple a child can operate"
(photo a.t top) .
o holes have to be drilled. A springlocking nut is simply inserted in a channel member and slipped along the channel to the point where another member
is to be joined. A fitting (bracket or
otherwise) is then centered above the nut,
and a bolt is inserted and tightened, thus
attaching the fitting and also holding the
nut in position. The member Lo be joined
is attached to the fitting imilarly.

The channel framing members come in
various standard sizes, with corresponding fittings and pieces. The different
channel sizes are spot-welded together to
form larger members. Thus, within the
range of a few standard elements, infinite
variety is pos ible.
Until 1949, Uni Lrut was used chiefly
for such indu trial elements as storage
racks, jig , scaffoldings, etc. At the company plant in Wayne, Michigan, however, it had been used to frame two factory buildings. Convinced that the material had great potentials in the building field, a research project was launched
and supported by Charles W. Attwood,
President of the Unistrut Corporationan architect turned manufacturer. Undertaken by the University of Michigan's
College of Architecture and Design, in
collaboration with the College of Engineering and the School of Education, the
work went forward under the administrative direction of the University's Engineering Re earch In titute. The program, limited to Unistrut's potential for

use in low-cost school construction, resulted in a prototype school, a detail of
which is shown in the photo (acrosspage) of a full-size mockup of a corner
section. The research included experiments with various arrangements not only
in disciplined de ign and structural organization, but al o in natural and artificial lighting, u e of color, and acoustical
and heating problems.
The two houses shown on subsequent
pages, though not a part of the official
research project, are a direct outgrowth
from it. For these houses were designed,
for their own familie , by two of the university professors who were active in the
prototype-school research.
Like the prototype schools, both
houses u e welded roof trusses, made up
of Unistrut elements. Currently, the
potential of Unistrut's use for a spaceframe system (below) is undergoing
tests, and a research laboratory for the
College of Architecture and Design,
utilizing the space-frame system, is being
erected in the college courtyard.
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Unistrut house framing

the Larson house
Architect and owner of this houseProf. C. Theodore Larson, of the University of Michigan College of Architecture and Design-was supervisor of the
research project that studied Unistrut's
potential use for low-cost schoolhouse
construction.
Among the advantages of Unistrut construction is that the steel channels can be
used as wiring raceways. Toggle switches
and plug-in outlets are readily fitted into
the closer battens. General contractor for
foundations and concrete floor slab and
for finish wood carpentry was Albert
Duckek. "On all the rest," Larson tells
us, "I acted as my own general contractor, erecting the steel framing and applying the wall, roof, and ceiling panels,

with the aid of my two sons and some of
their school chums. I subcontracted the
roofing, glazing, electrical, heating,
plumbing, and flooring work."
fhe Unistrut sidewall studs are spaced
4'-1" on centers, allowing use without
cu tting of standard, 48-in.-wide curtainwall paneling. The extra inch takes care
of the steel-framing joint (%" for the
channel slot; 1/s" for tolerance). Both
ex terior and interior wall panels are of
a bestos cement; ceiling panels are inulating building board. Most flooring
(over the concrete floor slab) i of cork
tile, though asphalt tile was u ed in bathrooms and utility room, and vinyl-surfaced cork is the kitchen flooring. The
walls are insulated with glass-fiber ma-

The progress photos and plan clearly show the
Unistrut frame organized on a 4'-1" module to
accommodate standard surfacing panels. Framing drawings {acrosspage) detail the typical
wall, roof, and partition connections.

Photos: David Reider
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terial , while blanket-type insulation occurs above ceilings.
The heating system, on which Prof.
Floyd Calhoon was consultant, is a combination of floor radiation and hot-air
convection. Hot air from the down-feed
furnace travels through a honeycomb of
hollow-tile ducts in the floor slab and
emerges into rooms through registers
along outer walls at floor level. As the
air loses some of its heat, it travels
through the rooms to the main-hall corridor, where a cold-air return grill near
the ceiling picks it up and delivers it into
the plenum chamber directly above the
furnace, where it is mixed with fresh air
from outside, again heated, and recirculated.

I

I
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The house is on a level, one-acre site, on the bank of
a beautiful pond toward the east and with a busy,
gravel road to the west. Hence, to enjoy the view,
the east side of the house (top) is opened with a
full wall of glass, while the west front (above, left)
has relatively few openings.
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Unistrut house framing: the Larson house

For the living room, the architect designed and built
two coffee tables and the frame /or the 12-/t couch
out of Unistrut. Only separation between livingdining space and kitchen is a storage partition
(right).
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Unistrut house framing

the Sanders house

Built on a heavily wooded, hilly site, sloping away to the south with a fine view of
the Huron River, this two-level Unistrut
hou se, like the Larson house, uses basically the same structural system as that
developed for th e prototype school in the
University of Michigan 's research program. It was also designed by and is the
home of a university professor and architect, Walter Sanders, of the New York
firm of .and er s. Malsin , R eiman. Sanders served as General Con sultant in th e
University-Unistrut research work . Al bert
Duckek was general contractor.
Part of the purpo e in building th ese
two houses-apart from providin g homes
for the two professor s and their familie s
-was to demonstrate how the Unistrut
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system, th ough limited to certain standards, r es ulls in very different design expressions depending both on the architectural han d at work and on varying site
conditions.
Th e in-slopin g struts (details, acrosspage) were co nsid er ed a necessary part
of th e school proposals, since th ere are
few, if any interior partitions in the typical classroom section s, and the diagonals
are needed to carry tension stres es from
the roof overhang down to th e fl oo r-level
studs. In the Sanders house, they carry
small tension loads, but they were used
here mainly to support the cementasbestos sun g uard s, · and , as Sanders
says, "they co nstitute a sor t of built-in
scaffold for any purpose. They a re par·

ti cu larl y use ful during co nstruction."
All major l ivin g spaces face south, and
th e lower floor can be readily closed off
a an efficiency apartment. As in th e
Lar on hou se, th e 4'-1" module is used
and for the same reaso n; the upper floor
is 8' hi gh ; the lower level, 7'.
E x terior wall panels are 3/s" asbestos
cement ; in terior walls and ceilings are
of 1/:/' in sulatin g building board. Floorings a re eith er asphalt tiJe or vinyl
pI as tic a bestos. Ri gid glass fib er inula tes th e wall s, while blankets are used
in ceilings. Hea ting is accomplished by
a forced warm-air sy tern, evenly distributed in th e floor plenum by stove-pipe
ducts, and ex hau sted in th e livin g spaces
throu gh co ntinuou s baseboard registers.

I
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On the south (view) front of the house, sun
control is handled by means of the roof overhang, in combination with the sunshades supported on the diagonal stmts. as well as by
the setback of the ground-floor wall, where it
borders living spaces.
Photo~: David Reider
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Unistrut house framing: the Sanders house

The living-dining and study-guest-bedroom areas
align along the south window wall. Because of
placement on the site, doors open to grade from both
upper and lower lei;el . The pattern of the prototype school mockup (auoYe) is reintroduced to
emphasi=e once again the 1•ariety that can derive
within the discipline- m in the musical scale.

mat erials and methods

por~elain

Glass-fused-to-metal, known as porcelain
enamel, has become familiar as a building material throughout the United
tates during the pa t half century, and
every structure containing it has offered
a vivid demonstration of its durability,
strength, ea e of cleaning, and low
maintenance cost. However, the unimaginative design of most buildings using
porcelain enamel has, almost until the
pre ent, inhibited its use in more important buildings.
In the past two or three years, how'Z"CONCIZE.TE
ever,
an exciting transformation has
a
' . • o,
4• .·•
···'·
come about. Porcelain enamel, due to
the research of a few brilliant technicians and the ingenuity of a few archiPOrt.CELAIN
ENAMELED
tect and artists, is becoming accepted
4
HEL
c• Ll"N"
throughout the nation for curtain walls,
'!>/.4• PLYWOOD
pandrels, fa cias, and many other exCOfl..E
;
terior and interior uses in modern buildPA.INT ABL E
'JTEEL
ings of the most advanced design. Two
major development have brought about
this new acceptability of the material.
The first is the perfection of laminated
panels. These panels have sufficient
rigidity to eliminate crowning and offer
in a single urut all the qualities of
thermal-acou tical insulation and fire protection that hitherto have u ually been
POFt.CELAIN ENA.MELEO
obtained by costly and complex com'S-TEEL WINDOW 41'00Ll
binations of materials erected at the site.
The laminated panel as a practical product is hardly more than four years old
- the fir t major installation being the
General Motors Technical Center completed in 1951. The second new development, which reached a stage of actual
Figure 1-wall section of Whiting Lane Eleusab ility only this year, is an acidmentary School, West Hartford, Conn. Fascia- re istant full-matte porcelain enamel
and spandrel-panel cores are plywood.
that eliminates the general objection to
gloss and reflectance which heretofore
inhibited the material's use in public
and large commercial structure . The
new matte enamel eliminates glare and
has about the same amou nt of glos as

"
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enamel resume

a piece of smooth but unpolished granite. Although somewhat more limited
than regular porcelain enamels in color
range, it can be obtained in a variety of
pastel shades. The first building using
this full-matte acid-resistant enamel to
any great extent is the recently completed Whiting Lane Elementary School
at We t Hartford, Connecticut (Figure 1). Moore & Salsbury were the
architects.
what Is porcelain enamel'!

Its base is glass in the form of frit or
small gravel-like crystals. Together with
metallic oxides to provide the desired
color, the frit is ground to an almost
microscopically fine powder in solution
with water. Next, the mixture is sprayed
on a metal base, dried, and then fired
(at heats ranging as high as 1530 F)
until the glass and metal are fused. Porcelain enamel is an inorganic material
throughout, combining the chemical stability of glass with the physical strength
of steel. It is a permanent finish. Ordinary paints, enamels, and baked
enamels, on the other hand, are organic
ubstances, subject to deterioration at
varying rates, depending on their quality.
enameling steel

The most common metal used as a base
for porcelain enamel is enameling steel
or iron. This is a very low carbon steel
which hould be 99.9 percent pure. For
architectural purposes, 26 to 14 gage
sheets are available--26, the lightest, is
about 0.0179" thick and 14, the heaviest,
around 0.0747". Lighter and heavier
gage , though available, are rarely used
in architectural work.
Although occasional extra-large pieces
can be pecified at additional cost, generally speaking the maximum practical
ize of fini hed architectural porcelain-

New Developments in Architectural Porcelain Enamel
by Robert A. Weaver Jr. *

enamel sheets is 4' x 10'. If used as flat
panels, sheets of this size must be laminated to insure flatness.
aluminum

This light metal is used as an enameling base by some fabricators, but it is
felt generally that it is not yet entirely
suitable for most architectural enameling purposes. It melts at around 1220 F
and consequently the enameling frits
used on it must have a correspondingly
low fusing point, around 1000 F. This
results in a much softer surface. (Enameling steel melts at approximately
2800 F and enamels fuse at about
1530 F.) Also, aluminum sheet is quite
bendable, lacking the rigidity (unless
corrugated or fluted) that gives enameling steel its inherent strength. Nevertheless, research in various aluminum
alloys for enameling purposes is under
way, and there can be little doubt that,
for certain applications, aluminum-based
porcelain enamel will soon be acceptable.
selectlon of enamellng steel gage

For many years, the standard specification for architectural purposes called for
16-gage metal. However, with the advent
of new techniques, it has been found
that lighter gages may often be used to
advantage. When large sheets are laminated to backing materials, an 18-gage
steel is entirely adequate, and in certain
applications metal as light as 26 gage
has proved satisfactory. Such is the case
with porcelain-enamel tile. These units,
4%" x 4%" or 811 x 8", are applied with
a waterproof mastic to an asphalt-impregnated, grooved fiberboard which
self-locates each tile; joints are finished
with a specially designed grout. These
•President. The B eetinier Corporation, 11'oltham, Ma11.

tiles are literally the first improvement
on ceramic clay tiles in history, since
they will never crack or craze.
The proper gage of enameling steel is
dependent on the end-use of the porcelain enamel, and the architect will be
well advised not to specify a particular
gage in advance--especially for large
panels-but rather to decide in conference with the fabricator what the correct
thickness should be.
It is also possible to decrease the
thickness of the metal somewhat, and to
reduce the danger of crowning and other
distortions, by breaking the flatness of
the sheet. This can be done by corrugating, fluting, or rigidizing. In most cases
these techniques are resorted to not for
purposes of economy or weight reduction, but rather for esthetic reasons,
particularly since preforming the metal
increases the cost. Perforating the steel
also reduces or eliminates crowning,
though it does not decrease the gage of
metal required. However, if more than
about 25 percent of the metal is removed by perforation, large panels may
warp or curl when fired.
forming ena111ellng steel

Sheets used for flat, smooth porcelainenamel panels are often flanged on two
or four sides before the enamel is applied. This provides a fastening surface
for the panel. Occasionally, flat pieces
without flanges are laminated and installed in channels.
Architectural porcelain enamel may
be obtained in almost any building
shape that the architect may specify,
from one-piece window sills and stools
to complete cornices, copings, and soffits,
as well as even more complex forms.
One of the most recent uses of the material in architecture is for three-dimensional murals, in which the metal is

hammered into shapes or forms by the
artist and is then fired with as brilliant
an array of colors as he wishes.
porcelain enamellng

Most porcelain-enamel sheets and shapes
receive a base or ground coat, plus one
or more finish coats. Both sides of the
steel are coated, the back having about
the same thickness as the front. If this
were not done, the metal would curl and
warp when fired. When the panel is to
be laminated to a core material, a
roughening agent is added to the back
to assure a firm ,b ond with the adhesives
used in the laminating process.
Layers of enamel are kept as thin as
possible, the controlling element being
complete color continuity. The thinner
the enamel coating, the greater the resistance to damage from mechanical
shock. With modern technology, it is
possible to keep the coatings from 5 to
10 mils in thickness, although certain
types of high quality finishes, such as
stippling, may run as high as 2Q mils.
finishes

Single-color porcelain enamel comes in a
variety of surface finishes, ranging frem
full gloss, registering between 70 and 75
on the Gardner Glossometer, down to
the new acid-resistant full matte which
registers no more than five. Many degrees of matte or gloss in between these
limits can be obtained by varying the
formulas of the enamels.
The material is also available, as it
has been for years, in stipple or mottle
finish. A stippled enamel is made by
spattering enamels of the same color as
the first color, or of one or more different colors, on the surface of the cover
coat. Widely varying effects can be obtained by this technique.
An almost infinite variety of design or
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pattern can be obtained in porcelain
enamel by the use of stencils. The stenciling process can be used either for
repetitive motifs at low cost, or, for individual works of art, at a co t limited
only by the patience of the artist and
the time available to him.
More recently, artist have begun designing directly in enamel for architectural purpose , exterior as well as in·
terior. Doris Hall, Director of Architectural Art and Color at The Bettinger
Corporation, and her husband, Kalman
Kubinyi , have created porcelain-enamel
murals of great distinction in this
medium; and Gyorgy and Juliet Kepes
have produced some brilliant abstract
1iles and panels, working directly with
the enamels without pattern or stencil.
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Figure 2-pre/ab window-wall details developed by Truscon Steel and The Bettinger
Corp.oration.
pandrels have glass-fiber insulation.

colors

Porcelain enamel has always been rich
in color and variety, as anyone knows
who has studied medfoval and Renais·
sance art objects using this medium. An
even greater spectrum of colors is available to artists and architect in contemporary porcelain enamels, since modern
research has developed so many new
types of inorganic colors that can be
used in enameling. Indeed, one of the
constant companions of the up·to-date
porcelain-enamel fabricator is the Ostwald Color Harmony Manual. Almost
every one of the thou and of shades
exhibited in that remarkable manual,
except the metallic colors, can be
matched in today's porcelain enamel.
panel types

Modern porcelain-enamel panels are
available to architects in one of two
basic types: the simple sheet panel, or
"veneer," and tl1e laminated panel of
recent vintage.
(a ) Veneer. This consi t merely of
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the metal base and the porcelain-enamel
fini h. Until a few years ago this was
the only way in which porcelain enamel
could be obtained, and almost all of the
structures using it up to 1951 consisted
of veneer-enamel sheets fastened to wood
or metal furring.
Of cour e, as has been made clear
previously, veneer porcelain enamel can
be obtained in almost any shape desired,
in addition to fiat panels. Among the
more recent applications of veneer
enamel are church spires, fireplace
hood , acoustical tiles, window stools,
and so on. Corrugated porcelain-enamel
roofing and siding sheets for iadustrial
u e have been on the market for many
years and have proved to be indestructible and trouble-free in many an installation. Porcelain-enamel shingles for
commercial and residential use are also
available.
(b) Laminated panels. These come in
two major types- insulating and noninsulating. The noninsulating panel usually consists of a porcelain-enamel facing laminated to a lJl" to %." plywood
core with a suitable adhesive. To the
back of the plywood is laminated either
an inner porcelain-enamel face or a
metal backing suitable for painting or a
base for a plywood, or gypsum board
interior finish material. The metal backing is essential both for rigidity and for
a vapor barrier. Thi laminated panel
eliminate crowning completely. Aluminum honeycomb has been used as a core,
but the cost of this material is, for the
present at least, almost prohibitive for
average applications.
The insulating panel is made up of a
porcelain-enameled steel exterior face, a
layer of insulating material, and an
inner enameled-steel face or metal backing. The metal backing can, of course,

porcelain enamel resume

be painted aad used as the interior finish
it elf. In ulating core materials may
consist of various rigid insulating boards,
organic or inorganic, or a paper honeycomb. Most of the organic insulating
wallboards have two major disadvantages, al lea t from the point of view of
use in a laminated panel. First, they
will not pass many cities' fire tests.
econd, they tend to delaminate because
of their low tensile strength.
Probably the most effective insulating
core material thus far developed is a
paper honeycomb. This product consists
of thousands of cells (roughly 3,4" in
diameter) which run at right angle to
the thin but trong paper skin that binds
the material. The honeycomb paper may
be obtained in thicknesses up Lo four
inches. The best type is impregnated
and coated whh a portland cement compound that gives it a very good fire
resistance. When the cells are filled with
perlite the resistance is, of co urse, even
greater; in this form the material has
passed a standard, though unofficial,
four-hour fire test. The honeycomb's
thermal insulating value ranges from a
U of 0.41 for a l" thickness without
perlite to 0.09 for a 4" thickness filled
with perlite. These figures refer to the
core alone; if a foil-backed gypsum
plasterboard were used on the inside of
the laminated panels for interior finish ,
the U factor would be still better.
Acoustically, a panel composed of a
11,4" empty honeycomb core with sheets
of 72" gypsum board laminated on each
side shows a decibel reduction of 34.
If thicker and filled with perlite, the
acoustical values would improve considerably.
A recent development in laminated
panels is a mechanically assembled porcelain-enamel window wall (Figure 2).
This wall, which was designed for a

eries of United Mine Workers hospitals
in the outh, provides a completely prefabricated unit for continuous window
and curtain-wall installation. The panel
again shows one of the innumerable
ways whereby porcelain enamel in association with other building elements
may be made to serve the endlessly varying requirements of the architect.
~:··

joints

Like any other metal-ha ed sheets, porcelain-enamel panels in veneer or laminated form can be joined to each other
by metal screws, bolts, splines (Figure
3), and by other methods. The joint
space between the panels is calked by
any of a variety of suitable materials,
selection of which can ·he recommended
by the fabricator, if the architect desires.
They may be fastened to the structure
by means of light-steel framing members,
or may be set in upright slotted or
channeled sections. The structural steel
of the building itself may be used to
ecure the panels. Several of the illustrated details indicate possible methods
of fastening panels, whether veneer or
laminated.
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Today, architectural porcelain enamel
must be considered an integral part of
the building in which it is used. It is no
longer merely a facing, to be applied
more or less as an afterthought. In addition, every contemporary building has
its own individuality and its own special
problems. The alert enameler must he
aware of these basic facts. With this in
mind, architectural engineering ervices
should be established to provide detail
drawings, supervision of a porcelainenamel in tallation, or actual contracting for the erection of the porcelainenamel part of a job.
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Figure 3-channel-fastening details (left) and
various jointing details (right) for insulated
paper-h oneycomb-core panels.
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Figure 1 - porcelain-enamel metal panels
frame fai;ades of aluminum-fin construction on
Texaco Building, New Orleans, La. (top),
Claude E. Hooton, Architect.
Photo: Chas. L. Franck
Figure 2-last model of Lustron House
(did not get into production). Various types
of porcelain-enamel panels were used throughout (bottom).
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The contemporary architect, if he is
worth his salt, is constantly searching
for new materials and new applications
for those already established. His criteria for using such materials will be
their suitability for his purposes, their
superiority from a performance aspect,
their esthetic qualities, and their economy.
While there is nothing new about porcelain enamel as such, until recently its
uses have been extremely limited in the
architectural field, perhaps because it
was not adequately developed from the
architect's point of view. Nevertheless, a
few interesting early examples of porcelain enamel used effectively in buildings
have exemplified the material's major
merits: durability, constant freshness
and brilliance, low maintenance cost,
and richly varied color.
The technical advances that have made
porcelain enamel worth the modern architect's attention have been outlined in
the preceding article. This discussion
will report my firm's experience with the
material, as well as that of a few other
architects who have recently begun usin g
it in some of their new buildings.
We have long been intrigued with the
many possibilities of porcelain enamel,
both as a functional and as a decorative
material. As far as we can see, porcelain
possesses most of the flexibility in application that paint does-plus the advantages of durability and longevity without maintenance. In particular as regards decoration , porcelain enamel offers
a chance for art to reappear in architecture on a colorful, individual, and relatively inexpensive basis.
recent uses of porcelain enamel

Many indeed are the uses that architects
have already found for porcelain enamel.
Perhaps the most rapidly expanding application is the use of exterior and interior flat panels, either laminated to cores
of various materials or unlaminated.

enamel •·esnme

The e panels can be used for spandrels,
copings, bulkheads, fascias, walls, partitions, counters, and ceilings. They may
be plain or richly decorated with imaginative designs by modern artists, to whom
the flexibility of the material, its unlimited color possibilities, and its equally UD•
limited durability offer both a challenge
and a satisfaction. Challenge to their artistic imaginations; satisfaction in knowing that the product of their endeavor will
endure for the life of the building.
In our own work, for example, we have
used porcelain-enamel panels decoratively
in the interior of the York Na ti on al Bank,
at Old Orchard Beach, Maine (June 1953
PI A), in the form of a brilliant mural
design by Gyorgy Kepes. We are completing a similar interior, this time in
porcelain-enamel tile, in the Tufts Library, Branch Building, Weymouth,
Massachusetts (! anuary 1954 P /A).
Here porcelain enamel is used around
the librarian's counter; the installation
will also have ornamented areas designed
and executed by Kepes. The outside
of this building will have two 2l/2'
x 24' bulkhead porcelain-enamel sections
underneath windows, front and back of
the building; the e panels may be made of
the new acid-resistant full-matte enamel
described previously.
Artist-decorated porcelain enamel i
al o being used by other architectural
groups. In the interior of the West Side
Elementary School at Taunton, Massachusetts, designed by The Architects' Collaborative, there will be 25 Kepes-decorated panels from 3' x 3' to 3' x 6' in
size. On the exterior there are to be
nearly 350 spandrels in various pastel
colors, all in full-matte finish.
Elsewhere in the country, porcelain
enamel is also swiftl y coming into general
use in flat panel form for curtain walls.
As far as we know, the enamels have thus
far been plain, generally veneer, and for
the most part, sernigloss. For example, in
the Standard Federal Savings and Loan

Porcelain Enamel in Contemporary Architecture
by Carl Koch*
Association Building in Los Angeles, Wel- Connecticut-Moore & Salsbury, Architon Becket and Associates have designed tects (Figure 3). The use of cold-curved
curtain walls %" thick, consisting of a panels for this roof represents an exdeep blue porcelain-enamel exterior, a tremely interesting development in lightthin aluminum honeycomb core, and an panel construction. This building, ininterior metal plate which is painted to cidentally, is using porcelain enamel in
serve as the interior wall surface (March more ways than any other structure
1954 P /A). And down in ew Orleans, known to the writer. It is almost entirely
Claude E. Hooton is responsible for the clad with full-matte porcelain-enamel
new Texaco skyscraper (Figure 1), much bulkheads, spandrels, fascias, soffits, and
of the exterior of which is clad in porce- copings in varying pastel shades. On the
lain-enamel veneer.
inside, enamel is being used as a decoraThough one of the largest uses of the tive element for lighting fixtures, venmaterial, flat-panel porcelain enamel is tilating louvers, and-perhaps for the
far from being the only important one. first time anywhere-as an acoustical
Back in 1951, our firm worked for months material. P erforated porcelain-enamel
on the design of a Lustron House (Fig- panels, backed with an inorganic soundure 2) which would, we believe, have
absorbing material, are used in the school
almost entirely answered consumer objec- auditorium, on parts of the walls and
tions to the first model. Here porcelain ceilings, and on parts of the dining room
enamel was to have been used throughout, walls.
in the form of flat, corrugated, and other
Another valuable use for porcelain
types of panels. Unfortunately, this proj- enamel has been durable specialty work
ect came to a sudden stop when Lustron such as sunshades, hatches, and deposidid.
tories. Considerable use of the material
Nevertheless, we feel that there is a was made in the Fitchburg Youth Lilarge future for porcelain enamel in resi- brary (December 1951 P /A). The pordential use, whether for complete houses celain-enamel sunshade is particularly
or for separate elements. For example, effective since it combines a light barrier
in the near future we plan to offer as a with a high reflectivity of the sun's heat,
substitute, in our Techbuilt Houses, por- due to the glossy top surfaces of the incelain-enamel panels for the painted ply- dividual fins.
wood spandrels currently being used.
In the field of commercial signs, porceThe installed co t is reported to be little lain enamel has long had a bad name
if any more than the plywood plus the among architects. This is not, however,
insulation, the inner surfacing, and the due to the nature of the material itself,
paint; and the panel will be good for the but rather to the unesthetic designs
life of the home.
which have been applied to it in the past.
Porcelain enamel also makes an ideal We have tried to use it in a more imaginaroofing material for homes and for pub- tive fashion as, for exampl e, in our signs,
lic, commercial, and industrial buildings. murals, and store fixtures for the Radio
A waffie-iron porcelain-enamel shingle Shack in Boston, the Regal Stores, and
was planned for the Lustron house. A elsewhere.
remarkable use of the material for roofPorcelain-enamel tiles have offered a
ing can be found in the barrel roof of the number of effective applications. A wellkindergarten playroom of the Whiting made porcelain-enamel tile is equal to
Lane Elementary School, West Hartford, ceramic tiles in most interior locations.
In the Techbuilt House , colorful 8" x 8"
•Carl Koch & Associates, Architects, Cambridge. Mass.
tiles have been scattered informally
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Figure 3-photo and details of barrel roof

over kindergarten playroom at Whiting Lane
Elementary School, West Hartford, Conn. The
4' x 6' panels were cold bent, 16 in a stack,
by built-up plywood dies. Panels took their
permanent shape (curved to a 23' radius)
after subjected to 100 psf pressure for 12 to
15 hours. Slow-setting glue allowed panels to
slide as required by the bending process.
Photo: Wren Studio
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among th e plain tiles above the bathtub.
These are brilliantly-colored abstract
unit de igned by Kepe , to erve as a
permanent accent on the bathroom walls
(Figure 4).
n exterior application, perhap the
first such use of a porcelain-enamel tile.
found in several Techbuilt Hou e ,
where ome o[ the large ornamental and
plain tiles were embedded in mortar on
the face of the cement block chimneys.
This made the ordinarily homely but inexpensive cinder-block chimneys both
handsome and highly individual.
Already well publicized are the uses o[
porcelain enamel in the little corn fireplace and in our larger, individually
de igned fireplace hoods.
Lighting fixtures in porcelain enamel
provide a durability and a permanently
effective finish that cannot be duplicated
by the u ual baked-enamel surfaces. We
have specified the material in our fixtures
for the propo ed Regal tore in Baltimore; Moore & Salsbury have also done
so in their Whiting Lane Elementary
School. We feel that this application can
be much more widely exploited than it
has been thus far.

Other uses to which the material cau
succe fully be put include furniture,
such as de k tops, decorative cabineh,
room-dividing creens (perhaps in per·
£orated beet ) , chalkboard, and so on.
Porcelain-enamel chalkboard, in what is
familiarly known as '·chlorophyll green,"
is wiflly supplanting the old and di mal
late blackboards of the school of our
youth (April 1954 P/A). ince the base
material i steel. the sheet can also be
used as a bulletin board with mall
magnets holding the pieces of paper to
the surface.
One of the most intere ting new u e
of porcelain enamel is in sculpture. Currently in proce s of creation is a series of
12 huge ign of the zodiac, designed by
Doris Hall and Kalman Kubinyi for several building on Michigan tate University' new campus designed by Ralph
Calder, Architect. Each of these porcelain-enamel culptures will mea ure approximately 6' x 10', and will be made
from eight to 10 separate pieces, all to be
assembled and fastened permanently to
the walls of the University's new buildings. These artists are working directly

Figure 4--porcelain-enamel wall tiles in bathroom of
Techbuilt House. This kind of tile will not crack or
craze as building settles or as tiles age.

Four abstract tile designs by Gyorgy Kepes (right);
actual size of tiles is 8" :t 8".
Photos: Ben chnall; Fred tone
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on the enameling steel in the Bettinger
plants.
In our opinion, we have only begun to
rxplore th e innumerable possibilities of
porcelain enamel in architecture. And it
should alway be borne in mind that the
material usually is competitive with other
less durable and le s decorative materials. For example, we found that in
lhe Tecbbuilt House, which is in the lowcost field, the porcelain-enamel tiles in
the bathroom could be fitted into th e
budget, complete with Kepes-designed
decorative elements, without any strain
at all. Even when porcelain enamel is
not entirely competitive from the point
of view of original cost (although it can
be if it is well integrated with the building and econdary avings are taken advantage of), it practically always becomes so when one considers its maintenance economy.
resume of new uses

ome of the new uses for porcelain
enamel which either have been discussed
or are actually in the process of development, include the following:
A a boxing for light structural mem-

p orcelain ena mel resume

hers. (You cannot enamel structural
steel, but occa ions may ari e when
heav y-gage enameling iron might be used
to form such members.)
For caps for beams and trusses.
For complete framework for prefab
window panels, including operating sash
and either with or without spandrel sections.
For acoustical ceiling , Lo produce a
surface that will never need painting and
is easy to clean.
For the complete packaged bathroom
or kitchen of tomorrow.
For colored stair risers and door kick
plates in schools, etc.
For nonskid floors of ramps, stairs, and
so on in public buildings. It is reported
that by adding a high refractory abrasive
to the porcelain, the re ult should be an
almo t everlasting, slip-proof surface.
Further development of its possibilities in the field of panel prefabrication,
for residential, commercial, and industrial uses.
For all forms of ornamental works,
railings, grill work, etc.
For specialty or stock items of hardware, for louver , architectural screens,

metal-clad doors, metal baseboards,
<lrain pipes, gutters, and downspouts,
and for innumerable other applications
where a durable and colorful material
can have a useful function.
fi nal thoughts

My associates and I have been working
with porcelain enamel long enough Lo
have learned three basic "don'ts" about
it, and we would like to pass them on.
First, do not try to make porcelain
enamel imitate other materials. Why attempt to disguise a material that has so
many outstanding individual characteristics of its own by trying to make it
"look like" granite, or terra cotta, or
what have you?
Second, do not expect absolute color
aHd texture sameness from a series of
porcelain-enamel panels, any more than
you do from other materials. One does
not insi t that marble, granite, ceramicglazed clay tile, brick, aluminum, stainles11 steel, etc., match ab olutely-Irom
piece to piece, or panel to panel-in
color, reflectivity, or surface texture.
Why demand that porcelain enamel do
what these other materials cannot do?

Such variations a occur will always be
slight, and the over-all appearance of the
panels when in place will be uniform
enough for every reasonable purpo e.
Third, and most important, do not try
to pecify the exact physical or artistic
properties and components of a porcelain-enamel installation. Look to the
progressive porcelain-enamel fabricator
for design, engineering, and construction
assistance. Of course, the curious-minded
architect will gain inspiration from
familiarizing himself with the merits, the
performance qualities, and even the manufacturing procedures of the material in
its various forms, but even thea he will be
well advised to look upon the architectural and engineering services of the
genuinely up-to-date manufacturers as a
sort of technical "branch office." Some
enamelers have established such architectural, engineering, and construction
service departments, manned by experts
with imaginati<m and with years of experience. These men are there to help the
architect avoid mistakes, save money, develop new applications, and in general
make the best possible use of architectural porcelain enamel.

s;::·
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Figure 5-porcelain-enamel louvers cover spandrels of Lexington
High School, Lexington, Mass. Perry, Shaw, Hepburn, Kehoe &
lJean, Architects.
Figure 6-porcelain-enamel curtain-wall panels (approximately
3'-6" x 4'-3") with paper-honeycomb cores being installed in small
office building.
Photos : Will Rap port
Lenscraft Photos. Inc.

October 1964
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Schools come near the top of the list of building types in which it is important to make a
judicious selection of materials-and to assemble these into efficient, economical buildings. For the country has pressing need for new
schools of every type and local budgets make it
essential that every penny count. Hence, in
exploring the effect of materials on design, we
focus on schools in which selection and use of
materials are particularly thoughtful.
teel rolled sections; pipe columns; glass; terracotta tile; and corrugated asbestos and plastic
panels constitute the sun-and-weather-control elements of the south-facing wall of a two-story
school (above left ) in Louisiana by Curtis &
Davis, Architects, New Orleans.
For analysis of economical materials in a Connecticut school (left ), see across page.

Photo: Frank Lotz Miller

location

Clinton , Connecticut

architects

Nichols & Butterfield

structural engineers
mechanical engineers
general contractor

Marchant & Minges
Leslie A. Hoffman Associates
Feliz Buzzi & Son
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This is the only school building designed
in its entirety by the late John E. ichols,
who as a state and private consultant
influenced the design of hundreds of
ew England and
schools throughout
elsewhere.
When this small high school was proposed to replace the old l\1organ school
in the center of town, the idea of the
regional high school had not been generally accepted in Connecticut. Therefore the architect had to provide, in this
365-pupil school, facilities normally
found only in much larger plant . Except for an auditorium (which was not
necessary, since the Town Hall afforded
excellent facili tie ) the school was required lo provide for all high school
activities. The tringent dictates of a

very tight budget were offset by the
willingnes of the committee to accept a
building in which structure and material
were integrated .
ichols' choice, for example, of glass·
fiber formboard to erve as (a) roof insulation, ( b) acoustic treatment, ( c)
formwork for poured lab, illustrates his
judiciou use of materials. Other features contributing lo lower co t are exposed cinder block and brick. simple
mill-fabricated cabinets and native pine
sheathing which provides endless Lack
urface and adds warmth Lo the rooms.
In the corridor and restrooms. ceramic
tiles provide a clean and indestructible
surface. The u e of directional glass
block has proved entirely feasible even
in the Connecticut climate.

atural light i controlled by a wide
roof overhang over the outh clas rooms
and brick jib wall Lo minimize the effect
of the low ea t and west sun. The clerestory panels of light-directing glass
block contribute Lo the uniformity of the
classroom lighting. Light-weight casement cloth on traverse rods controls the
natural light but doe not exclude it.
The owner wished to use black slate
chalkboard , ther~fore the color of each
"focal"' wall urrounding the board was
made relatively dark. to reduce the contrast, while other walls are lighter.
The Committee and the uperintendeut
of Schools pay tribute to Nichols' design
solution, which held the ultimate cost of
the building, with all built-in equipment,
to $10.95 per square foot.

October 1954
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high school

Pleasant patio (above) may be completely enclosed when expansion becomes necessary. Classrooms are at le/ t, offices at the jar end, and gymnasium and locker rooms to the right.
Typical classroom (left) receives uniform light
from light-directing glass block over central corridor, as well as large window on opposite wall.
Artificial light is supplied by fluorescent egg-crate
fixtures. The native-pine sheathing provides w1limited tack surface. imple mill-fabricated cabinets were designed for each room. Heating is by
means of low-pressure steam, with individual room
controls.
Library (below) follows typical classroom pattem with ceiling of glas .fiber /ormboard, exposed cinder block walls, and asphalt-tile flooring.
Photo : Gottscho- chlei n r
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lfain entrance in foreground (above) leads directly between gymnasium and assembly hall.
upplementary entrance diagonally oppo;ite
serves kitchen , shop, and home-making lab.
Roof deck for gymnasium (right) consists of
poured gypsum on glass-fiber formboards over
rigid steel frame_ Walls are exposed cinder block
and pine sheathing.
Canopy attached to gymnasium (below) offers
protection for unloading school buses. Exterior
materials are brick, concrete_ glass block and
glass fixed in wood frames, with occasional operable wood ash.

October 1954
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high school/community college
location
achitects-engineers
landscape design
general contractor

Keokuk, Iowa
Perkins & W ill
William A. Dean , W illiam E. Rose, Robert W. Mud ra
Lovej oy Construction Compan y

Outstanding in this remarkable school is the brilliant organization of materials-steel, glass, concrete, brick. The
classroom wing (below) spans a ravine that bisects the 25acre property. T he cantilevered, south window wall (across
page) borders classroom corridors.
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The Keokuk Senior High School and
Community Col~ege is currently used in
three ways-by students, as a high
school ; by the community, for shop and
music classes; and by graduates, for
special courses. Future units includ e a
school library, to be built near th e main
entrance, and a special-shops unit, planned for the east end of the complex.
Eventually, the school will serve both as
a three-year high school and a a twoyear junior college.
Three related element constitute the
present structure--th e multistory cla room block , panning th e ravine; an Lsh ape admini trative-cafeteria win g; and
the gym-fi eld house, at th e southwe t end
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of the group. Thu s, administration i
centrally located, and cla room are
separated from athletics, services, and
other noi y activities.
Th e scheme developed for providin g
bilateral lighting for north-facing cla srooms in a multi story structure is perhaps
the most notable feature of the entire
design. The reinforced-concr ete structure
uses an id entical beam-and-slab system
for all floors. Organized in 12-ft-wide
ba y . there are two row of columnsone along th e nor th wall ; the other 28
ft so uth , in th e lin e o{ the inner walls of
classrooms. Two bays comprise th e
tandard 24' x 28' cla sroom . A 12' -2"
cantil ever from the outh row of column

provides corridors along the entire southern front of the block. These are enclosed
by an over-all steel-framed wall of glass
(s ee AR CHITE CT' DETAILS ). Only separation between corridors and classrooms is
a 7'-6"-high part1t1on , composed of
lockers on the corridor side and tackboard in th e rooms. The 3'-6" space
ahove is open, providing (with the glass
north wall ) high-level bilateral lighting
and natural ventilation through the building. This bas al o proved sati fa ctory
acoustically.
o rurect un ever enters
th e rooms.
The two upper floors of th e multistory
block ( not show n ) contain cla srooms for
general studie and busin e s ed ucation.

Tapered ends of the cantilevered beams that
support the "boat deck" corridors (left)
form an orderly pattern along the ceiling.
The 3" x 6" exterior vertical tees of the
window-wall frame (above) were made by
splitting 12" junior I beams.
The corridors command a serene view
across athletic fields , Keokuk, and the Mississippi River Valley (below).
Water-color sketch: C. W. Brubaker

Rigid steel bents frame the field house (below). Vshaped purlins, supported on the girder separating
the frames, continue out to form a central butterfly
roof and provide clerestories for daylighting the interior. Eventually roll-out bleachers will provide
seating for nearly 4000.
Photo. : Reynold s, Photography, Inc.

high school/community college
Materials & Methods
construction

The standard classroom (top photo) occupies two of the 12' x 28' bays. Other
rooms, such as the home-arts unit (bottom), use as many as seven. Partitions are
non-loading-bearing, 4-in. concrete block.
Room air is conditioned by unit ventilators.

Foundation, frame , floor; , walls, roof: foundation: compacted fill under concrete slabs;
frame: structural steel and reinforced con crete: concrete - Universal Atlas Cement
Company, reinforcing steel- Laclede Steel
Company, structural steel-Johnson Machine
Works; concrete floors, ceramic floor ti le;
poured-gypsum concrete, tar and gravel roof:
gypsum concrete - United States Gypsum
Company. Wall surfacing: exterior: face

brick-Adel Clay Products, glass; interior:
concrete block, glazed tile-Arketex Ceramic
Corporation. Floor surfacing: asphalt tile,
rubbe r tile (stairs)-Armstrong Cork Company, hard maple on mastic (field house),
ceramic tile in washrooms. Ceiling surfacing:
lath and plaster. Waterproofing and damp·
proofing: 2-ply bitumen-saturated cotton fabric mopped to masonry asphalt primer. Insula tion: acoustical : perforated vegetable-fiber
insulation on plastic board base-Celotex
Corporation; thermal: rockwool blanketJohns-Manville Corporation. Roof drainage:
copper and galvanized-steel gutters and
downspouts; cast-iron drains. Partitions: interior: concrete block, glazed tile, wood.
Windows: steel sash-Ceco Steel Products
Corporation; polished plate, wire, tempered,
drawn, and structural glass. Doors: birch
veneer, hollow-core interior doors; overhead
doors-Overhead Door Corporation. Hard ware: bronze cylindrical lock sets-The Schlage
Lock Company; door closers-LCN Closers,
Inc.; door stops-Glynn-Johnson Corporation;
rolling door hardware-New Castle Products;
panic exit- Vonnegut Hardware Company,
Von Duprin Division. Paint: exterior and interior-The Sherwin-Williams Company.

equipment
Kitchen: steamer - Cleveland Range Com pany; steam kettle-Groen Manufacturing
Company; refrigerator-Herrick Refrigerator
Company; ranges, ovens, fryer-Magic Chef,
Inc.; mixer--Hobart Manufacturing Company;
peeler, dishwasher-Toledo Scale Compan y;
cold storage refrigerator-Frigidaire Division, General Motors C orporation. Public
address: The Rauland Corporation . Lighting
fixtures: office, corridors-Solar Light Manufacturing Company; shops , boiler room Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company;
display cases-Gotham Lighting Corporation;
classroom area-Harry Nabut; stairs-General
Lighting Company; exit signs, su: p onded reflectors (field house)-Hub Electric Company;
exterior wall fixtures-Holophane Company,
Inc.; sidewalk lights-Revere Electric Manufacturing Company. Electrical d istribution :
3-phase service entrance switch; underfloor
duct wiring; panelboards-Trumbull Electric
Department of General Electric Company;
copper bars and conduit; generating plantUnion Electric Products Company. Plumbing
and sanitation: lavatories, water closets,
laundry tub--Crane Company; storage-type
water heater-Kewanee Boiler Corporation;
hot-water circulating pump--Bell & Gossett
Company; water system pumps - Chicago
Pump Company; air compressor - Quincy
Compressor Company; shower cabin eh Crane Company; shower controls-The Powers
Regulator Company. Heating : low-pressure
steam boiler-Kewanee Boiler Corpo ration ;
gas burners-Mettler Company, Inc.; convectors, unit heaters-The Trane Company; unit
ventilators-Herm an Nelson Division , American Air Filter Company, Inc.; controlsMinneapolis-Honeywe\\ Regulator Company;
finned-tube radiators-Kritzer Radiant Coils,
Inc. Air conditioning: diffusers - Tuttle &
Bailey, Inc.; heaters-The Trane Company.

prototype e ementary school
Architects : The Architects Collaborative. Partners: Jean an d Norman Fletcher, W alter
Gropius, John and Sarah Harkness, Robert
McMillan, Louis A. Mc Millan, Benjamin Thompson. Associates: Chester Nagel , Richard Morehouse.

prototype elementary school

A heartening aid in solving the problem
of providing urgently needed new schools
is the increasing number of articles about
contemporary school architecture in
magazines of general circulation. One of
the best and most informative-"You Can
Build a Better School House," by Sey
Chassler - appeared in Collier's last
spring.
In an effort to help its readers solve
their local school problems, Collier's commissioned The Architects Collaborative to

design a prototype school (model photo, developed seems an excellent solution to
page 127) that would be economical to the problem, since the plan is flexible in
build and flexible enough in concept so every sense. The typical units, consistthat its elements could be adapted to ing of four classrooms (like the one
practically any site.
shown acrosspage), grouped around a
Educational consultants for the project central play area (below) may be joined
were Cyril G. Sargent and Donald P. in numberless arrangemen ts, depending
Mitchell, director and associate director,
on the particular site and orientation conrespectively, of the Center for Field
ditions. The units adapt themselves to
Studies of the Harvard Graduate School
schools of almost any size, allowing for
of Education.
The so-called cluster plan that TAC growth with minimum difficulty.

•
One of the typical play areas (right) adjoining each classroom.
Multipurpose room (below)-the only spe·
cial structure beside the administration wing,
in the school project-is used as a gymnasium,
rainy-day play area, auditorium, or /or adult
meetings in the evening.
Drawing : The Architects Collaborative
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The drawings (below) show the progressive development of the cluster idea and
the architects' experimentation with basic
shapes. The square plan, in the final
analysis, proved to be the most feasible
and workable. Variations of the square
plan (lower left) indicate the many possibilitie of arrangement.
As these preliminary sketches show,
each cluster originally incorporated a
central unit to serve as an interior passageway for intercommunication between
classrooms. This unit fur ther acquired
the function of a "common room" for the
cluster, where all of the 120 pupils based
in the classrooms forming the cluster

could assemble for recreational, study, or
other purposes.
Perfected plans (bottom acrosspage)
illustrate the great flexibility with which
a four-classroom uni t and its "common"
can grow to whatever size is eventually
required, without disrupting existing
buildings.
To explain the fundamental theory behind the cluster-plan, the architects state :
"The basic idea is not a plan but a
building system, whose module is larger
than the usual panel-a plan unit 36' x
36'. Furthermore, not merely a square
but interrelated squares."
Thu size and arrangement of class-

,

'

room is flexible with space for toilets, services, corridors at any point of the perimeter of the basic 36' square. The total

c

b

a

•

0

:llC.

area of the square is 1296 sq ft of which
any portion (shaded area in diagrams
a. b, and c) may be used for the actual
classroom space.
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Plan and section on this page show the
final stage in the development of this
basic unit of which the entire project is
composed- except for the large multipurpose room (used as gymnasium, auditorium, and community center) and an
administration building.
The basic structure consists of four
square steel columns which support the
laminated wood beams. The columns are
embedded in concrete footings at the corners of a 24' square. The roof, made up
of lightweight, prefabricated, and insulated sections, forms a cantilever over the
basic 36' square.
Since the walls are nonstrurtural, ma-

terials can be ecunomicaJ, prefabricated,
and varied. On the following page is the
architects' list of materials which are
particularly suited for this type of construction .
For lighting during the daytime, classrooms and "commons" have bo :h normal
windows and a plastic skylight with lightdiffusing shield to illuminate the whole
area evenly. Each classroom has its own
ventilation fan as part of the skylight
unit, its own washroom, toilet, and drinking fountain. Wardrobes and storage
cabinets are prefabricated and may be
placed to form partitions of classrooms.
o exact estimate of the cost of such a

school can be made ince conditions vary
in every part of the country. However,
studies indicate that in
ew England,
where construction costs are high, a fourclassroom school with "common," administrative facilities, and all utilities would
cost approximately 100,000, exclusive of
land. The same school in a southern community could be built for considerably
les .
The architect emphasize, however,
that beyond the considerable economies
implicit in the design, the primary aim
was to provide young children with a
good school building with facilities best
suited to meet modern educational needs.
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Plan and section (righ t ) illustrate the basic structure but actual classroom layout and choice of materials may vary within this framework.
Plans (below) show how one cluster, consisting of
four classrooms, one "common," and an administrative wing, could be added to without disrupting
existing buildings.
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prototype elementary school

Except for the basic structural materials, most
of the materials suggested here are interchangeable to suit specific requirements.

structural materials
I. Stressed skin roof sections prefabricated
of plywood, topped with tar and gravel.
2. Continuous laminated wood beam.
3. Square steel columns embedded in footings.

interior materials

exterior materials
4. Wall materials: insulated plywood panels,
cement asbestos panels, plastic or aluminum panels, laminated porcelain enamel
panels.

8. Ch.lk board (floor to ceiling): porcelain enamel, plastic, slate.
9. Tack board: cork, wood, fiberboard.
I0. Acoustic tile.

5. Wood door panels.
b. Fixed wire-glass panel.
7. Plastic skylight dome wit h translucent plas-

tic diffusing shield and unit ventilator.

..... .....

....

11. Flooring: asphalt tile, linoleum, rubber
tile, cork tile, vinyl tile, vinyl-cork tile.
12. Prefabricated plywood storage units.

....... ..........

........

........

........

...... ........

.........

........

......

elementary school
location
architects
mechanical engineers
acoustical engineer
general contractor

Millbrae, California
John Lyon Reid & Partners
Coddington Co.
Dari el Fitzroy
Wilfred H. May

---------------------------~elementary school

In contrast to the use of a multiplicity of
new and unusual materials, this school i
chiefly distinguished by the well-balanced juxtaposition of a limited number
of materials.
Photographer Sturtevant compares this
school to the smart young suburban
housewife who knows how to dress well
by choosing the simplest basic garment.
She will not adorn herself with applied
ornament but accent the basic costume
with bold and consistent accessories. As
Sturtevant states it, "The 'mode' is the
form and the redwood siding. The 'accessories' are the big windows of the special
rooms, placed to balance each other in
the total design, giving punches of stront?
verticals against dominant horizontals.
Obviously the 'perky hat' i the entrance
canopy and clear-glazed baffle wall."
This distinguished little school was
finan ced through the State Building Aid

Program and therefore subject to many
restrictions.
The basic area of 14,850 sq ft designated by the State of California had to
be adhered to in the design of the six
classroom , kindergarten, administration
area, multiuse room, toilets, storage and
mechanical faciliti es.
The two main parts of the building
complex- the classroom wing and the
multiuse room-enclose a playground at
the interior of the site. Toward the street,
a covered corridor links the two elements
and at the same time provides a sheltered
school bus unloading area (photo overpage) with a glazed wind screen.
Due to restrictions placed on the use of
teel during the Korean war, the structural system is almost entirely of wood.
Excluding site development, the cost of
this well-planned school was $12.71 per
quare foot.
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The wood split-ring trusses of the multiuse room (above)
span 4!J'-O" and are 12 -0" on center. Perforated and
plain tiles insulate the ceiling panel acoustically. Recessed fixtures and lighting coves bordering the ceiling
panel provide illumination. Heating is by forced-air
system. Redwood siding and, for sound absorption, per/orated hardboard cover the wa!ls, while wood block
forms the floor surface.
View from playground (above ri ght) shows multiuse
room at left, connected by a covered corridor to classroom wing at right. Exterio r wall material is redwood
siding throughout. Window near the floor is tempered
plate glass to protect against breakage.
In the classroom (below right) a continuous exposed
wood truss with steel tie rods extends along the clerestory windows in order to trans/er lateral earthquake
stresses from the roof to the columns. Th e light from
these clerestory windows is controlled by exterior aluminum louvers. Artificial liglit is supplied by concentric
ring incandescent fixwres. Radiant-floor-panel heating
serves the classrooms. Plywood acoustical tiles and asphalt tiles are th e major materials.
Photos: Roger Sturtevanl
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•1n schools everywhere

GLYNN•JOHNSON
Door Control Hardware
Overhead Type Door Holders,
Stops, and Shock Absorbers for
ENTRANCE and CLASSROOM DOORS
opening up to 110°

designed to absorb
shock and noise
By offering a cushioned stop for violent door
openings ... GJ devices greatly reduce wear,
distortion, and damage to walls, reveals,
jambs, hinges, door closers, and other hardware, eliminating excessive repair and maintenance bills. By holding the door open at
dismissal time the unnecessary wear and abuse
of continuous openings and closings are

Floor and Wall Type
Door Holders and Bumpers for
ENTRANCE and CLASSROOM DOORS
opening beyond 110°

Noise quieting
Door Silencers
and Mutes
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avoided.

Behind every GJ specification is a 30 year
reputation for highest quality hardware.
Send for condensed GJ School Hardware Catalog 8/k5

spec small talk

by Ben John Small

mobile mirrors, "Mirropane" (transparent mirror), front-surface mirrors,
vacuum-coated glass parts, coated optical
and electronic elements; Fiber-Glass
Div.-"Super-Fine" (blanket-type fiber
glass), twisted and plied yarns, plastic
reinforcements; Corrulux Div.-glassfiber reinforced-plastic panels.

glassplexlty

It is quite possible that you may remember my efforts, some months back, to
clarify who-makes-what in resilient flooring. Like a good little ferret, I now
bring you long-awaited shatterproof news
regarding some glassy confusion. Now
listen carefully, for there will be questions later. Here is a clear view of OwensIllinois, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.,
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, and Glass Fibers,
Inc. E. D. Libbey founded Libbey Glass
Co. (Toledo, 1888). E. Ford, son of Capt.
John Ford who had helped found "Pittsburgh Plate" (Creighton, Pa., 1883),
founded Edward Ford Plate Glass Co.
(Toledo, 1898). M. J. Owens (Libbey's
superintendent) invented the glass-bottlemaking machine and (with Libbey's
backing) founded Owens Bottle Machine
Co. Owens' brainchild in fiat-glass production produced another mutual effort
with Libbey: the Libbey-Owens Sheet
Glass Co., which merged (1930) with
Edward Ford Plate Glass Co. to form
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. See? Meanwhile, Owens Bottle (Machine) Co. acquired Ulinois Glass Co. (1929) and became Owens-Illinois Glass Co. OwensIllinois bought (1935) Libbey Glass Co.
which became Libbey Div. of 0.-I. In
1937, Corning ( . Y.) and "Pittsburgh
Plate" formed Pittsburgh Corning Corp.
(Pittsburgh, Pa.) to make glass block
and expanded-cell insulation. Owens-Illinois and Corning Glas Works, Inc.
(Corning, . Y.) formed Owens-Corning
Corp. (Toledo, 1938) to make Fibergla products. R. H. Barnard formed
Glass Fibers, Inc.
(Toledo, 1944)
to make glass fibers his own damn way.
L-0-F added confusion by creating FiberGlass Div. (Toledo. 1951) also to make
fibrous glass. Prod uction of fibrous glass
was begun by "Pittsburgh Plate" the following year (Shelbyville, Ind.) and in
1954 the company was producing a different type of fiber glass at Hicksvill e,
. Y. These glass companies, many witli
similar-sounding names, have no connection with each other. To sum up:
OWENS-ILLINOIS. Glass Container Div.
-"Duraglas" (containers); Closure and
Plastics Div.-subdivision of Glass Con-

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CoRP. Gene1 al Products Div.-air filters, thermal insulation, sound control products,
mats, clothing interliner; Textile Products Div.-Fiberglas filament and staplefiber textile yarns for electrical insulations, plastic reinforcements, industrial
papers, tapes and rubber, in combination
with gypsum for wallboard, with vinyl for
insect screening; Pacific Coast Div.Fiberglas Engineering and Supply Co.
(subsidiary company) handles industrial
and sound control products in the West.

tainer Div. (metal and plastic closures,
other plastic products) ; Pacific Coast
Div.-does in West what Glass Container
Div. does in East; Libbey Glass Div.descendant of Libbey Glass Co. (glass
tumblers, stemware, tableware); Kimble
Glass Co. (pressed, blown, drawn glassware); Nonglass Units.-Kaylo Div.
makes fireproof insulating material;
Glasco Products Co. (Chicago) distributes certain products of Kimble Glass
Co.; another subsidiary, Owens-Illinois
Plywood Co., sells hardwood veneer, plywood, lumber-core panels.
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS Co.-Twinground polished-plate glass, "Vitrolite"
(structural glass), bent glas , "Tuf-fie:x"'
(tern pered glass), "Thermopane" insulating glass, safety glass, and window
glass. L-0-F sells (this will kill you!)
patterned and wire glass made by Blue
Ridge Glass Corp.; Liberty Mirror Div.
(formerly Liberty Mirror Works)-auto-

PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION-PC
glass blocks and "Foamglas" cellularglass insulation for buildings, pipes, and
manv industrial uses.
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY.
Glass Div.-plate glass, "Carrara" (structural glass), bent glass, "Herculite"
(tempered glass). "Pittsburgh Plate"
sells special patterned glass made by
Mississippi Glass Co.; Fiber Glass Div.
-"Superfine" (blanket-type fiber glass)
for automobiles, duct insulation, housetrailers, also continuous-glass filament for
yarns and plastic reinforcements, special
furnace filters; Paint Div.-"Seiectron"
plastic for fiber-glass laminating and
impregnating.
GLASS-FIBERS, INC.
Textile Products
Div.-yarns for electrical insulation, plastic reinforcements, fabrics; Mat Products
Div. - underground - pipe wraps, mats,
vapor barriers, liner materials; General
Products Div.-"Microlite" (glass-fiber
insulation), "Vitron" (glass micro-fibers
filter medium, electrical insulation, laminating reinforcement), "Vibraglass"
(glass-fiber material to absorb shock,
vibration, and for packaging) ; Western
Div.-glass-wool blankets for thermal
and acoustical insulation of aircraft, insulation for jet-plane tail pipes, afterburners.
There, I have said in 653 word what
any windbag would say in 223 !
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Avery Adhesive Label Corp. exccucive offices
George Ver non Russell . Architect, A.LA .

NEW IMPROVED WEATHERSTRIPPING
DEVELOPED FOR ARCADIA DOORS
Since November 1952, Arcadia Metal Products has featured mohair
pile weatherstripping in the top channel guide of the sliding section
of the door . Success of this feature, introduced first in the sliding
door industry by Arcadia engineers, led Arcadia to develop a
similar wea t herstripping for the sill. Shown here is the new mohair
weathe rstr ipp ing for the bottom rail of the door and other Arcadia
standard weatherstripping details. Arcadia doors are weathertight!
HEAD OF DOOR is wcathcrti!tht
wit h mohair pile that providec;: con·
ti nuo us weacherseal protcccion in
top cha nnel guide of door.

Arch ite cts and eng ineers are enthusiastic about adjustable feature
of new mohair weatherstripping in bottom rail of door at sill. By
means of a new spring-steel retaining clip, Arcadia engineers have
devised a method for easy adjustment of weatherstripping to assure
a continuou s weathertight seal in all Arcadia installations . Write
for complete details .
Specify Arcadia stee l-framed s liding gloss doors when you wont
weathertight installations - units for single glazing or double glazing . Stock and custom sizes .

S ILL WEAT H ERSTRJPPING is
weachenight with new mohair pi le
fearure. \Xleachersc rippi ng is adjust·
able for continuous weathenighc seal.

metal products
national member of Producers' Co11ncil, Inc.
Distributors located in Canada. Puerto Rico
and all parts of the United States.
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324 NORTH SECOND AVENUE, ARCADIA, CALIFORNIA
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Look! Matching door
c ompletes the decorative
wall of light
Here's unity in color, tone and pattern with beauty that speaks
for itself. The decorative glass door and wall pick up color
and light in the hall outside and bring them through in a
lovely, interesting blend. Yet the view is obscured for privacy.
The Blue Ridge Securit* Interior Glass Door is a single
piece of glass patterned on both ides . I t' an attractive door
in other ettings, too. The neutral tone of this glass complements a ll colors, goes well with ot her materials. The Securit
Door is tempered-toughened ·to take hard usage.

Securi t Door and matching panels of lvluralrx pallerned glass in
offices of Bartolomeo Associalts, Archittcls and Engineers, Chicago.

BRIE F DATA
Glass-3/a " thick. Muralex patterned an bath surfaces.
Tempered-three ta five times stronger than untempered glass of same thickness.
Reversible-can be used ri ght or left hand.
Standard Sizes-2 ' 6 " x 6 ' 8 "
2'8 " x 6'8 "
3'0" x 6' 8"

3'0" x 7 ' 0 "

For more comple te information, see the Securit

Door insert in Sweefs Architectural File.
Many uses for beautiful patterned glass
Blue Ridge Pallerned Glass offers many possibilities
in offi e., homes, stores and institutions. In partitions ... for decorative windows to shut out bad
views ... to lighten hall ... for distinctive built-in
furniture. Choose from lin ear, checkered and overall designs in plain, L xtured or Sa/1110/ * finishes.

appli d hardware.

securif 11

INTERIOR GLASS DOORS

7 Yi6''
7 \'16 11
7 Yi6"
2 ' 11 1 \'16" x 6 ' 11 Y.•"

Closers-when specified, the door can be shi pped with
a Sargent closer or prepared for use with an
LCN concealed closer.

Here's a door that is easy to hang. I t requires no cutting,
no mortising. It arrives at the job with distinctive, easily
The price compares favorably with that of high-quality
doors of ord in ary materials-and you save on installation and
maintenance costs. For more info1·rnation see your L·O·F
Glass Distributor or D ealer. Look for his name in your
phone book yellow pages under "GLASS". Or write us direct.

2 ' 5 1 \'16'' x 6 '
11
2' 7 1\'16 x 6 '
1
1
2 11 Yi6" x 6'

*®

-----------------------·--Libbcy·Owcns·Ford Glass Co., Dept. B-2210·1
Patternc-d & Wire G lass Saks
608 fadison .\venue, Toledo 3, Ohio
Please send me your folder " Blue Ridge Securit Interior Glass
I would also like the booklet of ideas for using Blue Ridge
homes ~ other buildings. (Check one or both.)

Glass in
AME

(PLEASE

PR11'T)

---

ADDRESS

Cnv

- - - - --

-

- -- - - ZONE - - - STATE

p/a interior design data

Page Beauchamp

clasSrOOmS

Educational programs have changed so considerably in the last few
years that design of the physical plants must change to accommodate
them. Work projects, for example, now share importance with classroom lectures and recitations. The number of school-age children has
increased rapidly, so that there is a tremendous demand for new schools
and more classrooms. With the building of better and bigger schools,
consider the changes that are indicated:
1. Furniture must be mobile and adaptable to various settings.
2. Storage space must be supplied to take care of materials (not
textbooks ) .
3. Use of room dividers is often required to separate individual
activities, yet allowing for larger space when the entire group is
involved.
4. Adjustment and control of lighting and acoustics are necessary
with the increasing use of audio-visual material.
Tendency in design is toward larger classrooms which can house
a number of activities-eliminating seldom-used special areas and the
extra supervision. Budget-wise, of course, this is much more satisfactory.
School furniture design has made advances. Desk areas are
increased to be more useful for more purposes. The tablet arm is being
replaced because it was adequate only for minimum use (and righthanded pupils) . Chalkboards colored green to reduce eye strain, as
well as magnetic or reversible to become tackboards, aid in presentation
of explanatory material.
The larger self-contained classroom has many real advantages.
The student is not separated from his group, although he may be
engaged in different activities. Expenditures may be channeled toward
equipment, rather than toward building more rooms. Since the number
of teachers has not increased to take care of increase in pupils, the use
of one supervisor for all activities has become a requisite, and has also
proved effective.

October 1954
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p/ • interior de1ign date

classrooms

data
cabinetwork
All Cabinetwor k: custom-designed by
architects.

doors and windows

location
architects

Holmes Elementary School, Darien, Connecticut
Ketchum, Gina & Sharp

Doors : flush-panel solid-core oak-face
veneer, clear finish/ Roddis Plywood
Corporation, Marshfield , Wis.
Windows: intermediate-weight aluminum projected/ J. S. Thorne Co., 8501
Negeman St., Philadelphia 3b , Pa .

furnishings and fabrics
Seating and Desks: Heywood-Wakefield
Co., Gardner, Mass .
Fabrics: Fiberglas curtains/ OwensCorning Fiberglas Corp., lb E. Sb St ..
New York, N. Y.
Vinyl Fabric Covering for Tackboard s:
"Strawtex"/ L. E. Carpenter & Co .
Inc. 350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

lighting
Concentric Ring Incandescents : Sylvania Electr ic Products, 1740 Broad·
way, New York 19, N. Y.

walls, ceiling , flooring
Wa lls: unpainted brick masonry.
Ceiling : "Acousti-Line"/ Celotex Corporation, 120 S. La Salle St., Chicago
3, Ill.
Flooring : asphalt tile/ Kentile , Inc., 58
Second Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

144

Planned simplicity and direct circulation combined with multiple u e
of space, equipment, and surfaces have contributed to the economy and
eff ectivene oI this chool de ign. Sturdy yet inexpen ive con truction
material were used to permit budgeting for adequately controlled
natural and artificial lighting. Finally, controlled color harmonie , to
provide cheerfulness and desired palial effect , were carefully tudied.
Walls are practically nonexi tent, replaced by cabinet that provide torage, teacher' clothe closet, map rail , and chalkboards, while
concealing heating controls, piping, and ventilating ducts. The cabinet
doors are covered with a light pla tic material which may be used for
di play. They slide to reveal chalkboards. The cabinet are attractive
and ea ily maintained. Walls between clas room and corridor are
torage cabinet , with work top on the cla sroom side and locker on
the corridor ide.

October t 954
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p / a interior design data

classrooms
location
architects

Harold W. Smith School, Glendale, Arizona
Fred M. Guirey and Ralph Haver

The general atmosphere of thi school is one of re idential
informality, desired by the client as a transition between
the home environment of the small child and his fir t venture into the out ide world. All cla rooms are north-lighted, grouped in hanks of four room to a building. The
twelve-cla sroom plant ha a finger-type arrangement. The
lighting system allow three controlled levels of illumination.
coat

lighting trough

. .

oset

coa closet

data
d oo rs a nd wi ndows
Doors: " Kaylo Stay-strate"/ U. S.
Plywood Corp ., SS W. 44 St., New
York 36, N. Y.
W indows: Fenestra / architectural pro-

jected/ Detroit Steel Products Company, 2250 E. Grand Blvd. , Detroit,
Mich.; glass/ D. S. B. and 3/16"
crystal sheet Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass
Co ., Room 1038-T, Nicholas Bldg. , Toledo, Ohio .

e qu ipm e nt
Chalkboa rd s: "Litesite Sterling '/ Weber-Costello Co., 12th & McKinley,
Chicago
Heights,
111.;
"Austral
boards"/ Austral Products Corporation, 22S Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Tackboards: Armstrong Cork Co ., 1010
Concord St., Lancaster, Pa .
Linol eu m

C o unter

Cork Co.

To ps :

Armstrong

Locks and Latch Sets: P. & F. Corbin
Division of American Hardware Corp.,

100 Orchard St., New Britain, Conn.
Hinges: The Stanley Works, 195 Lake
Ave.,

New

Britain , Conn.

lighting
Indirect l ighting : incandescent bulbs
mounted

ing

in

insulated

bases

in

ceil-

light trough.

walls , ceilin g , flooring
Wal ls: pumice block/ "Superlite"/
Builder's Supply Corp. , Phoenix, Ariz.;
plywood/ U. S. Plywood Corp.
Ceiling : 2" Tongue and
Douglas fir mill-flooring.

Groove

Flooring : "Kentile"/ Napoleon Gray,
:;::c-222/ asphalt/ Kentile , Inc., 58
Second Ave ., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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p/• interior design d•t•

classrooms

This model of a secondary classroom was
designed by Eggers & Higgins, Consulting Architects, as a 30' x 50' exhibit for a
schoolrnen's convention. It is intended to
serve multiple uses and lays particular
emphasis on audio-visual work. The furniture is adjustable to a variety of uses
and needs. Chalkboards may be reversed in some cases, to become tack-

board s; in others they are of magnetized
metal and may be used for displa y.
The mode] classroom is divided into
two areas. The classroom section contain s spaces for lectures and demonstratio ns, informal reading, television-radiophonograph core. proj ect center (with
work tables and storage units), and a
vi sitors' area. The conference section

C EILING "Acousti-Luminustl/ translucent, corrugated
ceiling of thin " Lumi-Pla stic" suspended below continuous rows of fluorescent or slimline light sources/

Luminous Ceilings, Inc., 2500 W. North Ave., Chicago
47, 111.

data
Ventilators: Herman Nel son
units /
matching cabinets/ American Air Fi lter Co., Inc., Louisville 8, Ky.

els:
Hamilton Manufacturing Company, 424 Mad ison Ave., Ne w York,
N. Y.

Roll-Up Projection Screen : portable/
Beseler Visual Products Co., Inc., 210
E. 23 St., New York 10, N. Y.

Storage Cab inets and Racks : Neu made
Products Corporat ion, 330 W. 42 St.,
New York, N. Y.

fherme>stat and Master C ontrol Panel :
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.,
221 Fo urth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Book Trucks: Re mington Rand, Inc., 315
Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Television , Radio-Phonograph Unit, 16mm . Projector: RCA-Victor, 36 W. 49
St., New York, N. Y.
Work Tables with Storage ; Stainless
Steel Work Sink ; Developing and
Printing Table; Wall and Base Cabin-

Draperie s: double-track system/ Plastic Products Co., 1822 E. Franklin St.,
Rich mond, Va.
Walls : plastic fabric covering.

Flooring : vinyl tile/ gray/ Robbins
Floor Products, Inc., Tu scumbia (Muscle Shoals), Ala .
L-SHAPED TABLE #115/ American Seating Company,
Grand Rapids 2, Mich.
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provide for student conferences, as well
as an area for working on illustrative
material, such as slides and films.
This multiple-purpo e room makes unnecessary a number of pecialized rooms
-and allows tbe class to operate as a
continuou , unified group with better supervisory control.

TRAPEZOIDAL TABLE #1 16/ American Seating Com·
pony, Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

~
<(

g
If

STUDY DESK :/=445, with chair/ 16" x 23" top with variable height settings
of 28" , 29", and 30"/ seat range of 16", 17'', and 18" heights/ steel frame
finished in beige baked enamel/ plywood top, seat, and back rails in noturalbirch finish available with plastic surface; WORK TABLE AND CHAIRS /
American Seating Company, Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

CHALKBOARDS "Reverse-A ll Unit"/ with tack board
on reverse side/ "All-Steel Chalkboard"/ magnetic/
Austral Products Corp., 225 Broadway, New York 7
N. Y.
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p/a interior design products

Self-Adhering Rubber Tile : may be applied to any
type $Ubfloor without special preporatior.· or adhesive/ adhesive applied in manufacture/ polyethelyne-plastic sheet protects adhesive, by process
called "Vocu-Seal"/ Robbins Floor Products, Inc .,
Tuscumbia (Muscle Shoals) , Alo.

File Cabinet: "Konpakt"/ available
in 3-drawer desk height, 4-drawer
counter height, 5- and 6-drawer
standard 5 1" height/ filing area can
be reduced , with more drawers than
in
standard cabinets of same
height/ Remington Rand Inc. , 315
Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

Cork Tile: "Custom Cork"/ two possible variations in
installation show n/ 3" x 12" Mocha Tan and Coconut
Brown unbeveled tiles/ 18 sq ft of each color packed
in one ca rton/ eliminates necessity of cutting on the
iob/ Armstrong Cork Company, Lancaster, Po.
Paint Stabilizer: "Thixotropic Alkyd"/ ielly-like consistency/ will not pour or d rip from brush/ slight friction of the brush causes paint to change to the flowing
state, as friction ceases, paint returns to thixotropic
state, preventing sagging, curtaining, and beading/
T. F. Washburn Company , Chicago, Ill.
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•
stinguished . .. and eminently practical . . . seating by Geo1·ge Nelson fo1· residential, institutional or public areas.
?elframe base in four, six and eight foot lengths. Seating units (upholstered in foam rubber, covered with fabric or
1stic Naugahyde) and hard plastic table sul'faces may be combined and re-combined to suit your clients' changing needs.
·ite to Dept. PA-104 for your free copy of our new Steelframe Seating folder.

•nnan
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Chimga, Grand Rapi.. , Kama• City, L .. Ang''"·
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by Carl Feiss

"Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain.
For years quite inaccessible by traui,
Can in this Age of Progress without fus s
Be reached conveniently by motor-bu ."
"Alas! the troubles that our Planners bring,
For modern traffic i.s a two-way thing."
"Ill Jares the land, to hastening ills a prey.
Where dumps proliferate and then decay."

"Even 1ww, as I stand pondering, I confess,
Naught greets the eye except a Splendid
Mess.
But tho1i, Sweet Poetry, thou loveliest maid,
Come to our rescue with a Grant-in-Aid."
Exc e rpts from a n epic poem,
" Tho Deca nted Village,., by Christopher HoUi.oJ,
Punch, March 24, 1954

832 W. Eastman St., Ch icago 22 , Il l.
Please send me, without obligation, technical
on each of the above systems_

city planning education
as related to architectural education
The theories and practices of professional
and technical training for planned and
designed environment have been greatly
assisted recently by the publication of
two important reports. Last month I discussed briefly the Report of the AIA
Survey Commission, which analyzed
architectural education and practice.
This month I am writing about another
report just published and of great significance, Urban Planning Education, by
Prof. Frederick J_ Adams of MIT, a project of the Alfred Bettman Foundation
of Cincinnati in collaboration with the
Committee on Professional Education of
the American Institute of Planners and
the Committee on Education of the
American Society of Planning Officials_
The Urban Planning Education report
is short (only 58 pages), concise, and
compact. It attempts and nearly succeeds in defining urban planning, as we
now know the subject, by discussing its
objectives and scope. There are two short
chapter on "The Role of the Professional Planner" and "The Training of
the Profes ional Planner," the meat of
a meaty document, which is found in the
three pages of Chapter IV, "Conclusions." Following Chapter IV are brief
summaries of the training programs in
the 21 planning schools offering professional degrees, options, or majors in the
subject. On pages 16 and 17 of the report are lists of the schools and tabulations, as to enrolment for 1952-53, and
the number of alumni per school, as of
October 1952.
You may wi h to enquire why I am
writing about planning education in a
journal devoted to architecture and the
classically accepted allied arts. The fact
that many of the 21 schools are connected with departments or faculties of
architecture and landscape architecture
and the allied arts and ciences, is of
fundam ental importance. Five schools are
run at the graduate level by interdepartmental committees, with architecture
represented in some cases. While the
scene
con tantly shifting, with more
or le weight being added or subtracted
(Continued on page 174/
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FOR STORE, SCHOOL AND OFFICE LIGHTING,,•
THE OFFICER SERIES ••• Outstanding installations through-

ou t the U. S. prove it the favorite choice of leading
architects an d store designers because of such outstanding features as these:
1. TRANSLUCENT PLASTIC SIDE PANELS for fine r

diffusion ... greate r comfort.
2. Beau tifu l, efficient, exclusive
PLASTIC MOULDED LOUVERS t

with choice of 45° or 31 °
shielding angles

Distinctive ... years-ahead styling ... Yes, you
have only to see the Officer in operation to
appreciate its outstanding beauty ... its harmony
of line which fits it for every interior of distinction.
Distinctive, too, in its years-ahead versatility, the
Officer Series has the adaptability to fit it to every
lighting need ... to special room arrangements.
to special spot effects.
Yes, in Beauty ... in Versatility ... and in

~

Constructional Advancements ... on every count
the Officer is a Beauty Winner!
Write for complete catalog data sheets today.

BEN1.!\MIN

The Office r is available fo r 2, 3, or 4
'fluorescent lamps i n regu lar 40 watt or.
Slimline In 48• 1 72• and oo• lengths.

---~'~- fl
. ~~/~ ~~-7-B
-272RJR
~

EJrluahe 1letntleo ti the i.ader Line In c.nada:
- - Inrln Limited, HamlllGD, Onwto

..-

Sold Exclusively through Electrical Distributors

LHder Division-of Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Dept. PA, Des Plaines, Illinois . . . makers of
famous Benjamin and Leader Lin :, ~ ~ghting equipment and sound signals for In dustry, Institutions an d Commerce.
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(Contin u ed from page 172)

in the ocial ciences (in particular, public administration and urban ociology)
the preponderance of training of planners lies in the environment of architecture, engineering, and land cape architecture. This is largely an accident o{
history, but it is al o a natural concomitant of the need for coupling urban

technological analysis and problem explorations with designed and concrete
solutions to social, political, economic,
and physical problems of urban areasexpressed in physical terms a plan . The
fact that all of these element are, as
Tracy Augur says, "inextricably intertwingled" makes for the complex job of

THE POPULAR

HAWS
DECK-TYPE

DRINKING
FOUNTAINS

HAWS
Model No. 2350

in STAINLESS STEEL

KDWJ The HAWS stainless steel Series
2200 and 2300 with all the features that
have made the white enamel cast iron

~~,~-~

~
l . ., .,. '"'. ""~

~~

S:-....'-.'-.'-.'-.~~"'&";.~~""~~......~~"'$

lwDC -~~OM;; OlM(~SIOMS l'<AY VA.AV ~ lPLUS 011. M l!'IUS)

HAWS Series ;.1300, Model No. 2350
( Pat. applied fo r)

HAWS Series 2000 so popular for school
classrooms. Raised and sloped mounting
rim that keeps water off deck or table
top . .. VANDAL PROOF socket flanges
and fittihgs ... chrome plated sink strainer
with non-removab le grid ... and availability with any combination of HAWS
faucets and fi xtures. For A cid-Resisting
Enamel finish, specify HAWS Series 2000.

Write today for illustrated Detail Sheets
on 2000, 2200 and 2300 Series!

l443 FOURTH STREEt (Since 1909) BERKELEY 10, CALIFORNIA
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the "generalist in planning," in contradistinction to the speciali t, let u ay, in
school architecture, or hospital architecture, or residential architecture.
Profe sor Adams's report clearly tale
the di lemma of the designer of planning curricula and the difficulties the
student faces in mastering a wide variety
of skills. The timmaries of the variou
cour e offering
how plainly the traniency of this period of curriculum building and the problems of deci ion-making
which are inherent in the early stages of
training, for what is to all intents and
purpo es a new profes ion. Planned city
building i nearly as old as architecture
- perhap as old. The hi Lory of city
planning is every bit as fascinating as
the history of archit cture, but only half
as well documented. to date. The names
of the great city planners and city builders are just becoming part of our vocabulary. But a Profe sor Adams ays ( page
21):
"That there i o little agreement among
top-level p lanning technicians and administrator concerning basic concept of
planning explain , at least partially, the
confu ion in the minds of student and
the general public as to the true nature
of the planning profession. It may even
rai e the question in some minds a to
whether planning is a profession at all.
The best that can be hoped for the future
is that 'its leaders are in a mood Lo accept critici m and are prepared Lo move
forward into that larger field of usefulness' which stands today as a real challenge to the city and regional planner."
What is more important than acceptance of critici m by the leader of planning is the need for the public and the
technical world to accept leaders with
imagination and the courage of their
imagination. The facts, as indicated in
the Adams Report, clearly demonstrate
the transitional stages through which
planning and planning education have recently been pas ing. The tremendous
cope of urban planning-slum clearance, urban renewal, metropolitan area
development, new towns, and all of the
re t of the jobs to be done-implies a
oundly formulated curriculum system,
or perhaps many such sy terns, of which
the content should be directed by teacher
with kill and imagination. It is the old
tory in technical education; no one has
hit on the answer ·to where to find and
(Continued on p age 176)

NOW!. ..compact,
DOOR CLOSERS

by SC.HLA6£

architectural styling in
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out of school
(Continu ed from page 174)

train such teacher . The more restri ted
and self-limited field of noncomprehenive architecture i ju t a bad off, as we
all well know.
The Adams report brings out several
very troublesome facts about the education of planners, the wor t being that we
are lucky if 125 men graduate in one
year:

-

"Information received from the institution offering degrees in city or regional
planning indjcate that not more than 125
college-trained planner are entering the
field each year, having had anywhere
from four to even year of undergraduate or graduate work of varying quality.
everal hundred po itions are open to
these graduate , who are thus not en-

"YOUR----- ---=-:

r

Att£N1tON,
~S£''
__::-----

~7

Many farsighted Architects
now plan with
RCA sound
Maly of the men who design today's commercial and public
buildings find it profitable to specify RCA Sound as an integral
part of proposed construction-to provide hotels, churches, and
schools with all the advantages of a fully integrated sound system
while the building is still on their drawing board.
These farsighted planners have learned that the best way to make
certain of top quality sound equipment and technical cooperation
is to plan on and specify the installation of RCA sound systems.
Your local RCA Sound Distributor will welcome the opportunity
to work with you [rom planning stage to completion . .. For a call
from him-and for more information on RCA Sound, write to
RCA Sound Products, Department J-235, Camden, N. J.
SOUND PRODUCTS

41

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

•

®
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ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION, CAMDEN, N. J.
In Canocla: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal

couraged to stay in college longer than
the minimum neces ary to obtain a degree. The total enrolment of all schools
offering planning degrees or options,
graduate and undergraduate, is today
approximately 300-including part-time
students-or an average of les than 13
tudents per school. Even if present job
opportunities did not rise above their
pre ent level during the next decade, a
total enrolment of 500 and a national
output of at least 200 graduates would
be ju lilied. If a seriou attempt is
made to meet thi objective, schools offering professional curricula in planning
will till be faced with this dilemma:
How will it be possible substantially to
increase enrolment and at the same time
rai e admi sion tandard and improve
the course requirements?
" lso, if the chools are Lo graduate
200 tudents each year they must attract
al least a many annually, and if admission tandards are lo be maintained
or increased there should be about haH
again a many applicants as there are
student
accepted. In other words,
mean mu t be found to intere t more
than 300 persons each year in the possibility of undertaking a program of profes ional education in the field of
planning."
While the above statement highlights
the problem, it doe not uggesl the e tablishment of more school to solve it.
The geographic di tribution of chools
granting planning degree i not sati factory (a spot map of thi haphazard
di tribution would have been useful in
the report). A co-operative effort on the
part of planning educator to explore
their common enrolment and other problem
clearly needed. Informal meeting on planning education and formal
paper are u ually presented at the four
annual, national planning conferences,
but there is no formal, continuing interchange between planning educators.
There is not even an organization of
planning chools as weak as the Association of Collegiate School of Architecture--meaning no offen e. I would
hope that if such an organization were
to develop it would be a formal part of
the American Institute of Planners
rather than a eparate body. The architects and engineers are always aston·
hed and somewhat amused by the num(Continued on p age 178)

Pliotogrop/i by ConrolicJotecJ Edison

You get Permanence, Quality,
Beauty with PLEXIGLAS
This luminous-area lighting at the County Trust
Company, Mt. Vernon, N.Y., illustrates the important advantages obtained with PLEXIGLAS acrylic
plastic diffusers.
Permanence. Rigid, strong and durable, PLEXIGLAS
is noted for freedom from discoloration, and resistance to breakage. It has a firm, solid appearance
in harmony with other room surfaces.
Quality lllumination. PLEXIGLAS provides maximum
transmission of light and complete, edge-to-edge
diffusion that accents the quality of architectural design.
ii a tratle-marlc, Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. and in other principal e-0untrie3
in the Western BemUphere.
Canadian distributor: Crystal Glaas & Plastics, Ltd., 130 Quee.n'a Quay at
JarTis Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Beauty. Lighted or unlighted, PLEXIGLAS is
pleasing to the eye-the most beautiful of all
types of plastics.
For the best in illumination, specify PLEXIGLAS
diffusers for luminous ceiling areas and largearea lighting equipment for indoor or outdoor
use. We will be glad to send you detailed information on this multipurpose lighting material.

CHEMICAIS

FOR INDUSTRY

PtEXICU.S

ROHM£HAAS
COMPANY
WASHINGTON SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA 5, PA.

out of school
(Continued from page 176)

her of planning organization there are,
considering the minute number of practicing city planners to be found in the
United Stales and Canada, and a separate As ociation of Planning Schools
would cap the absurdity of the present
proliferation. Planners, plan yourselves!

architectural design and
city planning design

The famous Shuster Committee report,
The Qualifications of Planners, the British precursor of the Adams report, considered planning as a function of the
power of ynthesis of many skills and

used the word "design" in at lea t tluee
distinct and confusing ways. I devoted
nearly a whole o T or SCHOOL column
to that report over a yaar ago. The
Adams report i much clearer on the
subject of design. In his statements on
"Objectives and cope" he ays:
"The relationship of design for phy ical development to the social and economic aspects of urban planning may be
clarified by making a distinction between
the four major phases of the planning
process: ( 1) Goal-formation; (2) Survey-and-analy i ; ( 3) Plan-preparation;
and ( 4) Plan-effectuation. ound physical planning must be based on an accepted ocial purpose and the determination of uch a purpose therefore becomes an important first step in a planning program."
Couple this with Recommendation
o. 4:
"It i appropriate and de irable that
all planning programs should give some
degree of emphasi to those aspects of
planning which deal with urban form
in three dimen ion . However, if such
programs are highly specialized they
should terminate with a degree in Architecture with a major in Planning rather
than with a general planning degree. In
general, graduate training for planning
specialists should not be di couraged,
but it should be made clear to prospective students the type of job for which
they are being prepared."

The

NQ• 500

Demonstration Desk , with the new Sjostrom

acid-resistant green top, is a companion item to the famous Multi -Purpose laboratory

60

units. Over·all sizes are 1 11 long x 30" wide x 36"
high. Write for specs. It's another efficiency unit-in

/l,Aj/

l{flWp"-tt,{,

JOHN E. SJOSTROM COMPANY , INC.
1700 NORTH TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA 22, PA.

This column throYgh th e pa t five
year has devoted much space to the concept of comprehensive architecture-the
architecture which embraces the community, and community building and rebuilding, rather than the single building
(architecture, one at a time, in a vacuum, current concept). What Professor
Adams ha said i right in line with what
I have been hammering here. Thi is
the new role of the technical chools.
I personally question the eparating of
phy ical planning education from other
technical di ciplines at the undergraduate level. Adam s says on this subject:
"Even in the United States there is not
yet sufficient experience with profesional education in planning at the undergraduate level to pass final judgment
on its effectiveness. In the meantime it
would seem advisable to encourage experimentation with the length and con\Continued on page 1EO)
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MAKE
SPECIFY

whether yQU

fJU'orescent fixtures

DISTRIBUTE
INSTALL
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OR USE
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you'll get greater satisfaction
when they're equipped with

CERTIFIED

BALLASTS

because they're

''Tailored-to-the-Tube''
"Tailored to the Tube" truly describes CERTIFIED CBM
BALLASTS. They are made to specifications that match
the requirements of the fluorescent tube they operate.

:

Ballasts made to these exacting specifications,
designated by Certified Ballast Manufacturers, assure

..---··
LONG LAMP LIFE

LONG BALLAST LIFE

FREEDOM FROM OVER-HEATING
QUIET, TROUBLE-FREE OPERATION

Makers of Certified Ballasts for Flllorescent Lighting

2116 KEITH BLDG., CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
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1. AN EASY ONE MAN JOB
2 . JUST DUNK IN DETERGENTWATER MIX
3. SWISH IT AROUND

4. SET IT UP TO DRY THAT'S ALL ,

GrateL i t e r eg ai n s its
brand-new lustre every
time-is automa tically
d e-stati cize d by th e
detergent-and stays
cle an lon ger: bu gs
and dust drop
through the openings- can't collect.

PLUS
H igh efficiency
Low brightness
Fine diffusion
E xcellent shielding
Noise reduction
Air-conditioning
diffusion
•.. the secret's in
the sight-saving
cubes and only
GrateLite has
them!
Write for free booklet
"The Gratelite Stary"

today.

tent of such courses and to draw the
attenlion of univer sity admini trations to
the importance of undergraduate programs in planning as providing the
oundest basis for advanced academic
work in this fiel d."
While I agree with the point, it eems
to me that the design curricula at the
undergraduate level must be tied into
undergraduate architectural design, not
as a eparate di cipline but as an integral part of the training of comprehensive architecture. There is no need
for and no advantage to the dividing out
of ite planning, city planning, environment or pace planning, from the other
element of the design training program.
In fact, the self-conscious separation of
these really nonseparable concepts leads
to an artificial series of ideas which confuse rather than clarify the student's
thinking. There is no need whatsoever
for the undergraduate student to know
that he is studying in his beginning
years anything other than all the facets
of architecture and city building. That
is why I like the idea of naming our
schools, " chool of Architecture and
Planning." Perhaps, in time, we may
call them " chools of Comorehensive
Architecture" or something like that,
although this really should not be neces ary if we can ever accept the idea
that architecture encompasses the broader concepts of city building.
There is every reason to permit city
planning options in the later undergraduate years. When a student shows an
interest and aptitude in any pecial technological field, he should be permitted
to specialize and explore such a field in
detail. In selecting an urban planning
option at the undergraduate level, a student may add to his vocabulary and his
future usefulness as an architect in
urban redevelopment fields, even though
he may never elect to take graduate
planning instruction or set himself up as
an urban planner. There is today, as
there will be increasingly in the future,
a vital need for architects trained in
large-scale redevelopment design and
construction (including housing) in con(Continued on p ag e 182)
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Win dow sills

New! $h~1·I i IUI®
sliding door locks ...

and stools
Loc k Strike

by

Alberene Stone is moisture-proof and chemically resistant. It never chips, spalls, or splits. It is free of maintenance costs-for all time.
That's why the sills and spandrels of the new veterans'
hospitals in Albany and Buffalo are of Alberene Serpentine . .. and the window stools in these buildings, as well
as the new Buffalo State Hospital, are of Regular Grade
Alberene Stone. And in the U. S. District Corut House,
Washington, D.C., the stools and spandrel sections are
polished Alberene Serpentine.
Write today for complete data and samples to -

Lock Rin g

#'~~-·

..

~

U
~

for by-passing doors
The first sliding door lock for bypassing doors. Now closets can be
locked and contents kept secure
from pilferage. Designed on a revolutionary new principle. One half
turn of key raises tongue to locked
position or returns it to unlocked
position. Cylinder is geared to
tongue and action is posi tive. Simple
to install-bore one hole. Fits %"
to 1% " doors.

for pocket doors
A new type of lock for bath room or
bedroom doors. Privacy is assured
by turning locking button on inside.
Emergency button on outside permits unlocking with screw driver or
coin. Neat, simple installation. Fits
1o/s" or P/,i " doors.

STERLING HARDWARE MFG. CO .
Chicago 18, Illinois
SEE O UR CATALO G IN SWEET'S:
Archi tectural File • light Co nstructio n File

ALBERENE STONE CORP.
OF VIRGINIA
419 -

VISI T OUR DISP LAYS: Architects Sa mples Corpora tion, N.Y.C.
Ch icagaland Hom e Bu ildi ng Ce nter, 130 W. Ra ndo lp h St.

4th Ave ., New York 16, N . Y.
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ANOTHER Award-Winner BUILDING
ENTERED THROUGH REVOLVING DOORS!
This new and impressive building
in Clayton, Missouri - blended to the
prevailing Colonial archi tecture of
that suburban St. Louis communitywas one of six honored in the 1953
"Office of the Year" Awards. And of
these ix winners, three feature an
"always open - always closed" Revolving Door Entrance!
The following is from the citation
that accompanied this Award of Merit
to the Brown Shoe Company: "Irr
planned fiexibility of space, in atlroit
use of the most modern of structural
and e quipme nt features . • • the
Brown Company has achieved a notable example of modern office planning."

Revolving Door Entrance to new Brown

Shoe Co. Building , Clayton (St . Louis),
Mo. specially built of aluminum.
AHHITECTS, Russell, Mull9ardt , Schwarz, Van Hoefen

ot every building can be an
award winner. But a complete en·
trance by International . . . Revolving Doors, Swing Doors, or both combined . . . assures advantage that
win lasting client satisfaction. That's
all-important these days. That's why
it will pay you to mail the above
coupon today.

REVOLVING DOOR DIVISION
2003 EDGAR ST., EVANSVILLE, IND.

INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY

nection with boLh developmenL and redevelopment corporations and in a consultant capacity with city planning commissions and other public bodies. Urban
Planning options and courses in the nece sary ocial sciences in the fourth and
fifth undergraduale years of a curriculum wi ll, in time, help make up for the
serious lack of skilled Lechnicians which
Lhis country is now facing.
There i one other point I wish to
make regarding separate undergraduate
planning departmenls or schools with
their accompanying bachelor's degree in
plaru1ing. In my opinion, the complexity of Lhe ubj ect and the maturity required of it practitioners make such a
degree appear to be evidence of greater
knowledge and accomplishment than is
mentally and physically po sible in the
time allowed. Carefully directed undergraduate training leading to graduate
work, as Adam clearly tales, is on the
other band the co rrect method of preparing for a career in urban planning.
But I want Lo re-empha ize that training
for comprehensive architecture at the
undergraduate level may or may not
lead to a professional urban planning
career (with graduate training in the
pecialty), but that the opportunities
today for work in urban architecture
and large scale design are o varied and
so great that the architectural schools
are missing their greate t role in the
modern world if they do not all expand
their scope and activity.
I have omitted here, as not of immediate interest to the readers of this magazine, discussion of the training of urban
planners in the nonphysical fields- the
men who will serve as planning administrators, lawyers, urban sociologists, and
public officials at large. This is another
subject and for other discu ions. However, their training is clo ely allied to
that of the physical planners with whom
they must work. Therefore interdepartmental and intercurricula committees in
the universities are fundamental to the
broadening and "generalist" approach.
Many schools are already developing
team projects in which students in other
(Continued on page 186)
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Complete details of the CFI-25 (left)
are covered in Bulletin OD-626. The
CFI-10 (right) is described in Bulletin OD-625. Write for either or both
today! Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., 5465
Bttlwer Ave., St. Louis 7, Mo. In Canada: Amalgamated Electric Corp., Ltd.,
Toronto 6, Ontario.

~f

E>eamine! Compare J

You must see this revolutionary new industrial series yourself to appreciate
the lifetime advantages it offers. Examine the CFI-25 and the CFI-10. Compare them with other industrial fixtures. Mark your calendar now to arrange
a Lifetime CPI demonstration-and know firsthand why this new series is
the industrial lighting value of your lifetime!

CALL OR WR I TE YOUR NEAREST DAY-BRITE REPRESENTATIVE
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(Continued from page 182)

discipli nes are working on urban planning problems in association with the
design technicians. I t is a good deal,
and a precursor to such essential ass0ciation in co-operative work in real life.

Quick Qui~

on DOORS
QUESTION: How can we be sure of door
efficiency?

resistant barrier against wind, weather, theft,
or vandalism.

Answer: The upward-coiling curtain of interlocking steel slats, originated by Kinnear,
is the key to many basic door advantages.

Q UESTION : Can we count on low maintenance costs?

QUESTION: How much floor space is taken
up by the doors?
Answer: You can make f u/I use of all floor
and wall space around Kinnear Rolli11g
Doors, inside and outside the opening, at all
times. By coiling straight upward, they operate entirely within the space they occupy

when closed.
QUESTION: Can we run crane or hoist rails
and other overhead equipment close to the
doorway?
Answer: Yes. Kinnear Rolling Doors use no
ceili11g space, except for the compact hood
area in10 which the curtain coils. This hood
ca11 often be recessed in the wall, or moun1ed
outside the building, so that ceiling heights
can be held to minimum, rnt1i11g building
COStJ.

QUESTION: Are the doors easy to operate?
Answer: Strong torsion-spring cou11terbala11cing makes even manual-Ii/ t Kinnear
Doors extremely easy to operate. They are
also ideal for motor operation-110 lengthy
operating cables, no projecting tracks, 110
bulky mechanism. Push-bu1to11 controls can
be placed al any number of points.

QUESTION: What about protection?
Answer: Kinnear Ro//i11g Doors guard every
opening with a curtain of steel anchored iJ1
steel jambs from floor to ceiling- a fire-

Amwer: Many Kinnear Rolling D oors have
been in continuous daily use upwards of 20,
30 and 40 years without repair or maintenance expense, as proved by re ports from
many 111er1.

Q UESTION: What about corrosion resistance?
Answer: A heavy coating of p11re zinc ( 1.25
ou11ce1 per sq11are foot, ASTM Standards)
applied by the hot process, gives Kinnear
Rolling Doors a highly d11rable galvanized
finish. In addition Kinnear's special Paint
Bo11d, a phosphate immersion Jreatment, provides for thorough coverage and adherence
of paint.

Q UESTION: What if the doors are damaged?
Answe r : The steel slat construction of
Kinnear Rolli11g D oors absorbs a 101 of punishment. Slats accidentally damaged can be
individually replaced any lime. Detail drawinf!,J of every door are kept in Kinnear' s own
fireproof va11lts.

Q UESTION: What sizes are avai lable?
Answer: Kinnear Rolling Doors are engineered to individual 11eeds, in any practical
size (doors several hu11dred square feet in
area are not unusual). They are easily installed in 11ew or old buildi11gs.

In sho rt, you get all the co rrect answers
to long-lasting, low-cost door convenience and efficiency in the famous

Kinnear Steel Rolling Doors
Write today for full Information

The KINNEAR Manufacturing Co.
FA CTOR I ES,

1900-20 Fie ld s Ave nu e, Columbus 16 , Oh io
174'2 Yose mite Ave ., Sa n Fra ncis co 24, Ca l.
O ffi ces and Agents in All Prt'nc ipa l Cit ies
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conclusion
We will discuss the two recent surveys
of architectural and planning education
frequently in the future.
either exhausts the subject or points to final results. Unfortuna tely, as is so often the
case, both surveys were run concurren tl y, both impinge on the other, and
yet they were each written as though the
other did not exist. They must both be
studied together, and faute de mieux.
this column, I suppose, must serve as the
weak ve sel to pull them together .

•
Note for historians: T his issue of OUT OF
SCHOOL begins the sixth year of this column on architectural education. Doesn't
somebody else want to take the quill
from my palsied fingers and carry on the
torch? Even my meta phors don't mix
well any longer.
c. F.

notices
nightclub lighting
MAX BORGES, JR., Architect of Tropicana
night club in Havana, Cuba, featured in
] une 1954 P / A, paints out that designation of the lighting on page 137 was misleading since the ceiling fixtures labeled
"spotlights" are adjustable units by Swivelier Company, Inc. ; whereas the line to
those should have stopped under the ceiling arch, because behind that are the
Kliegl Bros. spotlights illuminating the
curtained wall segment.
P/ A congratulates

G. WARD WHITTAKER, named by the UNIVERSAL-RUNDLE CORP., New Castle, Pa.,
as Territorial Vice-President in charge of
supervising operations of the New England, Middle Atlantic, and Southeastern
Di&tricts.

roof decks fear no fire

General Conlraclor: A. L. Jackson Company, Chicago, Illinois

• PYROFILL Conlraclor: Hoge-Warren-Zimmermann Co., Chicago, Illinois
PYROFILL is poured over permanent form boards;
is sold erected in place at amazingly low unit cost.

PYROFILL

will not burn, because it's formulated from fireproof
gypsum-often produces insurance savings of 303 or more

Low Cost

compared with combustible construction.

Adaptable

PYROFILL

roof decks for fast installation!

PYROFILL sets quickly-usually within one hour-and will
carry construction loads immediately. A single crew often
pours more than 20,000 sq. ft. in one day-sometimes 30,000
sq. ft., ready for the roof covering. No curing needed, no delay
:>f other building trades; completion dates are more readily
11ade. PYROFILL offers these other outstanding advantages:

Suitable for flat, curved or pitched roofs on industrial, commercial and institutional buildings. Exacting
insulation or acoustical requirements can be met by varying
types of formboards.
Weighs only 10 to 12 lbs. per sq. ft. in place,
permitting important savings in structural steel.

Light Weight

Strong, Durable PYROFILL roof decks have a factor of
safety of 10 or more under normal roof loads. Decks erected
over 30 years ago are still giving excellent service.

For furlher information conlacl the aulho rized PYROFILL conlraclor
in your area, or write Depl. PA 5, 300 Wesl Adams St., Chicago 6.
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the greatest name in building
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books received
ew Ways of ervicing Buildings. Edited
by Eric de Mare. The Architectural Press,
9.13 Queen Annes Gate SWl, London,
England, 1954. 228 pp., illus., 30s
Freehand Drafting for Technical Sketching. Anthony E. Zipprich. D. Van
ostrand Co., Inc., 250 Fourth Ave.,
ew
York 3, .Y., 1954. r6 pp., illus., 3.40

You

Know

The Arch itect ure of Humanjsm. Geoffrey
Scott. Doubleday Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co., Inc., Garden City, . Y., 1954.
197 pp., .75
pace Hea ting wi th
olar Energy.
Edited by Richard W. Hamilton. Albert
Farwell Bemis Foundation, Massachusetts
Institute of Tec·hnology, Cambridge 39,
1a s., 1954. 161 pp., illu ., $2.85

what you're getting in

Airlift •••
the completely certified
Swartwout duct exhaust ventilator

There's no guessing about actual results obtainable from
the new Swartwout Airlift. The dynamically balanced
heavy-duty centrifugal fan and the complete ventilator unit have
been tested by an independent laboratory. The 138 capacity
variations (covered by 14 ventilator sizes) have been determined in
accordance with the test code adopted by NAFM
and ASH & VE. Airlift is guaranteed
to deliver catalogued capacities at listed static pressures.
Airlift has an unusually effective fan wheel, permitting lower
tip speeds than usually possible - which means lower noise levels.
Other design features reduce turbulence and increase
efficiency. Power unit and fan are easily accessible
in this new design. Write for BulletinAL-E.
18649 Euclid Avenue , Clevela nd 12 , Oh io

. Roof Ventilators and Ventilating Louvers

monuments to "universals"
Founda tions of Modern Art. Amadee
Ozen/ant (Translation by John Rodker ).
Dover Publications, Inc., 1780 Broadway,
ew York, . Y. New American edition,
augmented, 1952. 348 pp. 6

Pedagogical Sketchbook. Paul Klee.
Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 105 W. 40
St., . Y. 1953. 60 pp. 3
ot that thi reviewer want Lo arouse
nostalgia for the Lost Generation- but,
more and more, the period between the
two World Wars, een in retrospect,
take on the glow of a Golden Age. Despite economic-political chaos, art (where
le ft Lo grow freely) wa opening new
realm , con olidating into new and
meaningful sty les, irrevocably adding to
man' awarenes . It i doubtful that the
same fre h atmo phere of freedom survives anywhere in th e world today.
Ozenfant'
Foundations urn s up the
Purist experience and i prophetic of
Moholy- agy's la te harve t, Vision in
Motion, as it cast a roving eye over th
hydra-headed movements of modern a
up Lo 1928. Klee' Sketchbook is t'
quinte senlial outcome of his mat
Ilauhau year . What both works try
do is to pre ent th e world from t'
designer' viewpoint- lo see art a
way of life. For the 20th Century artistf
as also for man y nonartist , art becom1
the Archimedes fulcrum from which t
move th e world. 1
Ozen fant unconsciously (or ironicl
ly?) betray the cultural Gold Rus
temper of hi s time-when he writes fo
the econd ed ition (1930) " .. . in thes
two years no movement really new ha
taken place in the Arts, Letter . or i1j
Thought."
1
Here he elaborates th e sta nd whicl
he and Ch. J ean neret (Le Corbusier) had
taken in 19l8, in After Cubism, whic\1
wa ,
"an optimistic, lyrical song on beauty
and Jes on of machines and on ome of
their products, on building for use, and
on the part to be played by cience in
art worthy of our time. It al o critifContinu ed on page 192)
On the decline of other ideologies (business, politics),
see D01Jid Riesmarl's Th e Lonely Crowd. Yale University

1

Prf•ss. 1950.
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New YOUNG "Perimaheat" offers low cost ••• highly efficient hot
water heating for every type of construction. It is the ultimate in modern heating design with many time and money saving features . Packaged
in 6 and 8 ft. lengths, "Perimaheat" is light in weight, easy to handle,
and easy to install.
Add new beauty, plus more usable waU space to your building projects
with this New quality baseboard convector line. Use this convenient
coupon to send for your free YOUNG "Perimabeat" Catalog, today!
•Trade Mark

SEND FOR
FREE CATALOG
/

,----------

I

RADIATOR
COMPANY
RACINE,

WISC O NSIN

Plants al Racine, Wisconsin, and Mattoon, Illinois
Healing , Cooling, Air Conditioning Products
for Home and Industry
Heat Transfer Products for Automotive,
Agricultural, Industrial, Gas and Diesel Engine
Applications
Leaders in Heal Transfer Engineering
for more than 25 years.

I•
I
I

Young Radiator Company
Dept. 244-K
Racine, Wisconsin

I
I
I
I

Please rush me your free new 12-page " Perimaheat" Catalog today •• . witho ut
obl igation. I want ta le arn more about new Young " Pe rimohe at " baseboard
he ating.

I

I
I

I
I
I
\

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.Q NE _ _STAT- - - - - - -" Sales and Engineering Representatives In All Principal Cities"
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I
I
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ERALUN®
ABRASIVE TREADS
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cised the condition of Cubism at the
time, but principally it criticised the
followers of the Cubi t masters. We gave
our Tablets of the Law of Puri m, stating that what we wished to express in
art was the Universal and the Permanent and to throw to the dogs the Vacillating and the Fashionable."
This viewpoint, reiterated in their influential journal, l'Espirit Nouveau
( [rom 1920 to 1925 ), paralleled the efforts of De Stijl and of other movements
but took on a highly French cast. The
Puri t works, with their cool, thin, parallel planes, tasteful curves, the majestic functional intimacy of their pipes,
bottle , or mandolins - breathed the
clas ici m, the mature self-a surance
that is Le Corbusier's hallmark.
uch
a humanized cla sicism not only has
been at home in France but had become
deeply inbred , from Descartes and Poussin to Ingres and Seurat. (Ozenfant almost exclusively refers to French art
and to French thinkers.) Classicism
supporting a machine esthetic is doubtle s what helped the French designers
to avoid the pitfalls of naive functiona·
li m. Ozenfant's father, incidentally,
worked with the ferro-concrete pioneer,
Hennebique.

Here ts
· an unretouched h
a Fera/rm tread k
p orograph of
acid treatment ~ en after an identical
distribution of bote . the full and even
a ras1ve- £
sa fety, longer wear.
•or greater

The life and non-slip effectiveness of
any abrasive tread is approximately proportional to the amount of abrasive
embedded in the surface. Note that the
llbrasive of the Feralun tread also extends over the nosing where the danger
of slipping is greatest. Feralun has provided lasting safety-free from maintenance-for the past 35 years.

Feralun Is available
as treads, thresholds,
floor plates and
elevator sills. Also In
Bron:z:alun, Alumalun
and Nlcalun. See
Sweet's Catalog 1954
-12&/Am.
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Two further themes rooted in French
experience weave in and out of the
text. Paleolithic art, still admired and
marvelled at today, is a symbol of man's
constancy, his unchanged sen ibilities,
and the central role of art in culture-art as psychic control. The other theme
is Revolution, a tradition in art a in
politic . Its magic weapon was reason;
its target was the Academy (and readymade ideas) ; its strategy was satire.
And so we are given a fantastic visual
inventory of civilization "from the origins to 1928," a wittily selected "time
capsule," an uninhibited "art students'
ball" shot with mercurial streamers of
irony and persiflage. Parading across
the pages of the book are naked African with saucer lips; the obese Great
Mother or "Venus" of the cave dweller,
who rivals in voluptuousness the Coney
Island Momma; Picasso paintings and
(Continued on page 194)

permanently eliminated
with the

NEW

SHOCK ABSORBER
simple ••• trouble-proof ••• easy to install!
• Now, you can provide permanent protection against the
annoyance and dest ructive action of water hammer - with
the new Josam Shock Absorber. Water hammer Is unpredictable. It happens In the finest Installations-it happens without warning! It Is a common problem on pipe llnes where
there are quick closing faucets and valves, spring operated
mechanisms and similar devices.
The new Josam Shock Absorber gives you "hospital quiet"
In all plumbing llnes. Due to the specially designed Absorbo
tube and Insert, the Josam Shock Absorber dissipates the
thrust and Impact of the water entering the tube. As the
shock recedes, the tube and insert regain their original form,
ready to receive the next shock impulse. To ellmlnate water
hammer permanently • • • specify them on all piping installations. Send coupon for descriptive literature.

Showing how Absorbo
tube and insert expand
to absorb shock.

Cutaway Yi'w showing
Absorbo tube and in·
sert in normal position.

JOSAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DEPT. P. A. • MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA

Please send free copy of new folder on Shock Absorbers
NAME •............ .... ...... ........ ........ ... .... ....... .... ....•. . BUSINESS ......................................... .

flltM ..................................................... ........................... ,. ....................... ...... .. ............ .
ADDRESS ... .. ...... ...... ........... .... .. ...... ..... .. .. ...... ........ ..... ................... .. .. .. ........ .. .... ....... . .. ..
CITY ........... ... ...................... ......... .... ..... ZONE ......... . STATE ... ........ ...... ............. .... ... .

Series No. 1480

JOSAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY

r

'•• •• ,.~

"I

.

GENERAL OFFICES AND MANUFACTUllNG DIYISIDN
MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA
ltepresentatives /n All Principal Cities
W•ll Cood Oittrlb\.lfor

,

JOSAM PACIFIC CO., San Francisco, Calif.
Canodion Monufodurer1

JOSAM CANADA LIMITED, Toronto, Canada
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Roman culpture; Sir Austen Chamber·
lain seen in a distorting mirror; the
poet-statesman, Gabriele d'Annunzio,
and his dried-up twin, Pharoah Seti I;
ladies being painted by students; cows.
by ladies; a hor e contemplating his
portrait; also magnetism, electricity,
freak furniture, air views, telescope
views, micro views. The transitory-hat
adverti ements, commercialized fads, and
fashions: also the constant- an Egyptian
chariot wheel and its descendant of today, the wheel of a Buga tti racing car.

Hospital Annex,
Florence, Ala. Turne r
and Northington, arch itects; M . E. Smith, L. H.

Krone rt , associates; Craig·
Baskerville, general contractors

FIBRE FORMS
for rouncl columns of concrete
An air of striking stateliness has been achieved for
the modern Eliza Coffee Hospital Annex through the
use of round columns of concrete formed with low
cost SONOTUBES.
For hospitals, churches, schools ... in fact, for any
kind of building . . . distinctive design can be economically achieved with round concrete columns
formed by low cost SONOTUBE Fibre Forms. Forms
are easily removed.
SONOTUBES save time, labor and money and are
approved by architects and engineers everywhere.
Widely used by contractors because these low cost
SONOTUBES take less time to erect and fewer
men to handle .
Available in 31 sizes, 1" to 36" I.D. up to 50' long.
Can be supplied in desiI:ed lengths or cut to requirements on the job.
DENFORM reusable capital form designed for use
with Sanotubes. Write for details.
See our catalog In Sweet 's
For complete technical data and prices write

SoNoco PRooucTs CoMPANY
Construction Products D1tu1on

~u~;s:u~~;~~;R.,c~;
A KRON IN O
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And the goal of all ym bol and thingmaking? Of art? 0£ science? Of all
the fl ying and tunneling, engineering
and manufacturing? To cheat death, to
create an illu ion of order, of immortality: Man's temporary triumph over the
all that is chaotic and elu ive in life.
"Science, like other arts, is an art of
illusion: its crystal clear apparatus is
so cliaphanou , that the beholder imagines he grasp the image of the universe. That illusion is beneficent. The
aim both of cience and art i to create
fantasies which solace us for reality.
For an instant of time we can be wholly
occupied by them: evasion."
" Once upon a time," Ozenfant remini ces, "God was God . . . Beauty was
Beauty. Good wa Good, and two and
two made four on earth, in heaven, am!
every possible universe . . . Scientists,
at least the majority of them, no longer
seek to discover the secret of things ...
They are no longer even very sure they
understand what such an expression
means."
Witty, eloquent, informative, and
sympathique, Ozenfant's survey of his
time is hardly scholarly or well balanced: no detached spectator he, try
a he may to take the long-range view.
There is too much praising and condemning of Pica o and the Picassoid<>
(by the Purist canon). Constructivism
("intere ting") and De Stijl ("ornamental") come in for no more than a half
page.
jarring note sounds in the
new edition where the author unnecessarily, I think, tries to set history right
(Continued on page 198)

A wide selection of diffuser types and
sizes, styled and engineered to meet the
most rigid requirements of appearance and
performance at the point of air delivery

TYPE PS

TYPE PF

Stepped-down type, fixed pattern diffuser

Flush type, fixed pattern diffuser

TYPE PH

TYPED

Flush type, fixed pattern, half round diffuser

flush type, fixed pattern square diffuser

inc
NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

TYPE ES
Stepped-down type, fixed pattern diffuser

NEW •.• Aerofuse Catalog No. 108.
Complete information on the Aerofuse line of ceiling diffusers
and accessory equipment, engineering data, size selection charts
and directions for installation. Send for your copy today.
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Provides Engineered Cove Lighting
AT A NEW LOW PRICE*
VISIONAIRE is a unique fluorescent fixture engineered to m eet the
structural and mechanical problems encountered in cove lighting that
cannot be solved with conventional equipment.

VISIONAIRE is , in reality, a prefabricated lighting system available in
easily installed unit lengths of 24, 33 and 48 inches to prese nt an
u nbroken line of light, extremely decorative in effect.
The bottom louvered opening provides efficient down·wall lighting,
while the metal side reflector, which may be either luminous or
opaque. provides soft. even, over-all indirect lighting without any
trace of glare.

In new construction or on a remodeling project, VISIONAIRE with
its low initial cost. easy installation and simple maintenance, will
"pay its own way" in .efficiency, economy and effectiveness.

* The

equifJment cost for a prefabricated

Visionaire lighting system is, on the average,
under five dollars per foot . . . a considerable saving on ordinary built-in cove lighting
that provides neither the efficiency, nor
the fjne finished appearance of Visiona ire.
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS •
For complete d etails on Visionaire, s e nd
for this informa tive bulletin s heet No.
521 5-11. It con tains construction, performance and app lication data that w ill
help y ou put Visionaire to its most effective use . A ddre ss req uest to Dep t. V . . ..

with regard to himself and Leger and
Mondrian and Le Corbusier- hut the
Ozenfant terrible' s imbalance and ramblingness are easily forgiven , in view of
his verve and timulativeness. The epigrams- and there is one in every para·
graph- are not only verbal but, more
significantly, pictorial. The Founda·
tions of Modern Art is a tour de forc e
editorship (more apparent
of visual
then , than now); an epitome of modern
con sciousness; a monument to Man the
Symbolizer; a collage that has become
a milestone.

•

Paul Klee's Pedagogical Sketchbook appeared in 1925. It was the second of the
14 Bauhaus books and describes the content of Klee's course there. It could profitably be read today by many who, when
talking about Bauhaus, are referring to
an image more in their own mind than
in reality. Where Ozenfant is ambitious,
encyclopedic, and diffuse; Klee is mode t, slender, and concise. This is typical
of the man who, as Sibyl Moholy-Nagy
points out in her excellent short introduction, spoke of his art as devotion to
small things. "In the Microcosm of his
own visual world he worshipped the Macrocosm of the Universe. . . Through
observation of the smallest manifestation
of form and interrelationship, he could
conclude about the magnitude of natural
order. . . He loved the natural event;
therefore knew its meaning in the universal scheme. . . T he phenomenon perceived and analyzed was investigated
until its significance was beyond doubt."
uch a view of the world occurs among
the English and American writers: in
Word sworth, in T horeau, in Meredith's
remark, "You of any well that springs,
ma y unfold the heavens of thin gs," and
in Whitman's,
"! believe a leaf of grass is no less than
the journey-work of the stars,
A nd the pismire is equally perfect, and
a grain of sand, and the egg of the
wren ...
And the narrowest hinge in my hand
puts to scorn all machinery . . ."
(Continued on p a g e 202)
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OBERTSON

products

1

..

H. H. Robertson Co., 2405 Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
In England-Robertson Thain Ltd ., Ellesmere Port
In Conodo-Roberlson-lrwin Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.

Please send catalogs on these ROBERTSON PRODUCTS
Q-DECK

D

Q-PANELS

D

GALBESTOS

D

SKYLIGHTS

D

VENTILATORS

D

SASH

D
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details
c -t-tit+--t t - -

1/8" THICK FACE
VENEER

++---++-- 1/12" CROSS

BANDING

..-+--+---tt-- VERTICAL SOLID
CORE BLOCKS

e--

-++-- EDGE STRIPS
TONGUE AND
GROOVED INTO
CORE AND EACH
OTHER

You'll quickly learn why
HARDWOOD MASTER-FLUSH DOORS
with 1/8" veneers over solid cores ./ Give stronger, more permanent functional
performance
./ Resist bruises - cost less to maintain and
refinish
./ Provide better sound insulation - assure
more privacy
./ Permit hardware, louvre or light applications in any area.
When you want the best for institutional requirements specify Hardwood
Products' MASTER-FLUSH Doorsespccially where unusually hard usage
and abuse are expected. They feature
Hardwood Products' solid core construction for exceptional strength and
rigidity. This consists of vertical core
blocks in ahernate random lengths

with edge strips tongue and grooved
into the core and into each other.
Cross banding for stability and additional strength - plus Ys" chick face
veneers hot plate press bonded, makes
exceptionally solid unit. A full range
of wood veneers is available. Consult
Sweet's

~~or write for further details.

Write tor this brochure d escribing Hardwood
Products Sound-Insulating Doors in easy-tounderstand sound decibel language.

HARDWOOD
DOORS
PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

NEW YORK
BOSTON • CHICAGO
CLEVELAND

Ilut thal which is in the specifically
German tradition, expressed by Klee, is
the Fau tian feeling that ature's secrets
are of untold depth, that phenomena are
urrounded by an aura of spiritual meaning, yet by toil or fervor the initiate may
find the key. There is something of
mystic yearning in the nostalgia and
memories, the exotic and archaic drawings of a Klee; Klee is indeed the perfect
illustrator of the 18th Century German
Romantic (later Surrealist-acclaimed ),
ovali :
"Various are the roads of man. He who
follows and compares them will see
trange figures emerge, figures which
eem to belong to that great cipher which
we discern written everywhere. in wings,
egg hells, clouds and snow, in crystal
and in stone formations, on ice-covered
waters, on the in ide and outside of mountains, of plants, beasts and men, in the
lights of heaven, on scored disks of pitch
or gla s or in iron filings round a magnet,
and in strange conjunctures of chance.
In them we suspect a key to the magic
writing, even a grammar, hut our surmise
take on no definite form ... " 2
The Pedagogical Sketchbook, which
hould be read a/ter one has come to
know and love Klee, outlines a course of
study which should make nature yield
some of its hidden but universal laws. It
is a lyrical, allusive Euclid of the dynamics of form, starting from simple elements. Form, here, is seen in its fullest
meaning: not form as against content and
significance, but form considered as inherently meaningful, expressive, symbolic. It is, indeed, in a theater of form
that the drama of our existence unfold .
Mrs. Moholy- agy characterizes Klee's
methods as "inductive." I am not sure
that this description is adequate. If we
are to look for philosophical parallels,
we had perhaps best think of those investigators who broke down the barriers
between subjective and objective worlds:
the worlds of Freud and of the Swiss
child psychologi t, Piaget. Klee's whole
manner of thinkfog, with its animism
(Continued on page 204)
2 I\ ovalis. The Novices of Sai!1 0 with Sixty Drawin1s by

HARDWOOD PRODUCTS CORPORATION•NEENAH•WISCONSIN
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Paul Klee. Preface by Stephen Spender. Curt Valentin,
32 E. 57 St., New York, N. Y .• 1949.

Tectu111®
ROOF PLANK • •• TILE
Tectum texture challenges design and decorative concepts. At close range or at normal
building distances, its textural scale persists.
Swirled fibrous surface lends distinctive decor
and invites close acguaintance.
Tectum® products are your opportunity to
utilize this texture with a combination of at·
tributes never before available.
Either Tectum Roof Plank or Tile allows versatility of design in a single layer deck at less
cost. Look at these properties: acoustical, insulative, non-combustible, structural, stable,
light-weight, termite and fungus proof.

®

SEE IT NOW/
Ask for sample and catalog,

or reft;r lo Section Te/ 2e,
Sweet's Architectural file .
~·

Tectum
105 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

•

TECTUM CORP.
Dept . # 100 , 105 South Sixth Street, Newark, Ohio

corp.

NEWARK, OHIO

- - Send sample ond cotolog .

- - Send catalog .

Nam•-----------~
Address - - - - - - - - - - - C i t y - - - - - Zone - - State _ _
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Watch slipping
accident end
and inflated insurance cost come
down fast when you
install ALGRIP Abra ive
Rolled Steel Floor Pla te
wherever footing is treacherous.
ALGRIP gives sure protection against slips and fall s, beca use
each quare foot of its tough, ligh t weight steel plate is impregnated
with hundred of tiny abra ive particle to a controlled depth of penetration , providing a rugged surface that stays non- slip-even on steep
inclines! ALGRIP's "grinding-wheel" grain will never become smooth
because hard wear only exposes new gripping particles ... a sa fet y bonus
exclusive with ALGRIP.
Let ALGRIP stop slipping accidents in your plant once and for all. It will
pay for itself in savings on insurance premiums. Mail this handy coupon
today for full details without cost or obligation.

A.W. ALGRIP
Abrasive Rolled Steel Floor Plate

Underwriters' labora-

I
CONSHOHOCKEN. PA .

Plea se send Booklet AL-25 for full details on en d ing accidents and big insurance premiums
with ALGRIP.
NAME- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T I T L E - - - - - - - - - - -

I
I

ADDRESS
CITY

ONE- - - STATf

I
I
I
I

I
II
I
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and playfulness and in tinctualism, links
it to the world of the child-o r rather
to that world that previously had been
relegated to the child. Thi s is the world
that Piaget explores: the child's dreams,
his elementary notions of matter, number, and ca usation , hi s " metaph ysics."
One thinks of the German philosophers,
such a Meinong and Hu serl, whose
eidetic realism trie to describe and universalize the "given " of consciou ness.
Or, again, there come to mind the neovitalist, H. Driesch, who i said to have
elaborated an entire philosoph y of order
from the reproductive behavior of the
ea urchin .3
The Sketchbook consists of four parts.
Part One deals with Line and Structure.
The line is a point taking a walk. This
most active line may move freel y, circumcribe planes, or merely pa sively delimit
plan es. Various kinds of structures are
considered: additive, repetitive in a single
direction, or along two (the chessboard).
In nature, such structural situations occur in cells and fib ers of bones, tendons,
and mu cles. These, in turn, are organized into kinetic gro ups of which the
mu cles are active, the bones pas ive, tendon mediary. This triadic analysis is
wo rked out in the lovely sketch of Waterwheel and Hammer, again in the Watermill, in the Plant, and in the Circulatory
y tern where activity is assured by the
beating Heart.
Part Two deals with that ineluctable
given : the three-dimensionality of the
world (top-bottom, left-right, front-back).
Vertical, horizontal, and shifting axes are
demonstrated in relation to the human
seeking his balance in the world. Assymetrical Balance is demonstrated in the
Scnle and the Tower of Masonry.
Part Three deals with movement : the
Gravitational Curve; the Plummet sixn(Continued o n page 208)

In .si milar 1pirit, the German educa tio nal pio nee r.
Fruebel (1 782 · 1852), in uf'nt ed his hand 1omrs /1u c/1ild re n. For in.stance , t11e Bndge wh ere "'th e two thumbs
nrnke the piers, the fin;erti111 of tli e right and ldt hand
m eet t o form a bridge . . . . To fi nd o r c reat e a b ond
o f union between seemingly opp •Hed and on tagnni ttic
objecu is always a ben eficent and rewording d eed .
3

0

Let your child build mimic bridg es
As hi1 hands move to and /to;
Germs n/ thought are beint plum ed
Wl1id1 in after year,, 1ui/l irn u:."

beam ceiling costs
with new Rool Deck_
*lnsulite Roof Deck can
be used in any climate

lC
Eh

Vapor
barrier
membrane
.1.

Resilient rubber gasket seal

Exclusive Vapor Barrier protects against
condensation within the deck in any climate. Continuous vapor barrier combines
a membrane laminated into each unit,
plus a rubber gasket that seals carefully
machined T & G joints. (Also available
without vapor barrier.)

3.
And Finished Ceiling. The
mderside of Insulite Roof Deck is finished with a white
lame-resistant surface at the factory. Simply lay Roof Deck
iver pre-finished beams and the ceiling is done. No need
o plaster, paint, stain or wax. Reduces labor and material
:osts. Insulite Roof Deck is available in 2'x8' units, 1\12',
!" and 3" thick with or without exclusive vapor barrier.

New Insulite Roof Deck Home in St. Paul
The 0. W . Behrens Home.
Architects-Thorshov & Cerny,

Minneapolis

Today's Positive Answer to IndustrialCommercial Lighting Problems!

Rows of Sylvania IC Fixtures provide 50 foot
candles in testing deportment at Sylvania 's
new Batavia, New York, television plant.
Note clear, high-level office lighting obtained
with Sylvania IC Fixtures.

"IC Fixtures so efficient," says
Sylvania Engineer, "we chose
them for our newest plant."
Engineers respon ible for Sylvania's
great new plant at Batavia, New York,
insisted it be a model of efficient and
economical operation in every res pect.
When it came to lighting, these men
unqualifiedly selected Sylvania's latest IC Fluorescent Fixtures, with a
ligh tin g di trib ution of 60% downward and 40% upward. The extreme
ver atility of these fixtures plu their
ready installation, low maintenance,
and durable construction make them
ideal for cores of app lications. Crosswise shielding of 45° minimizes objectionable brightne s.
There's a profitable story in these
award-winning fixtures that can mean
job-winning bids for you. For full details drop a line to Dept. 4X-4310,
Sylvanfa, NOW!

Plaque for outstanding industrial fluorescent fixture won by Sylvania at Second
Notional Electrical Industries Show.Judges:
Morris Lapidus and Fronds Gino of the
New York Chapter of the A.I.A.

IA

(Continued from page 204)

ple-mindedl y eeking the earth's cen ter.
But interaction with diverse elements and
regions (earth, air, water) determine
more varied forms of behavior: the Bullet's orbit of changing peed; the downward bouncing tone, the Meteor which
"barel y escapes the peril to be tied forever to the earth. and moves off into the
tralosphere, graduall y cooling off and
exlingui hing."
The Symbol of Form in Motion bring
us to the pinning Top, the Pendulum,
the Circle, and the Spiral; as well as
variou vi ualiza tion s of the movement of
co lo r. " hortenin g the radiu (of the
piral) narrows the curve more and more,
till the lovel y spectacle die suddenly in
the static cen ter ... direction determines
eith r a gradual liberation from the center through freer and freer motions, or
an increa ing d ependence on an eventuall y destructive center. Thi is the question of life and death; and the decision
rest with the small arrow." The Arrow
it elf i anal yzed as a symbol of human
triving. " Be winged arrows, aiming at
fulfi ll ment and goal. even though you will
tire without having rea hed the mark."
The book in it pre ent form is faithful to L. Moholy-. agy' design and typography for the original Bauhaus bookand the tran lation ha been much
amended ince the fir t Engli h edition.
The re ult i not so elegant as the earlier,
unfaithful horizontal format, while th
English lettering of the ketches inevitab ly lo e the refined, spidery, scrawly,
delicatene of Klee's own hand, so familiar to lover of hi graphic work. But
mo t important i the message! Pointing
up an inherent ymboli m in the mall
and trivial phenomena that collectively
form everyday li fe, Klee makes us aware
that the lighte t thing done or designed
holds deeper. more universal meaning
than we are wont to admit.

•

In Conodo: Sylvania Electric (Conoda) ltd., University Tower Building, St. Catherine Street, Montreal, P. Q .

A hidden link between Ozenfant, Klee,
and many other artists active around
1925 was their belie( that their art could
express universals. Ozenfant finds them
in hi Lory and technics, Kl ee in the world

LIGHTING• RADIO• ELECTRONICS• TELEVISION

(Continued on page 214)

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., ~ 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N . Y.
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STRUCTURAL SHAPES of
Alcoa Aluminum are increasing in usage in commercial, industrial and residentia 1 buildings. There is
mounting appreciation
among designers that aluminum members can do both a
structural and a decorative
job. Good surface integral
with structural strength leads
to economy through simpli·
fied design and erection
since structural members
may stand exposed without
need for concealment by
facing materials.
Exposed or concealed ,
structural aluminum requires
little maintenance. The dimensional accuracy, workability and ease of handling
have a strong appeal to the
fabricator.
"UBE AND PIPE of Alcoa Aluminum are readily avail1ble in a wide range of sizes, cross sections and wall
hicknesses from your local Alcoa distributor. Tubing of
quare, rectangular or circular cross sections has a wide
oriety of applications in special architectural details
ich as decorative partition screens, railings and lighting
xtures; for light structural systems such as Aexible exbition and shelving units and for light load bearing
>lumns and posts. Alcoa's tube and pipe give the
·chitect a medium for Aexibility of design.

COPINGS AND GRAVEL
STOPS, engineered by Alcoa,
including all necessary accessories, are available and
ready for assembly from our
warehouse stocks. Weather
protection, positive joint
drainage, more adequate
anchorage and greater
strength features have been
designed into these outstanding new assemblies.

'LCOA® ALUMINUM
\ ITECTURAL STOCKS
"DOW SILLS of Alcoa Aluminum are a popular choice by architects for
Jther protection of masonry joints, maintenance-free service, attractive
iearance and adaptability to various opening conditions.
, wall opening requires one of two sill applications:
nit sill or a continuous sill. Alcoa 's Type C sill is designed as a unit sill for
nings of not more than six feet in width. It is best secured by using the lug
iod of installation. Alcoa's Type AA sill is suitable as either a unit sill for
nings up to 20 feet wide or as a continuous sill for openings over 20 feet.
set by means of anchor clips which are attached to the supporting wall at
imum inte rvals of three feet. The Type AA sill suggests a new concept of
stration. It opens up fresh possibilities for wall treatment by permitting use
ixed glass and opaque wall facing on the same plane with movable
elements.

)A ARCHITECTURAL STOCKS, a complete
age catalog of the standard architectural
•els of Alcoa Aluminum, is now available from
local distributor. It gives the complete details
• complete range of Alcoa Aluminum products
for o wide variety of architectural applicawhich he carries in his stocks for immediate
ry. Call your local Alcoa distributor for your
today. You' ll find his number listed under
inum" in your classified directory. ALUMINUM
\NY OF AMERICA, 1 890-K Alcoa Building,
rgh 1 9, Pennsylvania .

ALCOA
A LUNllNU.Nl
ALUMINUM

COMPANY OF AMERICA

oriety that contributes
to Unity of Design
LOCKSOS
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of phenomena, Mondrian in the artistic
means, the Surrealists in the unconscious.
It may be that looking back to 1955 tlie
critics of 1985 will detect a similar hopeful sure-mindedness. Whether we will appear a free i a far mooter question.
MARTIN JAMES

Heavy Duty Cyllndrlcal Type Locks and Latches
In Cast or Wrought Brass, Iron• and Aluminum
factor of success

D esign fo r Modern Merchandising.
Architectural Record Editorial Staff. Architectural Record, F. W. Dodge Corp.,
119 W. 40 St., ew York 18, N. Y. 1954.
247 pp., illus. 8.95

BRISTOL
.Design with E11fteld Rose No. 3951

FLARE Design (Cast)
COSMIC Design (Wrought)

MONO Design (Cast)

COSMIC
Design with Enfield Rose No. 3953

BRISTOL Design (Cast)
HADDAM Design (Wrought)

BRUNSWICK Design (Cast)

STOCK ftlllSllU: Polisbecl BrlSS, Dull Bronze, Polished Chromium, Dull Chromium, and Dull Aluminum.

®

DISTINCTIVE HARDWARE

auSSELL & ERWIN DIVISION, The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Conn.

More people than ever before are engaged in wholesale and retail trade
which, in turn, means increased and
stiffer competition. In the endeavor to get
more bu iness by planning expansion or
alteration of an out-moded establishment,
the merchant of today is confronted with
serious problem , first of which is the
cycle of high rents and taxes and high
building costs in both material and
labor. Another question facing him is
whether the expense of good designthat is, engaging a talented architect or
designer-will pay off in increased trade.
In view of the all-time record figures in
retail ales and the current unprecedented volume and planning of new
building for merchandising purposes, the
subject of this book is especially pertinent. The aim is to show that good design is important-even a necessary factor-in rai ing sales potential, and that
the expense of appealing and effective
design to display one's wares is well justified in marketing those wares to advantage.
The material in the book is the result
of six years' research and all the examples have been publishd in the Architectural Record. However, as presented
in this volume, they constitute, an informative and timely survey of stores,
hopping centers and showrooms. A wide
variety of establishments is includedfrom small retail shops for an optometrist, a watchmaker, a pharmacist, a
music shop to medium-sized ladies' and

men's specialty shops, luxury shops,
wholesale-display rooms right up to entire department stores and the large
shopping centers developing so rapidly
on the fringes of our urban centers. The
coverage is nationwide and eclectic as to
style, ranging from the new Lord & Taylor establishment in Westchester County,
ew York, to Bullock's Palm Springs
store in California. Accompanying the
explanatory text are more than 600 photograph , plan , and diagrams to illustrate in an interesting manner how good
design can mean more successful selling.
Aside from being of value as a guide
and source for designers and architects
who are undertaking new construction or
alterations, thi book has decided interest for owners, investors, store managers
and any others who are concerned with
the selHng of merchandise of any kind.

Decor that helps
to achieve
Distinction

RUSSWIN
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FRANK A. WRENSCH

review from England
The New S m all H ou e. F. R. S. Yorke
and Penelope Whiting. The Architectural. Press, London S.W. 1, England.
Published in United States by British
Book Centre Inc., 112 E. 55 St., New
York 22, N. Y., 1954. 144 pp., illus., $5.50
For the first time since 1939, residential
construction restrictions in England are
being eased; however, as yet a building
license will not be granted for an area of
more than 1500 square feet. In the light
of such restrictions, this review of small
house planning and design will be interesting to EngHsh readers; and because of
the special, regional nature of most of the
work illustrated, its appeal will be almost
exclusively to English readers.
Of the 65 examples pictured, six are
American houses, six are on the Continent. One example of trailer planning
and two of conversion of river barges are
included. Details of construction, materials, equipment, finishes are described; the cost is given in many cases.
The illustration are well reproduced.
The text is brief and concise.
LAWRENCE E. MAWN
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STOCK FINISHES:
Poliahed lra11, DuU Bronzo,
Poliahed Chromium, Dull Chrolllium, and Dull Aluminum.
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DISTINmVE HARDWAU

RUSSELL & ERWIN DIVISION, The American Hardware Corparation, New lritala,

c-

Use West Coast lumber-the building
material with an outstanding record
of performance-for sub-flooring.
Wood's natural qualities give it
high strength, great nail-holding
ability, and the important advantages
of resiliency and insulation.
West Coast lumber is time-tested
in conventional construction.
And, as always, it remains the
natural choice of the day's
most creative designers.
Specify the West Coast species
for dependability .. . Douglas Fir,
West Coast Hemlock, Western Red
Cedar and Sitka Spruce.

Send for folder describing free literature
available for your reference files.
West Coast Lumbermen 's Assn .,
1410 S. W . Morrison St., Portland 5, Ore.

Douglas Fir • West Coast Hemlock
Western Red Cedar • Sitka Spruce

WEST COAST
LUMBER
42',
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whatever the job, consider WOOD FIRST!

-=A Momentous Publishing Event

THE ARCHITECT AT MID-CENTURY
The Report of the A.I.A. Commission for the Survey of Education and Registration
in Two Volumes
HERE, available for the first time, are the highly interesting

These books are definitely "must .. reading for every architect
who realizes the importance of not merely keeping up with the
times, but also of seeing into the future without the help of a
crystal ball.

results of one of the most comprehensive surveys ever undertaken on a single professional group!
Issued as two separate volumes, this valuable report examines
and evaluates the facts about:

You will surely want both volumes eventually. Better order
both now and save $1.75 by so doing. The convenient coupon
below will bring you either or both volumes to examine for
ten days entirely ON APPROVAL. You can then decide, af1er
seeing and examining them, whether or not you wish to keep
them. Clip and mail the coupon now.

1. The architect of today and how he practices his
profession,
2.

The significant sociological trends of the past,
present, and predictable future, with regard to
their effect on architecture and design.

Volume II
CONVERSATIONS ACROSS
THE NATION

Volume I
EVOLUTION AND ACHIEVEMENT
Edited by TURPIN BANNISTER

Edited by FRANCIS I . BELLAMY

This unusually interesting volume records the discussions
between members of the A.I.A. Commission and ten regional
groups of community leaders on three highly pertinent, thoughtprovoking questions:

This 6..rst volume analyzes the vast amount of data collected
by the Commission, and offers penetrating glimpses into the
accomplishments already achieved by the architectural profession
and the goals still to be attained.

What kind of society do you foresee In the future?
Will the trend toward collectivism In England,
Western Europe, and Asia extend to the Western
Hemisphere, or will the system sometimes referred
to as democratic free enterprise be strengthened on
this half of the globe?
2. How will the social organlzallen of the United States
of the future affect the physical form of buildings
and the growth of cities, towns, and rural areas?
3. What should the ba1l1 of preparatlllln of men and
women for professional leadership be In such a
society, with special reference to the place of
architecture In that society?
1.

With scores of helpful charts and tables, this volume traces
the evolution of architectural education and registration; outlines the conditions, methods, and organization of present-day
practice; and discusses the role of the A.I.A. as a medium of
professional coordination at the national, state, and chapter
levels.
Throughout the book there are many specific recommendations for improving educational courses and facilities, and for
continuing growth in professional competence among practicing
architects.

Informative answers to these questions are given by scientists,
housewives, newspapermen, engineers, cattlemen, bankers, lawyers, educators, and businessmen. Read, in their own words,
what these non-architects think about the future of our country,
our cities and buildings, and the education of architects and
other professional people.
Vol. I
Vol. II

544 pages
272 pages

11

6 x 9"
6" x 9"

$8.75
5.00

Special Combination Price for BOTH Volume-$12.00

-

MAIL FOR FREE EXAMINATION

•

-

I
I
I
I
I
I

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP., Dept. M-728
430 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

-

-

Please send books checked below ON APPROVAL. Within
ten days I will either return books and owe you nothing, or
will remit amount indicated, plus postage.

D The Architect at Mid-Century, Vol. I $1.75
D The Architect at Mid-Century, Vol. II 5.00
D BOTH of above volumes, at special combinetlon price of only $12.00 (a saving of $1.75) ,

Name .. ..... .. ... ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I ~tys~~· ~·~~~A~~·.. ~~~~k. ~~;e· ;£ ·;::n~~d~~~ ·~~Y·~~~~ I
in which case we pay postage. Same return privilege applies .
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Victor Gruen, who is now in Europe
recovering from an operation which was
more serious than he or the doctor intended, is consoled by a new commission
shared with Oscar Stonorov and Minoru Yamasaki. Job is redevelopment
project in downtown Detroit; client is
"Mayor's Committee," composed of auto
industry bigwigs, chairmanned by Walter Reuther, CIO head. Architects say
that Detroit business and labor, realizing
that the automobile has caused new urban problems, want to show how good
planning can help solve them. Car]
Feiss, PI A columnist, has left HHFA;
last several columns have emanated from
Maine retreat. Raphael Soriano writes
that he has found the ideal setting for a
pleasant practice-water, rocks, earth,
sky-in Tiburon, California. Thorshov
& Cerny, serving a client with headquarters in New York from their Minneapolis office, found him so hard to please
that they sent Design Associate Newton
Griffith to the big ci ty to make new
sketches, until one was approved. P /A
Drafting Editor, Elmer Bennett, lending space and materials to Griffith, got
the earliest possible look at some future SELECTED DETAILS. w alter Gropius
writes from Japan that architecture there
intrigues him, but that he'll be back for
P/A Design Awards Jury service. Jose
Luis Sert sends post card from Spain,
alarmed at news of out-of-context quotes
in House B eautiful. Al Aydelott calls
from Memphis on Sunday afternoon to
report a hot idea on a hot day-that a
good syndicated column on architecture
is needed to educate the public in benighted areas. Bill Deitrick of Raleigh.
North Carolina, telephones on his way
through town from Maine vacation to
report business good, resting in
ew
England better.
David Henken call to report difficulty with project of moving to Dobb
Ferry the Frank Lloyd Wright hou e
which was part of exhibit seen by many
thousands at Guggenheim Museum site
last year. Client who bought hou se and
wanted it relocated was turned down by
Architectural Board of Review, which
decided it would be "excessively dissimilar" to adjacent houses, "thereby impairing the stability of values of said
improved properties and preventing the
most appropriate development of thi s
area." The deci ion has been appealed.
Ed Stone, recently divorced, took off
for Lebanon on a hotel project, remarried, went on to India on a State Department job, then decided to continue
honeymoon trip around the world.
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Speaking of State Department work,
Advisory Committee, including architects
Pietro Belluschi, Ralph Walker, and
Henry Shepley, has recommended and
had approved commissions to a distinguished but not at all obvious group of
architects. The committee, after thoughtful analysis of design abilities, interest
in wedding local environment to contemporary needs and potentials, and
professional responsibility, suggested appointment of the following, all now under contract: Gardner Dailey, Staff
Quarters in Manila; Michael Hare,
Embassy in the Honduras; Chloethiel
Smith and her firm (Keyes, Smith,
Satterlee & Lethbridge) , Embassy at
Asuncion, Paraguay; Moore & Hutchins, an Office Building in Dakar; Paul
Rudolph, Embassy in Aman, Jordan;
Eel Stone, an Embassy job at ew Delhi ; Hugh Stubbins, a Consulate in
Tangier; Bob Weed (Weed, Russell,
Johnson) , a Consulate in Leopoldville;
Bill Wurster's firm (Wur ter, Bernarcli & Emmons), an Office Building
in Hong Kong; Yamasaki, Leinweber
& Helmuth, a Consulate in Kobe, Japan. This represents the program for
the 1955 fiscal year-all the funds available at present for building work. The
whole program is a pleasant surprise to
those who feared that Lee King's abrupt departure from the State Department's FBO office implied a reactionary
design swing. Alan Jacobs, who headed FBO's Paris office so effectively, has
gone back to private work and is reported in Africa. Henry Lawrence is now
Technical Director in the Washington
office.
Louis Gohmert reports on the pleasures of practice in a small community
-in his case, Mt. Pleasant, Texas, population 6500. Gohmert says that he had
always wanted to "settle in a town
where I could walk down the street and
call people I met by name." In this he
was encouraged by Bill Cauclill, during his school days. He's done it, finds
that "low overhead makes it possible to
enjoy a rea onable living from few commissions," and is very proud of being
the town's "arch-e-tet." Well he might
be: hi work, which, without his presence in the community would largely
have been done without benefit of an
architect, is first rate. Enthusiastic, like
others who feel satisfaction in a general
practice in a smaller community (I remember so well the missionary attitude
o( the late Sheldon Brumbaugh of Klamath Falls, Oregon, who started us on
our "Architect and His Community"
series), he believe that dis9en1ion of the
profession would benefit the public as
well a the architects. He believes sincerely that "other beginning architects
might find an outlet for energies and
talents in small communities." After
working with Richard Colley in Corpus
Christi, and a "short sti nt" in Dallas of-

fices, he prefers the hard work ("by day
I talk to clients, salesmen, check shop
drawings, supervise the work . . . at night
I do my drawing") and the satisfaction
("after three and one-half years I feel
that my practice is well grounded, with
lots of room for improvement") of his
present location.
Lots of individual architectural travel
to Europe thi year, in addition to the
guided and sponsored tours. Morris
Ketchum, for instance, made a storedesign consultation job an excuse for visiting current Scandinavian work. It all
makes me restless again. Incidentally, I
was sad to read that the sculptor, Laurens, whom we met on our last trip
abroad, had died. He and his wife were
with us on our visit to the St. Lo Hospital of Paul Nelson, along with a
charmjn g Italian designer named Madeleine, now Madame Nelson and the
mother of a bouncing boy. I wonder
what language ( s) he will grow up to
speak-English, French, and Italian
probably. It was in a combination of
those tongue that we all spent an evening playing poker in Varangeville.
Now that I'm on the subject of sculptors-and women-I should report that
I have just seen the Gwen Lux piece
for a school by Kelly & Gruzen-one
of the strongest things she's done, boldly
conceived, beautifully detailed. Which
reminds me that Mitzi Solomon (Cunliffe) writes that she's coming back to
the States for a visit this fall, after a
period of considerable accomplishment
producing sculpture for contemporary
English architecture.
As soon as the last Saarinen chair
for the lobby arrives from Knoll Associates we will photograph the new Reinhold and P /A offices and show them to
you. We're really enjoying the space
laid out for us so ably by Lou Shulman, in this building remodeled almost
from scratch by Emery Roth & Sons,
who seem, at this writing to be redesigning most of mid-Manhattan. That's not
entirely true, though-Harrison &
Abramovitz have one office building
going up now, and another in design
stage, which the client announces will be
"institutional" rather than "commercial"
in character. A nice trick. Bill Lescaze
has one to go over on Lexington Avenue,
and an "artist's conception" of a Pereira & Luckman design for a spot a
few blocks below us has been circulating. P erhaps, ultimately, some pattern
of harmony will appear, but at the moment the consistent scale which did exist
on Park Avenue's fagades is being lost
to scattered, completely various design
efforts.

